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1 UNITED STATES OF AliERI.CA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO!iMISSION

3

O
4 - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x

:
5 Tn the !!atter of: :

:
6 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COliPANY, et al. : Docket Nos.

: 50-361 OL
7 (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, : 50-362 OL

:
3 Units 2 and 3) :

:
9 ----------------------X

10 Los Angeles Room
Marriott Hotel

11 700 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

12
Monday,

13 September 28, 1981

() 14 Evidentiary hearing in tbo above-entitled

15 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:15 a.m.
.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAMES L. KELLEY, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18
DR. CADET H. HAND, JR., Member

19
MRS. ELIZABETH B. JOHNSON, Member

20

21

22

23
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1 APPEARANCES:

2 On behalf of the Applicants, Southern California
Edison, et al:

3

() DAVID R. PIGOTT, Esq.
4 EDWARD B. ROGIN, Esq.

SAMUEL B. CASEY, Esq.
5 Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe

600 Montgomery Street
6 San Francisco, CA 94111

7 JAMES BEOLETTO, Esq.
General Counsel

8 Southern California Edison Company

9 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff:

10 RICHARD J. HOEFLING, Esq.
,

DONALD HASSELL, Esq. '

11 Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

12 Washington, D.C. 20555

13 SPENCE PERRY, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel() 14 Federal Emergency Management Agency
Washington, D.C.

15

16 On behalf of the Intervenors, GUARD, Carstens, et al:

17 PHYLLIS M. GALLAGHER, Esq.
1695 West Crescent, Suite 222

18 Anaheim, CA 92801 '

19 CHARLES E. MC CLUNG, JR., Esq.
Fleming, Anderson, McClung & Finch, Inc.

20 23521 Paseo de Valencia, Suite 303A
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

21
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24
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(G (9:15 a.m.)

3 JUDGE MELLEY: Back cn1 the record.

("; 4 Good morning. Just a couple of things that we
V

5 want to mention before getting to the next witness. One is

6 just to express an aspiration that we might finish this case

7 by the end of Wednesday. We don't know whether we can or we

8 can't. We are prepared to go a little late if we think, say

9 by tomorrow, if it looks like we might, we are prepared to

10 go a little later tomorrow evening, maybe Wednesday evening to

11 finish it up. If it is obvious we just can't do it, I suppose

12 we will spill over, but as we look at it, it seems to us that

,c 3 E3 we might be able to go on that schedule, and we are willing
\s)

14 to go a little further to achieve that.

15 Secondly, I want to thank the Staff for providing

16 us with a copy of the Commission's Diablo Canyon order of

17 September 21, CLI 8122. Certainly it appears to have some

18 relevance to our case, and we are in a situation where

19 licensing boards like this one are attempting for the first

20 time to apply some regulations that .are rather vague in some

21 respects, and upon which our guidance fron the Commission has

22 been less han total.

(.)
23 We now have a memorandum and order from the

24 Commission that has three separate concurrences, no one of
,,

V
25 which concurs with the other, and Boards in those
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1 circumstances, shocking as it may seem, have been known to

2 f all into error, so we would like to take advantage of{*'

I
3 whatever guidance we are getting. This opinion seems to

4 suggest some possible questions on the face of it. Nothing

5 jumps off the page at us and says you are doing something

6 wrong, but we would just like to be sure we have taken a hard
,

7 look at it along with the parties.

8 My understanding, by the way, and it -- really it

9 turns on an understanding of that -- the history of that

10 particular case, but I gather that the Diablo Board's low

11 power determinarion was not based upon a full record showing

12 of the Applicants ' plans, unlike what we have got here. Is

13 that right, Mr. Hoefling?f-

14 MR. HOEFLING: I believe that is correct, and I

15 believe that there had been no exercise conducted in the

16 Diablo case, such as has been conducted nere on May ll of

17 'dl.

|

| 13 JUDGE KELLEY: But I know earlier when we discusse l

19 low power months ago, Applicants, Mr. Pigott, I think,

20 expressed sone reluctance to try to do a low power trial
!

21 before he could do a full trial of the plant, and having seen

| 22 what we have seen here in the last few weeks, I can understand

)
| 23 your reluctance, how you sort of picked this apart, I don ' t
!
,

! 24 know, but that isn't what we did, so apparently we don't have

)
25 to worry about that.

_ ._
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1 Apart from that, there is some discussion here

2 about FEMA findings and the rest. Let me just say that -- I)
3 assume you have all read it, but the Board would just like to

4 sort of walk through it, maybe tomorrow morning at theb''
5 beginning, and get anybody's -- anybody and everybody's

6 views on whether we are procedurally on track or whether there

7 is something we ought to be doing differently than what we are

8 doing.

9 So, would -- Mr. Sears is our next witness,i

10 correct?

11 MR. HOEFLING: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Sears will

12 be the next Staff witness, and he needs to be sworn.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Anything else before we get back

14 to testimony? I guess --

t

15 MR. PIGOTT: One thing for a little bit -- I

16 guess Mr. Nauman is coming back mid-morning, is that correct?

17 JUDGE XELLEY: That is what he said.

18 MR. PIGOTT: And what time is Mr. Caravalho
t

|
19 going to appear?

20 MS. GALLAGHER: I think af ter lunch. .

21 MR. PIGOTT: Okay, I guess we will just have to

22 see how it fits in.

I)''
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah. I would think that if Mr.

24 Nauman comee in at mid-nc.raing and we are in the middle of ,

),

i 25 Mr. Sears, we would keep going until lunch anyway, and there
l

i

!

!

._. - _ _ - - - , . _ .
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1 may be something to be said -- and Mr. Caravalho was an

2{) official from San Clemente up here, and maybe we can fit him

3 in, but -- well, beyond that, I guess we --

4 MR. PIGOTT: My preference would be to finish Mr.{}
5 Sears before we go to either of the other gentlemen, and break

6 up only one witness's testimony, rather than two.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: TNat may be a better approach.

8 Okay, let us see when people show up and so forth.

9 Okay, Mr. Sears, good morr ing.

10 MR. SEARS: Good morning, sir. May I make one

11 comment?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

! 13 MR. SEARS: The way lawyers talk about witnesses,

14 the idea of finishing Mr. Sears, I object to. Somebody on|

I
; 15 Friday was going to be through Mr. Sears.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Tough game.

17 Whereupon,

18 JOHN R. SEARS

19 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn by

20 the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:
|
| 21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. HOEFLING:
,_\
(G

13 0 Mr. Sears, do you have before you a copy of the

, 24 testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC Staff on GUARD

| _ 25 Contentions 1, 2(e), 2(i), 2(j) and 2(k), related to the

|
|
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1 emergency preparedness for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating

A 2 Station, Units 2 and 3, dated August 20, 19317U
3 A Yes, sir.

] 4 Q Do you wish to make any carrections to that

5 testimony?

6 A Yes, sir. On page three, in the response A-2, the

7 second sentence says "This knowledge allows an informal

3 choice . '' That should have been "an informed choice."

9 0 With that correction, is that testimony true and

10 correct?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 O Now,tattached to that testimony, is there a two-

13 page document entitled " John R. Sears, resume?"

14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q Did you prepare that resume?

16 A I did.

17 0 Is it correct?

18 A Yes, sir.

MR. HOEFLING: Staf f would move that Mr. Sears '19 -

20 testimony and resume be admitted into evidence and bound into

21 the record, the testimony of August 20, 1981

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection?

23 MR. ROGIN: No objection from Applicants.

24 MS. GALLAGHER: Mine is dated August 21st, and -- .

25 JUDGE KELLEY: So is mine.
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1 MR.HGfTLING: Is that the cover sheet? The

() 2 testimony itself should be dated August 20.

3 JUDGE XELLBY: Is there a different date for the

() 4 other testimony?
i

5 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: So, any objection?

7 MS. GALLAGHER: No.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

9 BY MR. HOEFLING:

10 0 Mr. Sears, would you have'.before you now the

11 testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC Staff on GUARD

12 contentions 2(ai, 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), 2(f), 2(g), and 2 (h)

(]) 13 related to the emergency preparedness for the San Onof~re

14 Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3, dated August 6,

15 19817

16 A Yes, sir.

17 Q Did you prepare that testimony?

18 A Yes, sir.

'

19 Q Do you have any corrections you wish to make to

20 that testimony?

21 A No, sir.

'

22 Q It is true and correct?3

23 A Yes, sir.

f-) 24 MR. HOEFLING: Staf f would move that Mr. Sears '
V

25 testimony of August 6 be admitted into evidence and bound
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1 into the record.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: so ordered.

3 (Whereupon, the testinsny of John R. Sears

4Q referred to above was incorporated into the record as if

5 read)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

'
O

14

15

16

17

18

i 19

20

21

22

l 23

'' -

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCL, EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

l

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

IntheMatterof )

50 TH RN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY,
Docket Nes. 50-361 OL

) 50-363 OL
*' --

I(San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 2 and 3)

|

O
TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. SEARS OF THE NRC STAFF
ON GUARD CONTENTIONS 1, 2.E. 2.I, 2.J AND

l 2.K RELATED TO EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS FOR
TPE SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION,

UNITS 2 AND 3
_-

|

-
.

.

r

AUGUST 20, 1981

!

O
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-
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O
Q.1 State your name and title?

A. John R. Sears. I am a Senior Reactor Safety Engineer in the

Emergency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency

Preparedness, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comission.

Q.2 f you have a statement of professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A copy of my statement of professional qualifica: ions is

attached to this testimony.
.

Q.3 What is the purpose of this testimony?

A. The purpose of this testimony is to address Contentions 1 and 2.E.

2.I, 2.J, and 2.K raised by Intervenors GUARD in this operating

license proceeding each of which is related to the emergency pre-

paredness of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2

and 3 (SONGS 2 and 3). My testimony will examine the state of the

Applicants' emergency preparedness as it affects these GUARD's

Contentions.
.

Q.4 GUARD Contention 1 states:

O
' whether the state of emeroency prepereeness for SCNGS 2 end 3 pro-

vides reasonable assurance that the offsite transient and permanent
population within the plume exposure pathw3y Emergency Planning Zone,
10 C.F.R. E 50.47(c)(2), for SONGS 2 and J can be evacuated or other-Q wise adequatel; p.otected in the event of a radiological emergency
with offsite consequenc s occurring at SONGS 2 and 3, as required by
10 C.F.R.150.47(a)(1), 5 50.47(b)(10), and Part 50, Appendix E.IV.

._ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _-
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.

O
With respect to Contention 1, why are time estimates for evacuation

and for taking other protective actions required to be submitted
,

by the Applicants pursudnt to Part 50, Appendix E.IV?
.

A. Time estimates for evacuation and for taking other protective actions

are used by the NRC staff for two principal purposes:

(i) te identify those transportation routes, areas or facilities-

in the vicinity of a site for which special traffic controls

during an emergency or other special plans would be desirable;

(2) to provide to decisionmakers during an emergency, knowledge
' O of the iength of time required to effect evacuation under

various conditions. This knowledge allows an informal choice

of protective actions (e.g., between in-place sheltering and

evacuation) during any actual accident situation.

Q.5 With respect to the time estimates which are required to be submitted

by the Applicants pursuant to Part 50, Appendix E.IV, what criteria

must those time estimates meet?

O|

O

. - - - _ - -
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O
A

The time estimates for evacuation and for taking other protective

actions are considered acceptable if the criteria of NUREG-0654, FEMA
O aEP-1, a... i Crit <ia for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological

-

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear

Power Plants," specifically II.J and Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654,. . . . .

are met.

Q.6 Have the Applicants in this proceeding submitted time estimates

for SONGS 2 and 3 facility?

A. Yes, the Applicants submitted an analysis of time estimates for

evacuation of the 10 mile plume exposure Emergency Planning Zone

. . ._O and beyond to include the communities of San Juan Capistrano, Da,na

Point and Ortega. This analysis is contained in Appendix E to the
i

Applicants' Emergency Plan. The other protective action that may

be taken is shelter and the time necessary to take shelter is
. . .

principally a function of the time for notification. The Applicants

are installing a siren system for early alerting of the public and have

cngoing public educational program both of which have been de-an

scribed in my testimony dated August 6, 1981 responding to GUARD

Contentions 2.B and 2.C.

Q.7 Have these time estimates been examined for conformance with the

criteria you have identified in your response to Question 5 above?

O
A. Yes.

O

|

_
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O o.8 who performed that examiaation aad ac was it ceaeucted?
.

A.
The examinatien was performed by a contractor, the Texas Transpor-

tation Institute of the Texas A & M University System. The evaluation

technique is described in NUREG/CR-1856, An Analysis of Evacuation

Time Estimates Around 52 Nuclear Power Plants and NUREG/CR-1745,

Analysis of Techniques for Estimating Evacuation Times for Emergency

Planning Zones. The evaluation used a subjective scale re;uiring

professional engineering judgment in determining ratings. The

process then indicates areas which the reviewer considers the plan

to be strong or weak. The results of the review are then presented

in a table (See Table Below).

'

O
Table 1: Evacuation Criteria *

.

Item Excel. Alfeq. Poor None

l Background

A. Area Map
B. Assumptions
C. Methodology

Demand Estimation
"

A. Permanent Population
B. Transient Population
C. Special Population -

| D. Time of Cay / Week -

) Traffic Routing
A. Map of Network *

Q B. Capacity by Segment
Analysis

| A. Components Considered
B. Adverse ConditionO Considered

Overall .

b
.

.
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%

Q.9 Describe the results of that evaluation?

O A.
The contractor s evaiuatfoa stet << that the Appiicants' report

(Appendix E to the Applicants' Emergency Plan) is excellent with

one exception in that inadequate consideration was given to ad-

verse weather conditions and its effect on highway capacity. The

Applicants' estimates had resulted in very little difference in

. time between fair weather conditions and adverse weather condi-
tions. The NRC contractor's concept of adverse weather envisions

a more severe environment than I conclude is necessary to fulfill
'

the criteria of NUREG-0654.

Q.10
O In your opinion, do the Applicants' time estimates meet the criteria

which you have identified in your response to Question 5 above?

A. Yes, Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654 includes a complete outline of the<

material to be covered in the evacuation times assessment study.

The NRC contractor's evaluation described in answer to question 8

covers all of the elements in Appendix 4. I have reviewed the

Applicants' study and the NRC contractor's evaluation and I have

verified that the Applicants' study satisfactorily covers all the
elements in Appendix 4.

*

! O

O

;

- - - - ._. .. . _. . . - -
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O
With respect to Contention 1, have you evaluated the capability |,

Q.11

to initiate evacuation or other protective measures for offsite

permanent and transient population within the plume exposure
.

pathway EPZ7

Yes, I have examined the capability of the Applicants to evaluateA.

the need for and to make recommendations to offsite response

agencies with respect to evacuation or other protective measures.
1

'

Such capability is required by planning standard 10 C.F.R.
'

The. criteria of NUREG-0654, specifically II.J.,
E 50.47(b)(10).

provide guidance in this area.

i

O
!

.

,

| O
.

.g

.
. _ _ _ - - _ _ - - . - _ - - - - - - - _ -- ..
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O '2
nave the Applicants' emergency plans been examined for conformance1

with the guidance of NUREG-0654, II.J7

O
A.

Yes, I have examined the Applicants' emergency plans with respect
to this guidance and I will now summarize my findings

.

1

The methodology and techniques for assessment of each of the four

classes of emergency, Notification of Unusual Event, Alert, Site
Area Emergency and General Emergency are described in Section 6
of the Applicants' Emergency Plan.

The Applicants' Emergency

Implementing Procedure 1.1, Recognition and Classification of

Emergencies, snecifies measurable and observable indications in

O the plant instrumentation readings, which are the initiating condt
1

-

tioas for deciarias a particuiar emersency.
The Procedure instructs

the Emergency Coordinator, who initially is the plant Watch Engineer~

to make notification to offsite authorities in conformance with
.

Emergency Implementation Procedure 1.4, Notification.
The

Notification procedure states that notification shall be made

to all offsite authorities by the on duty shift personnel imediately
following the declaration of the emergency.

The Notification

procedure includes message formt, with the recommended protective
action, for each type of emergency. Emergency Implementation

Procedure 1.24, Recomendations for Offsite Protective Measures'

,

|O provides specific guidance to the Emergency Coordinator for the

recommending of cffsite protective actions to local emergency
response authorities.

O This procedure states that the applicant is

|
.

__ _ _ _ . _ ~ , _ - _ . _ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ . . _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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O
required to meue recommeneations for protective actions as part

of the initial notification process if the nature and magnitude
Q of the actual or potential radioactivity release warrants pro-

tective actions for the general public.

Q.13
State whether the Applicants' procedures conform to the guidance

contained in NUREG-0654 II.J and provide us with your judgment as

to whether or not the Applicants meet planning standard 10 C.F.R.
150.47(b)(10).

.

A.
The Applicants' Emergency Implementation Procedures demonstrate

his capability to evaluate the need for and make recommendations

to offsite response agencies with respect to evacuation or other

protective measures. The crocedures satisfy the criteria of

NUREG-0654, II.J which are' the iglementation criteria for
!

10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(10).
.

Q.14 GUARD Contention 2 states in part:

Whether there is reasonable assurance that the emergency
response planning and capability of implementation for
SONGS 2 & 3, affecting the offsite transient and permanent
population, will comply with 10 C.F.R. Sections 50.47(a)(1)and (b) or (c)(1) as regards:

* * *
l

E.
necessary transportation and comunication equioment, andO the operation of the emergency operations centers of thei

principal. response crganizations, 10 C.F.R. Sections 50.47(b)(8);

O
* * ,

, _ _ . . - - - . . - , - _ _ . , . _ - _ , _ , , _ _ _ . - . . _ _ _ _ _ . , _ - - . . ,- . . -. . . . , ,
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O
I. the physical design, communications equipment, and

operating procedures for the interim Emergency)Oper-ations Facility, 10 C.F.R. Sections 50.47(b)(3 and
O (6)(8)

J. the methods, systems, and equipment for assessing
and monitoring actual or potential offsite cen-
sequences of a radiological emergency condition
within the ingestion pathway EPZ for SONGS 2 and
3, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(9); and

!
K. general plans for recovery and reentry, 10 C.F.R.

5 S0.47(b)(13).

Q.14 With respect to Contention 2.E, have you examined the Applicants'

provisions to provide transportation and communications equipment

during an emergency and to establish emergency operations centers?

Q A. Yes, the Applicants' procedure 1.26 entitled " Communications" describes

the communications systems that are available for emergency use, their

location and their functions. Section G of the Applicants' Emergency

Plan states that,in the event that normal access to SONGS should he-
|
| 'come restricted, emergency personnel and equipment can be transported

to the Station via helicopter. The Applicants maintain a fleet of

aircraft which includes five helicoptors, one twin engine, fixed

wing aircraft capable of carrying six passengers. The fleet is

based at the Chino Airport. Provisions have been made for the
1

dedicated use of two helicopters for the transport of emergency

personnel and equipment to SONGS; however, the Applicants state

| that all of the aircraft could be dedicated to SONGS if necessary.

In additfon, the Applicants own and operate an extensive fleet of

O

|
.

-- - - . . , - . - , , - , - . . - . , , - , - - - . , . . . - - - - - - . - - - -
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1

O
ground transportation vehicles consisting of heavy-duty trucks,

0 equipment and four-wheel drive vehicles which would be available

to SONGS as needed.

,

Section 7 of the Applicants' Emergency Plan describes the Applicants',

emergency facilities, the Station Control Room, the Technical Support

Center, and the Operations Support Center. Section 7 also describes

the interim arrangements for the Emergency Operations Facility, which

will include an onsite Emergency Support Center staffed by Corporate

Emergency Support personnel, and a Primary Emergency Operations Center

(PEOC). The PEOC is located in the City of San Clemente City Hall and

is for the use of Southern California Edison (SCE), Federal, State and

Q local authorities. The Applicants' Emergency Implementation Procedure 1.3-

entitled " Activation and Operation of SCE Emergency Centers and Organiza-

tions" provides instructions for the activation, operation and organiza-

tion of the Operations Support Center, Technical Support Center and

the Emergency Support Center. The Emergency Operations Centers of

local offsite auttiorities are described in their individual Emergency

Response Plans which the Applicants have submitted to the NRC Staff.

[
'

Q.15 Do the Applicants' provisions for Emergency Operation Centers and

their conraitment to transportation and connunications equipment

described in your response to Question 14 above, meet planning

standard 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)(8)?

O

. -
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,
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!
|

11 --

A. Yes, the -Applicants' provisions for emergency operation centers

and their comitment of transportation and communications equip-
'

O ment satisry the criteria of auREs-o654. II.F and a hich are the

implementaticn criteria for 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)(8).

.

The implementati,on of the capability for necessary transportation

and communications equipment and the operation of the Applicants'

emergency operations centers was demonstrated during the full scale

exercise involving the Aoplicants and offsite organizations on

May 13, 1981, to the extent the procedures and systems employed

j during the Unit 1 exercise were similar to those in place for

Units 2 and 3. These procedures and systems proved to be workable

and effective.
,

Q.16 With respect to Contention 2.I, have you examined the physical design,

comunications equipment and operating procedures for the interim.

Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)?
,

i

| -

j A. Yes, I was the NRC observer at the Applicants' onsite Emergency
I

Support Center during the May 13, 1981 exercise and at that time!

I also visited the Primary Emergency Operations Center at

San Clemente.
,i

; O o 17 oo the 9h sicai desisa, co-uaicatioas eauia eat aad operatias Pro-i

cedures for the interim EOF described in your response to Question 16
'

.O ** '' **** a''""'"S ***"d'''' ' ' " ' 5 47(')(') '"d (b)(8)'- - -

.
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Q A.

The criteria for the interim EOF are contained in NRC letters to
all Applicants dated September 27, 1979 and November 9, 1979.

(These letters are attached to the Applicants' Emergency Plan).

The Applicants' provisions for the interim EOF satisfy these criteria

and meet the planning standards of 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)(3) and
(b)(8).

.

The criteria for the permanent EOF are contained in NUREG-0654,II.H,
with specific guidance for implementation in NUREG-0696, Functional
Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities. The Applicants have

submitted detailed descriptions of their permanent Emergency Opera-
'

tions Facility in the July 1, 1981 letter to the NRC Staff. The

O permanent Emergency Operatione Facility will be located at Japanese

Mesa across Highway I-5 and approximately 1 kilometer from the plant
.

It will conform to the guidance in NUREG-0696 and will be operational
! by October 1, 1982.

Q.18
With respect to Contention 2.J have you examined the methods, staffing

,

systems and equipment available to Applicants for assessing and

monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences of a radiological

>

emergency condition within the ingestion pathway EPZ for SONGS 2 and 37

A.
Yes, in addition to the provisions that I have described in my1

'

O testimony dated August 6, 1981 responding to GUARD Contention 2.H,

the Applicants' Emergency Implementation Procedures 1.34, Emergency!

O

:

.

y _. -,
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O
Environmental !!onitoring, provides instructions for the collectionp

of environmental samples in the event of a release of radioactive s

naterial to the environment during an emergency. The instructions
'

include the kinds'of samples, the need for clear identification of

the samples, and an admonition against cross-contamination. The

Technical Support Center has been designated by the Applicants as

the place for receipt and analysis of field monitoring data. Federal

Agencies will coordinate their Emergency Radiological Monitoring and

Assessment activities through.the Federal Radiological Monitoring
i Assessment Plan (FRMAP). The Applicants will have space available

in the Emergency Operations Facility for a liaison from FRMAP.
. -

s

I

Q.19 Do the methods, staffing, systems and equipment, available to

Applicants for assessing and monitoring actual or potential

offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition described

in your response to Question 18 above meet planning standard

10 C.F.R. 1 50.47(b)(9)?

A. Yes, the provisions for assessing and monitoring for the ingestion,

|

pathway EPZ satisfy the criteria nf NUREG-0654, II.H and I whien

are the implementacion criteria for 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(9).

!

Q.20 With respect to Contention 2.X, have you examined the general plans

O developed by the Applicants for recovery and reentry?
(

C A. Yes, Section 9 of the Applicants' Emergency Plan describes general

plans for recovery and reentry. Criteria have been established
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O for deciaring that the emergency is uneer controi and in the

recovery phase. The Emergency Coordinator is responsible for

O n=tiri=:ti== t= =11 =<rsite authorities that the emersency has

shifted to a recovery phase. Planned radiation exposure limits

for urgent re-entry shall b.e in accordance with National Council

on Radiation Protection (NCRP) criteria and, in any lesser situa-

tion, the criteria of 10 C.F.R. Part 20 apply. Analyses will be

performed to estimate population exposure from all applicable -

exposure pathways. The general structure of a long-term recovery

organization is described in the Emergency Plan.

Q.21 Do the plans for recovery and re-entry described in your response
I

to Question 20 above meet planning standard 10 C.F.R. Section
O

50.47(b)(13)?

1

A. Yes, the Applicants' plans for recovery and re-entry satisfy the

criteria of NUREG-0654, II.M which are the implementation criteria

for 10 C.F.R. 1 50.47(b)(13).

.

Q.22 What is your assessment of the Applicants' capability to implement

the procedures and activities which you have described in this

testimony?

Q A. I have reviewed the implementing procedures and, in my judgment, they

provide adequate and clear direction to the persca called upon to

|o
,

|
.

-

, - - - a.en . - - ~ +,-y rr- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -
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O implement them.
The Applicants have an ongoing training program

which I have examined and found acceptable. This training program
O

Provides assuraace taat the Procedures wiii de foitowed.^editionai

confirmation of the Applicants' ability to implement the emergency

preparedness program is provided through the Office of Inspection

and Enforcement's Emergency Preparedness Appraisal Program (EPAP)

which is an onsite inspection and verification process, and the
1

conduct by the Applicants . an onsite exercise, both of which are

scheduled far before the time axpected for issuance of the operating
license for San Onofre 2 and 3.

|*

O
,

O
.

O

-- - --. --
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JOHN ft. SEARS
O 1

'

l
RESUME'

'

gior to 1952 I was employed in field jobs in various aspects of mechanical

engineering. In 1952. I joined Brookhaven National Laboratory as a Reactot Shift

Supervisor on the Brookhaven Graphite Reactor. While at Brookhaven. I completed

a series of courses given by the Nuclear Engineering Department in nuclear engineering.

Thsso courses were patterned on the ORSORT programs. In 1956. I was appointed
'

project Engineer on the Brookhaven Medica 1 Research Reactor. I was a member of

the design group, participated in critical design experiments, wrote specifications,

coauthored the hazards report, was re,sponsible for field inspection and contractor

liaison, trained operators and loaded and started up the reactor. About three

month's after start-up, in 1953, following the successful completion of proof tests

g demonstration of the reactor in its design operating mode for baron capture

therapy of h ain cancer, I accepted a position as reactor inspector with the

Division of Inspection, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. In 1960, I transferred,

as a reactor inpsector, to the newly-formed Division of Compliance. I was responsible
p for the inspection, for safety and ' compliance with license requirements, of the
1

licensed reactors and the fuel fabrication and fuel processing plants. which
!

use more than critical amounts of special nuclear material, in the Eastern United
States.

In September 1968, I transferred to the Operational Safety Branch, Directorate of
1

Licensing. My responsibility included development of appropriate guides for evaluatior

Ooperatione, aspect of license appiications end staff assistance in rev4ew of

power reactor applicants submittals in the areas of Organization and Management.
,

Csonnel Qualifications, Training Programs, Procedures and Administrative Control,
!

Review and Aedit, Start-up Testing Programs Industrial Security acid Emergency Planning

.

~A,
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The Branch was recrganized as the Industrial Security and Emergency Planning

h ranch in April 1974 to place increased emphasis and attention upon areas ofB

physical security and emerge.ocy planning.

O In 1976 I transferred to the Divison of Operating Reactors as the sole reviewer
-

~

responsible for review of emergency planning for all the operating reactors in

the United States.

'

New York City College,1950 - Mechanical Engineering

Argonne International School of Reactor Technology,1961 - Reactor Control Course

GE BWR System Design Course 1972

Popo-U.S. Army,1974 - Course in Industrial Defense and Disaster Planning
.

Instructor at DCPA , 1976, 1977 - Course in Emergency Planning

Director,1962 - Reactor Program, Atoms for Peace Exhibit Bangkok, Thailand

O Dir~ector,1966 - Atoms for Peace Exhibit, Utrecht, Holland

.

.

O

'

Q
.

-

-
_ _ - - - - - _ - - - - _
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j
f' Q.1 State your name and titic?

I

O
bohnR. Sears.I am a Senior Reactor Safety Engineer in the [A.

Em6rgency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency '

-

Preparedness, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comission.

Q.2 Do you have a statement of professional qualifications?
1

A. Yes. A copy of my statement of professional qualifications is :

|

attached to this testimony.
'

Q.3 What is the purpose of this testir:.ony?
l

A. The purpose of this testimony is to address Contentions 2.A, 2.3,

O 2.C, 2.0, 2.r, 2.s ane 2.a raisee by Intervenors GuxRn in this
-

operating license proceeding which are related to the emergency

preparedness of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2

and 3 (SONGS 2 and 3). My testimony will examine the state of

the Applicants' emergency preparedness as it affects these GUARD's
*contentions.

Q.4 GUARD Contention 2 states in part:

Whether there is reasonable assurance that the emergency response planning

and capability of implementation for SONGS 2 & 3, affecting the offsite

} tr'ansient and permanent population, will comply with 10 CFR Sections 50,47

(a)(1) and (b) or (c)(.11 as regards:

\
O

.

.=

* ~ sy
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- A. . the procedures for notification by Applicants of State and
J ~ local response organizations, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(5),

and for notification of and continued cortmunication amongO
~

emersency personnel by aii iavolved orseaizations. 10 c F.R.
.

-

Section 50.47(b)(6);

B. thh means for notification and instruction to the populace ' '

' O within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone, ' .-
10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(5);

C. the information and the procedures for dissemination of informa-
tion to the public within the plume exposure pathway Emergency
Planning Zone on a periodic basis on how they will be notified

T and what their initial actions should be in the event of an
! emergancy, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(7);

the 'rrangements for medical services for contaminated and injuredD. a

individuals, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(12); *

.

* s' * *

F. the capability of each principal response organization to
'

respond and to augment this initial response on a continuous -

basis, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(1);

7 G. radiological emergency response training to those who may be called
on to assist in an emergency, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(15);

O w. the methoes, staffing, systems, ane equipment for assessins ane
monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences of a radio-

; logical emergency condition within the plume exposure pathway
EPZ for SONGS 2 ?. 3, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(9);'

* * * *

With respect to Contention 2.A, have you examined the procedures for

notification by Applicants o,f State and local response organizations?

.

A. Yes. The Applicants' procedure 1.4 entitled " Notification" provides

detailed instructions for contacting offsite agencies. The procedure

includes Initial Notification forms for each of the four classes of

emergency, an emergency notification call-list, and a follow-up notification
O form. The procedure implements Emergency Plan Table 5-4 Offsite Response

Agency notification and conforms to the criteria of NUREG-0654,II.E.

/ O
.

.

.
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( Q.5 With respect to Contention 2.A, do the . Applicants' procedures for
,

notification of State and local response organizations described '

,,

'

in your response to Question 4 above meet planning standard 10 CFR Section

50.47(b)(5)? .

A. Yes, as discussed in the pervious answer, the Applicants' procedures

!

cont'orm to the criterla of NilREG-0654 II.E which are the criteria for,

implementing the planning standard of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5).- --

. .

Q.6 With respect to Contention 2.A, have you exa.ained the Applicants'

_ _ . . .

procedures for notification and continued corr::unication among
,

~

emergency personnel by all involved organizations?
.

.

A. Yes. The Applicants' procedure 1.26 entitled " Communications a

OV describes the cocaunications systems that are available for

| emergency use, their location and their functions. This procedure

is similar to Emergency Plan Table 7-1 and 7-2, and conforms to

, the criteria of NUREG-0654, II.F.1. The Applicants' procedure 1.4 Nati-
fication includes instructions for follow-up notification. The

'

folicw-up notificaticn fcrm is similar in format to the Initial

Notification forms but has more extensive technical content. The

Applicants' procedures for Site and General Emergencies contain

instructions for the periodic dissemination of information on the

| status of onsite operations and conditions to offsite authorities.

O
Q.7 With respect to Contention 2.A, do the Applicants' procedures

'Q which you have described in your response to Question 6 above meet

planning standard 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(6)?

> = = -
~ .

_
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A. Yes. The implementation of the Applicants' capability for notifica-
O tien and continued communication among emergency pecsonnel was

.

-

. -

demonstrated during the full-scale exercise involving the . '.

O appiicants and e+fsite organizations on say 13, 1982 to the extent
,

that the procedures and systems employed during the Unit 1 exercise

were similar to those in place for Units 2 & 3. These proce & es and systems

proved to be workable and effective.

Q.8 With respect to Contention 2.8, have you examined the Applicants'
'

, means for notification and instruction to the populace within the

plume exposure pathway epi? "

A. Yes, the Applicants have designed a siren system'in the communications
I

within 10 miles of San Onofre. As of August 1,1981, 32 of the 40 sirens

and the control system had been installed and the total system is scheduled

to be operational by September 1,1981. The Applicants have submitted a map '

showing siren locations with analytical results of the sound levels anticipated

The purpose of the sirens is to alert the public to tune in to local radio

stations for emergency instructions.
.

O
.I

.)O
.

.. .. ,_
. . . . . - . . . .--- - -- .y. y -

_
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Q.9
With respsct to Contention 2.B do the means for notification andI

instruction to the populace within the plume exposure pathway EPZ

which ycu have described in response to Question 8 above meet plan-
)

,

nincf standard 10 CFR Section 50.47(b)(5).?
.

-

O
.. -.

,

'
-

.

A.
Yes,the means for notification and instruction to the populace satisfy
the- criter.a of NUREG-0654, II.E and Accendix 3 which

are the irplemantation
criteria for 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5).

.

Q.10 With respect to Contention 2.C. have you examined Applicants' pro-

cedures for dissemination of information to the public within the

plume exposure pathway EPZ on a periodic basis as to how the public

will be notified and what its initial actions should be in the event
of an emergency?

O A.
Yes, an informational brochure has been mailed to residents of San

Clemente, San Juan Capistrano, Capistrano Beach and Dana Point.The

document provides a general outline of public notification, sheltering
and evacuation procedures, and a detailed map of evacuation routes andi

location of reception and care facilities.
The mailing was preceded by

a newspaper advertisement with instructions on how to obtain a copy of

the brochure for anyone who may not have received it through the mail~ ~ ~ ~
.

New applicants for electrical service are given complete emergency
planning information.

A flyer has been printed with similar information
for distribution to all park visitors.

Emergency response posters have
been designed for motels and hotels.

The next issue of the telephone

directory will have a page of emergency public notification information

O

-
esso % ,. .
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and protectivo action instructions. The total. public education program

for the plume exposure pathway EPZ is scheduled for full operation by
,

the Fall of 1981. On an annual basis, simplified mailers and newspaper

ady'ertisments will remind residents of the emergency planning educationaj
.- -

program. - ''

Q . - '

Q.ll Do the Applicants' procedures for dissemination of information which

you have described in response to Question 10 above meet planning

standard 10 CFR* Section 50.47(b)(7)7
.

. .

A. Yes, the Applicarits' procedures for dissemination of infonnation

satisfy the criteria of NUREG-0654,'II.G1 and G2 which are the
.

implementation criteria for 10 CFR 50.47(b)(7).

(

OV

.

b

O
i

O

-

_ _ _ _ ___ _ __ _ - ___
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) Q.12 With respect to Contention 2.0 have you examined arrangements

made by Applicants for medical services for contaminated and '

,

' injured individuals?
[.

.
-

A. Yes, the Applicants' emergency procedures 1.8 Emergency Exposure,1.9

Thyroid Blocking Pills,1.11 Rescue, and 1.12 Injury described in

detail such arrangements. Emergency Procedure 1.12 includes a

checklist for Control Room Actions for Personnel injury, instruction

for contamination injury treatment and a directional map to egress

and a layout for the South Coast. Community Hospital. Arrangements

have also been made with the Tri City Community Hospital to provide
.

medical assistance for injured and contaminated patients. The Emer-

gency Plan includes Letters of Agreement with local physicians for

treating any individual suffering from an injury complicated by
' O

radiation :entamination as a consequence of activity at San Onofre.

In addition, the Applicants have recently signed a contract for training
.

of both onsite and offsite personnel who may be involved with a

potentially contaminated and injured person.by the Radiation

Management Corporation. The Applicants have written agreements with

the Scudder Ambulance Company and the Superior Ambulance Company for

transporting injured anc cont?minated personnel. The Emergency

Plan at Section 6.S.2 requires that two persons trained in first aid

will be onsite at all times.

O

OO
.

@ 496
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0 13 With respect to Contention 2.0 do Applicants' arrangements forQ

- :. *

.ae. dical services for contaminated and injured individuals
-

-

.

described in your respon.se to Question 12 above, meet planning
'

O
standard 10 C.F.R. Saction 50.47(b)(12)7

.

A. Yes, the Applicants' arrangements for medical services satisfy.

the criteria of NUREG-0654, II.L1, 2 and 4 sh'ich are the imolementa-

tion criteria for 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)112).

Q.14 With respect to Contentic'n 2.F have you examined the Applicants'

provisions to respor.d to an emergency and to augment any initial
.

response on a continuous basis?

A. Yes, Section 5 of the Emergency Plan describes in detail the onsite

O emergency organization and its augmentation and extension offsite.

The Watch Engineer is initially designated as the Site Emergency
~

Coordinator. Wher. an abnormal situation arises, it is his responsi-

bility to determine the classification of the situation and to

imolement the Emergency Plan. There is continuous 24-hour

corm:unication capability between San Onofre and Federal, State

and local response organizations to ensure rapid transmittal of

accurate notification information and emergency assessment data,
|

The Site Emergency Coordinator has the authority to declare the

emergency and to make th,e necessary notifications and recomendations

Q to offsite authorit'es. Station staff emergency assignments have

been made. Call-out for augmentation of on-shift capabilities would
1

be made ,immediately upon declaration of the emergency. The Applicants

| .

. . . . _. .._

- .-
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state that all required personnel would be present within

60 ;.inutes, and qualified personnel necessary to perform the
,

*

functions listed in't!UREG-0654, Table B-1, under capability '

.-

O foi so m4nutes, would be Present within 30 minutes.
~

.

.,

Q.15 With respect to Contention 2.F, does the Applicants' capability to
'

respond to an emergency and to augment this initial response on a
'

continuous basis described in your response to Question 14 above

meet planning standard 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(1)?
. .

A. Yes, the Applicants' capability to respond to an emergency and to
_ _

augment the staff satisfies the intent of tne criteria of f!UREG 0654, II.A and E
,

which are the implementation criteria to meet the planning standard
'

,_

i0 CFR 50.47(b)(1).
Q.16 With respect to Contention 2.G. have you examined the- Applicants'

radiological emergency response training provided to those who

may be called on to assist in an emergency?

A. Yes, the Applicants?' Emergency Plan in Table 8-1 lists the personnel
~ involved and the requirements fcr both initial and periodic re- '

training on the scope, responsibilities and functioning of the

Emergency Plan and Emergency Implementing Procedures with specific

instructicn on those aspects applicable to the particular person's

responsibility. These areas include emargency response coordina-

tion and direction, accident assessment, radiological monitoring,

repair and damage control, rescue and first aid. I have been

I informed by the Applicants that the initial training on the Emergency ,

O Plan is in progress and will be comoleted prior to fuel loading. In-

-
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i addition, the Applicants have described to me the training provided'
'

through the Applicants' support by the Radiation Management .'

Corporation for nver 300 personnel from offsite organizations, , .f-

~

O includins physicians aad hos94 tai e=arseacy roo= 9ersoanei,
~

ambul mce personnel, police and firemen.

Q.17 With respect to Contention 2.G,'does the radiological emergency

response training provided by the ' Applicants which you have de-

cribed in response to Question 16 above meet planning standard
,

i

10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(15)? '

A. 'Yes, the radiological emergency response training provided by the

Applicants satisfies the criteria of NUREG-0654. II.0 which are the implemen-
f

tation criteria to meet the planning standard of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(15).

O
Q.18 With respect to Contentien 2.H, have you examined the methods,

staffing, systems and equipment available to Applicants for

assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences

of a radiologict.1 emergency condition withir. the plume exposure

pathway EPZ for SONGS '2 and 3?

A. Yes, radiological monitoring systems to monitor radioactivity levels

in all of the important process and effluents points are described

in Section 11.5 of the PSAR. Additional listings of equipment

available at the station for both initial and continuing assessment
O.

of emergency situations are in Tables 7-3 through 7-7 and Appendix D

\ of the Emercency Plan.

JO
~ .

_
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The Applicants are training the Health Physics Shift Foreman to perform
dose assessments. There are at least 2 Senior Health Physics technical

pe sonnel, qualified to perform dose assessments, whose driving time f$om.
;

home to San Onofre is less than 30 minutes. -!O
.

-

The Applicants' Emergency Implementation Procedure 1.22, Emergency

Dose Projections - Airborne Release, for Unit 1 is presently under

study and revision to apply to Unit 2 and 3. Hand calculations are

employed in this procedure. The Applicants are installing a Health

Physics computer system wh,ich will process meteorological data

and data from radiation monitors to calculate doses at various,

,

distance's from the plant.
This automated system is scheduled to be fully

operational by July 1982 and will be available for' connection to offsite
authorities.

.

Q Q.19 Do the methods, staffing, systems and equipment, available to

Applicants for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsitel

consequences of a radiological emergency condition described in your

response to Question 18 above meet planning standard 10 C.F.R.

Section 50.47(b)(9)1
*

A. Yes, the methods, staffing, systems and equipment for monitoring
.

releases and assessing consequences satisfy the criteria of NUREG-0654,II .I

which are the implementation criteria to meet the planning standard of

| 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(9).
3

O Q.20 = at is your essessment of the Appiicante caoeetiity to impiement

the crocedures and activities which you have described in this

O testimcart

! |
1

*

f !
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f A. I have reviewed the implementing procedures and, in my judgment,

O --
they provide adequate and clear direct. ion to the person caiied .

.

!
~

,

'upon to implement them. The Applicants have an ongoing training .

~

Q program which I have examined and found acceptable. This training
- I

''

program provides assurance that the procedures will be followed.

Additional confirmation of the "pplicants' ability to implement

the emergency preparedness program is provided through the Offich

of Inspection and Enforcement's Emergency Preparedness Appraisal Program

(EPAP) which is an onsite inspection and verification process, and the

conduct, by the Applicants. of an onsite exercise, both of which are scheduled

far before the time expected for issuance of the operating license for San

Onofre 2 & 3.

"

l .

O

.

O

.

O
.

O

- ---
- .. . ..
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1 MR. HOEFLING: Now, Mr. Chairman, I am going to

2 address next the testimonv of John R. Sears of the NRC Staff
O ~

3 on the EPb contention admitted by the Board in its order of

4 August 4, 1981 That testimony had some garbled typing ong
(1 -

5 page four, which we have since revised, and I an going to hand

6 out a copy witn the typing corrected now.

7

| 8
,

9

10

11

12 -

I

'

13

O
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

u

25

. - -. .- -. -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _
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tp2-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me, Mr. Hoefling. Did you

2 indicate we had already admitted this?

3 MR. HOEFLING: No. I just wanted to distribute

Q< t
sd 4' that because the materials that were served on the Board had

5 the garbling on that last page.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

7 MR. HOEFLING: I do want to point out one other

8 thing. The testimony of Mr. Sears' dated August 6 and August

9 20 which was served on the Board and the parties had some

10 typographic-1 errors in it and we since then served an errata

11 on the parties and those corrections have been picked up

12 in the copies of the testimony that are going to be bound

13 into the record.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: So the errata sheet is no longer

15 necesary?

16 MR. HOEFLING: That's correct.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

18 BY MR. HOEFLING:

19 Q Mr. Sears, you have before you the testimony of

20 Mr. Sears with respect to the EPZ contention?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 Q Do you have any corrections you want to make

23 to that?

24 A Just one typographical erroi on the first pagerg
\-)

25 where I refer to the Board's order as the ASCB order. It

*

('J
s

s_
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; I should be ASLB.

2 O on page 2 do you have any correctionc? I would

3 direct you to the second line up f rom the bottom. The
O

,

4 word "positicn" doesn't seem to fit into that sentence.

5 A That's also a typographical error. It should

6 have been " portion".

7 JUDGE HAND: Where are we?

8 WITNESS SEARS: It's on the first page of my

9 testimony. "A portion of the plume exposure pathway".

10 BY MR. HOEFLING:

11 Q Any other corrections on that page?

12 A No, sir.
.,

13 Q Any other corrections in the testimony that you

O(e 14 would like to make?

15 A No, sir.

16 Q Let me direct you to page 3, the last paragraph

17 of your answer to Question 5.

18 A I beg your pardon. Another typographical,

l

19 error. The word should be the NR Staff concludes that

20 after " examining".

21 Q Thank you.

22 A The spelling wasn't so good.

23 Q With those corrections is this testimony true

(")%
24 and correct to the best of your knowledge and. belief?

L
25 A Yes, sir.

OU
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'

1 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff would move this testi-
2 mony of Mr. . Sears dealing with the EPZ contention be admitted
3

into evidence and bound into the record.
O 4 acoGs xettsv: 80 ordered.

5
(Whereupon, the direct testimony of John Sears

6 was incorporated into the record as if read.),

7

8

; 9

10

11

12

13

O '',

15

16

17

18

19

20

| 21

22

23

24

O
25

O
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. SEARS WITH RESPECT TO THE EPZ CONTENTION ADMITTED
BY ASCB ORDER ON THE RECORD OF AUGUST 4, 1981 (TR.6803)

Q.1 State your name and title 7
v

A John R. Sears - Senior Reactor Safety Engineer. My qualifications

sre already in the record of this proceeding.

Q.2 What is the purpose of this testimony?

A The purpose of this testimony is to address item 6, the SAI

report aspect of the following contention:

The emergency response plans fail to meet the requirements of
10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(c)(2) because local emergency planning officials
have arbitrarily established the boundaries of the Plume Exposure
EPZ in that they have mechanically applied a 10 mile boundary and
that the Interagency Agreement (IAEP) among all local jurisdic-
tions defines the EPZ by drawing compass lines on a map of the
area. In determining the exact size of the EPZ, emergency

Ce~
~

planning officials have failed to consider the following local
conditions:

1. topography
2. meteorology . . -
3. evacuation routes
4 demography. -

5. jurisdictional boundaries -

6. SAI report
7. land characteristics

Q.3 Please describe the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning

Zone (EPZ) for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units

| 2 and 3 (SONGS 2 & 2).

A The Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone is the area

within a 10 mile radius of the reactors. Toward the Northwest,

|
.

San Juan Creek is the natural boune'ary of the Emergency Planning
|

Zone. Ortega Highway also forms a position of the Plume Exposure

|
Pathway, EPZ boundary to the North.

|

|

t
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Q.4 Please identify and describe the SAI Report?

A The SAI (Scien e Applications, Incorporated) Report is a study

of the consequences of. serious nuclear power plant accidents

for sites in California' conducted for the State of California

by SAI and several subcontractors.

Q.5 In your opinior, does the SAI Report provide any basis for a

modification of the EPZ for Songs 2 & 3?

A No. The SAI report has been reviewed by the NRC staff. The

SAI report was done for the California legislature and is the
i

basis for the recommendation by the California Office of Emergency

Services for extended emergency planning zones larger than the

O
.

10 miie EeZ required by naC resuietions. The risa study performed.

for the State of California is similar in many aspects to those

studies that were the basis for NUREG-0396, " Planning Basis for

the Development of State and Local Government Radiological

Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power

Plants."
.

One difference between NUREG-0396 and the SAI report was in the

calculation of amount of radiation people would be exposed to

during an evacuation. NUREG-0396 assumed that people would be

Q exposed to radiation during cloud passage and then to ground
' contaminati~on for 4 hours more. SAI assumed that people would

be exposed to the plume and ground contamination for an extended ,

| period.

!
-- __= . ._. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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SAI used site specific meteorology and estimates of accident

frequency for specific reactor of San Onofre. NUREG-0396,

used the meteorology and the reactor characteristics of WASH-1400.

These two considerations would tend to lessen the consequences of

.__

an accident at San Onofre, but when combined with a longer

exposure time to ground contamination assumed in the SAI report,

the calculated consequences of the two approachas are similar.

The State of California elected to use the consequences of the

SAI report but assumed that people would be exposed to ground

contamination for 7 days, and has recommended extended emergency

planning zones larger than 10 miles.
. . . . . - - . .

The NRC Staff has no objection to offsite authorities laying
. . - . . .

'

explicit plans for distaiices farther than 10 miles if those
..

authorities choose to expend resources for this purpose. If a

more realistic time (shorter) were assumed in the California study,

the EPZ sizes derived using the OES methodology would have been

similar to those in NUREG-0396.

The NRC staff concludes that after examing the SAI report and

State OES use of the SAI report it provides no basis for any

| O modification of the eiume Exposure "ethway eez fcr ScNoS 2 s s>-

.

'

O Q.6 What fact rs are required t be c nsidered n defin n the EPZ

boundary at about 10 miles in the NRC regulation?

!

.~
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i o
A The NRC regulations state, in section 50.47c(2) that such

Q conditicas as demography, topography, land characteristics,

! access routes and jurisdictional boundaries shall be taken

into account.
1

!

| Q.7 Are site meteorology or consequence calculations required

by the NRC regulation in this regard?
4

!

|

l
'

A No.
'

i
|

|

O
.

O

O

O'

.

e

-

O;

- - - - _ . . - . _ - . . - _ - . .
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'

1 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff would now like to have

O
2 marked for identification as Staff Exhibit No. 12 Supplement

3 No. 3 to the Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG 0712.

( 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

5 (The document was marked for

6 identification as Staff Exhibit

| 7 No. 12.)

3 JUDGE KELLEY: What does that supplement speak

9 to just very generally?

10 MR. HOEFLING: It speaks to emergency planning;

11 it speaks to environmental qualification of safety-related

12 electrical equipment, and those are the two main subjects of

13 that supplement.

(]) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: There was an earlier supplement

15 or the SER itself which, if I recall, spoke to some extent

16 to emergency planning, did it not?

17 MR. HOEFLING: Yes. The original SER dealt

18 with the major review of the emergency planning area. There
i
'

19 was some additional follow-up review that had to be done,

20 some open areas identified which are now treated in the

21 supplement, and the Staff indicates resolved to its satis-

22 faction.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: But the bulk of the review was

24 done long since.
O

25 FIR HOEFLING: Yes.

)
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,

() 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. The motion is for

2 the admission of the SER, is that right?

3 MR. HOEFLING: No. The motion is simply to

4 identify it at this point.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

6 BY MR. HOEFLING:

7 Q Mr. Sears, did you prepare Section 13 of this

8 Supplement dealing with emergency planning?-

9 A Yes, sir.

! 10 Q Is it true and correct?
3

11 A Yes, sir.
;

12 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, I believe I have a

13 stipulation with respect to the admissibility of this documen t

14 from both Mrs. Gallagher and Mr. Pigott, subject to examina-

15 tion on the emergency preparedness materials in here as they

16 relate to the issues in the case. So I would move at this

17 time for admission of ,itaff's Exhibit No. 12.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Do we nave such a stipulation?
.

19 MRS.; GALLAGHER: Yes.

20 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, we do.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: So it is stipulated into the

'22 record. Fine.

23 (The document: marked for
'

(]) 24 identification as Staff Exhibit

25 No. 12 was received in evidence. i

()

- - _ - _ - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - -
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1 BY MR. HOEFLING:
O

2 O Mr. Sears, do you have an overview of the testi-

3 mony that you have sponsored into the record for us, please?

) 4 A Yes, sir. The purpose of my testimony here this

5 orning is to address the Intervenors' contentions 1, 2, and
i

6 3 and with respect to 1 and 2, how the Applicants' emergency

7 plan responds to both the Commission's regulations and the

a planni!g standards in those regulations, and with respect to

9 Contention 3 to discuss the use of the SAI report in the

to determination of the emergency planning zone.

11 MR. HOEFLING: Thank you. At this point Mr.

12 Sears is available for questions.

13 JUDCE KELLEY: Mr. Sears, Mrs. Gallagher of the

(( ) 14 Intervenor GUARD will begin cross examination.

15 CROSS EXAMINATION

16 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

17 0 Good morning. I don't think you have to worry

18 about being finished.
,

l
19 A Thank you.

20 0 Mr. Sears, what role did you play in assessing

21 the adecuacy of Applicants' on-site plan for radiological

22 cmergency?

23 A I was the reviewer of the Applicants' plans for

24 the Commission.{}
25 0 And in testifying here you speak for the NRC ,

O

,

__-
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~1s 1 Staff?
U

2 A Yes.

3 Q And I take it, then, that you can also speak for

4 the guidance document that has been prepared for the prepara-

5 tio:^ of plans such as the Applicants', NUREG 0654.

6 A Yes.

7 0 In assessing the adequacy of the Applicants'

a plans what documents did you rely upon?

I relied first of all upon the Applicants' nlens.9 ,̂

10 I relied upon guidance documents, 0396, 0696, 0654. I guess

11 that's it.

12 ///

13

() 14

15

16

17

18

19

20
.

21

22

23

| C) 24

25

O
;

_ , _ _ - - . _ _ _ __-. ___ _ . . _ _ _ . - - - _ - _ .
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T3 1 0 And of course the regulations themselves?

2 A Yes, ma'am.

3 0 What is your understanding of the range of

4 accidents considered in the planning basis for a radiologica]

5 emergency?

6 A My understanding of the range of accidents is the

7 complete spectrum of accidents, all the way from trivial

8 accident 0 to class nine accidents.

9 0 Turning to page seven of NUREG 0654 at line four

10 and following, what were the parameters that were identified?

jy A Could you give me that again, that --

12 0 0654 at page seven, D, planning basis, continued,

33 and at lina four, it says it identifies the bounds of the

(( ) 14 parameters for which planning is recommended. I have always

15 w ndered what that means.

16 A Well, it has to be explained with the sentence

17 before it taken into context. The sentence before it says,

gg the NRC EPA task force did not attempt to define a single

-

g9 accident sequence, or even a limited number of sequences,

20 rather it identified the bounds of the parameters for which
t

P anning is recommended. And the point here was thatl21

i 12 previously in what -- the NRC Staff in reviewing emergency

23 planning had considered was the design basis accident, the

| ()T
24 classic accident, that is used for citing purposes, and the

! \~
25 EPA task force considered a whole spectrum of accidents, and

,

;

-
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k2 I when it uses the language here, it identified the bounds of

2 the parameters -- what it is referring to is the fact that

3 in considering the whole spectrum of accidents, it did place

CE),

4 some upper bounds on the extent of the planning tnat is

5 recommended.
,

6 Q Would you please describe the upper bounds?

7 A Yes. In this respect the EPA NRC task force

8 considered the whole spectrum of class nine accidents and

9 they --

10 Q Excuse me, did you say the whole spectrum cr --

11 A Yes, ma'am. Yes. The whole --

12 O Is there an identifiable spectrum of class nine

13 accidents?

() 14 A Yes, ma'am there are. This goes back to the

15 Rasmussen study, the reactor safety study for PWR -- PWR 129

16 or 128, I guess, so that the EPA task force considered all

17 of these accidents in determining what in their judgment

! 18 should be the planning basis.

19 Q So this guidance represents an expansion of the

20 planning basis that had previously been adhered to by NRC?

21 A Yes, ma'am, it does.

22 Q In looking at section 4.2 of the Applicants'

23 plan postulated accident, how were these particular acci-

24 dents chosen?
{'

25 A Excuse me. I don't have all these numbers kept

O
.
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k3 1 in my head. Section 4.2, you said?
O

2 Q It is at page 4 F 12.

3 A Thank you. Yes, these are the accidents which

4 are regularly analyzed in Chapter 15 of the FSAR and these

5 are classic accidents. They have been analyzed for years

6 as part of the design basis for the design of the plant.
i

7 Q Are these accidents comparable to a full range

8 of accidents that planning has suggested for in the guidance

9 document that -- we just referred to it, page seven?

j go A No, ma'am, no. These are all, I would say, class

33 eight accidents. The -- yes, class eight accidents. There

12 is no class nine accident mentioned here.

13 Q Can you tell me why that is?

() 34 A No. Yes, I can tell you, I beg your pardon.

15 The actions mentioned in 4.2 -- that whole section could have

16 been left out of this document and it would have been an

17 acceptable document as far as I am concerned. It is simply

is a listing of the sort or standard accidents that we have the
,

:

19 Applicant describe and analyze in the FSAR, so it was put

20 here just to make the document complete.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. Unfortunately I don't

12 seem to have that page here before me; and I would like to

23 have it. We had a set of these plans last week and I don't

24 know if they -- if the hotel took it away or what.
[)

25 MS, GALLAGHER: It is at page 4-12.

()

i
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i

j k4 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Could I have a moment to look at '

;

O
2 this?

,

3 MS. GALLAGHER: Sure.
.,

4 ///

5

0
,

'
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.
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.
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10If it would be helpful, Applican,6571 MR. CASEY: ts

2 will go get another couple sets of plans here.rms
U

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine; if you have got them.

4~ ) Don't go to great length.

5 Do yau mind, Ms. Gallagher, if I ask a question

6 or two --

7 MS. GALLAGHER: No, go ahead.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: -- along the same lines?

9 The title of this section is spectrum.of

10 postulated accidents, and I find this in an emergency plan,

11 so my inference would be that those are the actions for which

12 this plan is designed to meet. Isn't that a reasonable

13 inference?

14 WITNESS SEARS: This -- these are some of the

15 accidents.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: It doesn't say "some." It just

17 says " accidents." There is nothing in there to suggest, thati

18 I can find, unless you can point me to it, that says that

19 there are some more severe accidents that we have also

20 planned for. I don't see that.

21 WITNESS SEARS: Well, sir, I have read the

22 Applicants' emergency plan, and the Applicants' emergency

O
23 plan is adequate to respond to accidents above and beyond

24 these accidents here.
A
V

25 JUDGE KELLEY: And I guess we will he probing the
l
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1 basis for your judgment in that regard.

(]) 2 My concern, quite frankly, is that the more I

3 look at the plans and the more I focus in on things, there

() 4 isn't any question in my mind, but what these plans can meet

5 design basis accidents, but that is not really what I thought

6 we were concerned about. Because after all, the dose

7 expectations f rom class 8 and below are so small, one rem,

3 two rems, you are not going to evacuate over that, I don't

9 think.

10 I would assume we are really addressing more

11 serious accidents than that, and I have yet to find any

12 concrete indication that that is the case in the plans.

() 13 W1TNESS SEARS: Well, sir, I can assure you that

14 these plans which I have reviewed are adequate to respond to

15 larger accidents than class 9 accidents. That is what I

16 looked for in my review.
!
1

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Where did you draw your upper

13 bound? How severe an accident do you have in mind when you

19 review the plans?

20 WITNESS SEARS: I have in mind Class 9 accidents,

21 sir, the whole spectrum of Class 9 accidents.

fS 22 JUDGE KELLEY: The whole spectrum? Are you

V
23 familiar with the FES in this case?

w 24 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir. .

s

25 JUDGE KELLEY: We were talking the other day
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1 about a table in the FES, table 7.4, I believe it is.

2 WITNESS SEARS: I heard some test,imony about it,
b's
<

3 yes, sir.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Which speaks at the outer extreme)
5 of an accident --

6 MS. GALLAGHER. That is 7-11 and 7-18

7 JUDGE KELLEY: This table includes an accident,

3 it is the probability of estimate of a certain dosage to the

9 population, and it is ten to the minus ei.ght, but -- and I

16 taking the one, the most extreme, but that populates 30,000

11 f atalities, two million people over 25 rems, and 100,000

12 people over 200 rems. Now, how do you plan for that?

13 WITNESS SEARS: I didn't plan for the kind of

14 results that are in the FES there, sir.

15 I planned for a Class 9 accident, this generically

16 what could you do for people, regardless of any numbers on

17 that document.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I am confused, because you

19 said you planned for the whole range of Class 9 accidents.

20 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: And I gather this accident I just

22 referred to in table 7.4 is a Class 9 accident.

23 WITNESS SEARS: It is indeed, but you will have

24 to take into account the kind of arithmetic that went into

O .

25 the projection there. sir.

f
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand something about the

(^j) 2 arithmetic.
s

3 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman? Mr. Chairman?

() 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

5 MR. HOEFLING: Just one point. I think the

6 witness said that he considered the spectrum of Class 9

7 accidents. I don't believe he said that he planned for the

8 whole spectrum of Class 9 accidents.

9 JUDGE KELT' ': Well, I suppose -- if.you

10 consider something as far out as that accident, you might

11 decide that that is so unlikely you are not going to plan

12 for it, is that --

() 13 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir. But I would also make

14 the point, sir, that having reviewed this document, in my

15 view and -- that there is existing now out tnere in -- around

16 San Clemente, the capability for respondiag to very, very

17 severe accidents.
1

i
13 JUDGE KELLEY: Again, I am still looking for the

| 19 accident that you considered most severe in order to test the
|
|

20 plant.

21 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir, and I appreciate where

s 22 you are going, and once again it goes back to my response to
s)

23 Mrs . Gallagher, that in setting up the basis for the -- the

j f3 24 planning basis for emergency plans, the EPA task force did '

(Ji

25 not focus on any one maxinum accident, as we did prior to
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1 Three Mile Island, when we focused on just the design basis

(]) 2 accident. We considered the whole spectrum of accidents, and

3 in doing this, they finally came up with this ten-mile

(~)T 4 emergency planning zone, and making the provision that if itu

5 were ever necessary to go beyond ten miles, or because of a

6 hazard from the plant, why, that some ad hoc provisions could

7 be made.

8 Now, those ad hoc provisions, sir, are out there

9 right now.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, but we are trying to

11 distinguish between explicit concrete plans, and sort of ad

12 hoc action, when something beyond the planning basis occurs,

! 13 and I am just trying to nail down where it is the NRC goes()
14 in reviewing plans, and looking for a concrete particular

| 15 arrangement, as opposed to a belief, a faith that it will

16 somehow all work out if something worse occurs, and I can't

17 get .n2 hands on that. I have been trying to do it for weeks

18 and I can't do it, and I am very frustrated.
I

19 Now, what I can find in this plan, I understand

20 about the ten miles, that is specific.

21 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Ten miles is ten miles.

23 WITNESS SEARS: Righta

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Beyond that, I can't find very *

7s

25 much, and I really want to find out from you how you arrive at
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1 these judgments of adequacy apart from ad hoc capabilities.

'({} 2 I understand ad hoc capability. I am interested in what

3 comes before that that is discrete.

(]) 4 Go ahead, Mrs. Gallagher.

5 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

j 6 Q Mr. Sears, did you hear the testimony of Mr. Rood
i

l 7 regarding the uses to which table 7.3 and 7.4 are to be put?
i

| 3 A Yes, I believe, but I can't -- can't recall his

| 9 exact words, yeah.

10 Q Well, did you hear him say that they are not to

11 be used as a planning tool?

!
| 12 A If he said that, I heard it, yeah. I was here
|

El 13 when he is testifying.
'V

| 14 Q Since nobody is objecting, you can assume that he

15 said it. I still would like to have a direct answer f rom you

16 regarding the meaning of identifying the bounds of parameters.

17 Does this mean that we look at the most serious accident to

18 the least serious accident, and then we give them weighted
1
'

values and then choose accidents that are most probe.ble to19 u
1

20 occur ?

|
'

21 A No, ma'am, it does not .cean that.
.

22 Q Does there exist a mechanism for determining in a-

Ih
23 concrete fashion what the bounds of the parameters!are? Is

24 there a table anywhere, or a calculation anywhere that the

25 NRC uses to determine which accidents to consider?
|

--- .~
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1 A No, ma'am. I go back once again to the EPA task

2 force. It did not focus on one accident. It considered the

3 whole spectrum of accidents and in doing that, it was a

4 judgment call on the bas.a of the consequences of accidents,
)

5 most particularly, but also some other considerations in

6 there, that the 10-mile EPZ was decided was the planning basis ,

7 It was not on the basis of any one specific msximum accident.

8 Q I know that, but how can you consider

9 consequences if you are not looking at a particular accident?

10 A They considered the consequences of all

11 accidents, including the maximum PWR 1 and 2, in coming up

12 with this 10-mile zone.

13 Q Then my question is, what is the maximum PWR 1Ov
14 and 2 that went into these?

15 A Thac is it. The PWR 1 and 2 are the most
.

16 serious accidents that one can envision for a PWR.

17 Q And the planning is intended to cover PWR 1 and

18 2 as well?

19 A Yes, ma'am.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: The planning is?

21 WITNESS SEARS: The --

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Not the consideration, the
O
V

23 planning?

24 WITNESS SEARS: Well, sir, I will go back to my
,

O
25 statement that I made before, that the planning that I have

- --. _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ - - - - _ _ , . _ . _ - _
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I reviewed in these documents does cover the whole spectrum

2 of accidents, including one and two.
O

3 JUDGE KELLEY: That'is not what I mean.
4 WITNESS SEARS: Uh-huh.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: When I mean a plan, I mean an

6 explicit plan.
I

7 WITNESS SEARS: Uh-huh.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't mean some faith that it will
9 all work out somehow. I mean a plan. The school bus will go

10 from here to there. I will have so and so many ambulances,

11 this, that and the other thing. It will be there and it will

12 be quantified, or at least have something I can get my hands

13 around, and that is what I want to know when I say have you
O

14 planned for this. And you are telling me that -- I don't

15 think you planned for PWR 1 and 2. I just -- I don't find

16 that in here, and I am not at all implying that you should. I

17 am just trying to find out what your standard is. hhen I say
[

| 13 planning, at least, I mean something specific.

19 In my sense, surely you don't plan for PWR 1 and

20 2 cccidents.

21 WITNESS SEARS: What I am thinking of, sir, is the

22 Applicants' plans and especially the plan for monitoring, okay.
() 23 The plan for monitoring and for screening people

24 are there today. The -- the plans specifically say that in

(O
,

_/ 25 case of extremely severe accidents,.the thing to do is first

. _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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1 shelter, and the plans are there for that.

2 If indeed there were an accident of a PWR 1 or 2,{}
3 you would first shelter, you would do monitoring, which the

4 Applicant and the local and DOE are capable of doing, and then(~}
5 you would go beyond, if necessary.

6 Now, if you want ambulances and school buses

7 standing by beyond the 10-mile zone, we do not consider that

8 prudent or necessary.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Neither do I, Mr. Sears. I didn't

10 say that. I didn' t imply that. I mean, the idea that you are

11 going to have armies standing by waiting for a Class 9

12 accident to happen is ridicdlous. Nobody is suggesting that.

13 I would also agree with you that there are

14 certain features of these plans which may very well be

15 adequate regardless of the accident.

16 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Communication. I mean, Orange

18 County has got radios on top of radios, and it doesn't

19 matter whether it is a PWR 1 or some medium range design

20 basis accident. The radio is still going to work.

21 But there are aspects of these plans that do seem

22 to turn on severity, and you reach a point with a very

23 severe accident where your evacuation time may have to be

24 faster, you may reach a point with a PWR-1, at least, where
,

25 one could argue, I would_think, that medical arrangements of

.~
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1 some kind ought to be there, if you think you ought to plan

O 2 for ,WR-,.s.

3 WITNESS SEARS, I would disagree that medical

~T
(G 4 arrangements should be there, sir, no, sir.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. Then you are saying you don't

6 need plans for '': n.-1 accidente for medical arrangements.

7 WITNESS SEARS: That is correct.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I agree with you. We agree on

9 something. I am still trying to find -- go ahead, Mrs.

10 Gallagher, I will turn it back. Forgive me.

11 BY MS. GAlaLAGHER:

12 Q So looking at the spectrum of postulated

13 accidents in Section 4.2 of the Applicants' plan, do you
,{)

14 agree with me that they do not represent the full spectrum of

15 accidents?

If A That is correct.
3

17 Q Did the NRC consider that it might be important
,

13 for the Applicants to include something more than a Class 8

19 or less than a most severe accident in its spectrum of

20 postulated accidents?

21 A No, this was simply listed as accidents that

22 this plan would respond to. This plan will respond to

23 accidents above this severity.

24 Q Are there accidents which --

25 MR. CASEY: Before we go too much farther,

|

J
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1 Applicants wouldapoint to evaluation criteria in D-2. I don't

2 think it is that important, but it seems 1. se there is a lots

3 of confusion of why Class 8 accidents are in here.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Where -- what page is this on?s

5 MR. CASEY: Page 24 of NUREG 0654.

6 It is part of the emerge ,cy classification system,

7 and it reads there, initiating conditions shall include the

8 example conditions found in appendix 1, and all postulated

9 accidents in the final safety analysis report, FSAR, for the

10 nuclear facility. That is really the fact of why those

11 postulated accidents are there, because the guidance

12 required it.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: What are the example conditions in

O
14 Appendix 17

15 MR. CASEY: Appendix 1 is the basis for

16 emergency action levels for the nuclear power plant, and I

17 think if the Board would read the whole chapter that Mrs.

18 Gallagher is in, one will find the general emergency

19 classification covering these Class 9 accidents that we have

30 been describing.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sure at some time we will

22 do that, but ycu are saying that among the example conditions
r~3 '

l/ 23 to be found in Appendix 1 are Class 9 accidents?

24 MR. CASEY: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
.

O 25 JUDGE KELLEY: That is helpful.
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1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
^

2 0 Mr. Sears, are the class 9 accidents that are

O
3 found in Appendix 1 for identification purposes?

4 MR. CASEY: Is that Appendix 1 in NUREG 0.547

O-
5 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

6 WITNESS SEARS: Appendix 1.

7 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
|

| 8 Q At page 1-3.

g A Yeah. ice the basis for emergency action levels,
|

10 and when you get up to a general emergency, what is the --

11 the initiating conditions for these general emergencies are

12 specified here in 0654, and then in the Applicants' p'.an and

13 in his implementing procedures. Now, these are strictly the

h'
14 initiating conditions. An accident could go above and beyond

15 to become a PWR-1. Maybe I should take a moment just to

16 explain our view of the whole concept of emergency planning,

17 and that is that you take action, you declare the emergency

18 on the basis of what.the operator sees in the control room.
,

|

19 You do not wait until an effluent goes out of containment,

20 and his implementing procedures have initial conditions that
|

21 the operator can see in the control room, in which he then

22 makes a determination, yes, this is a bad situation, it is a

() general emergency, and he starts making his notifications23

24 off site immediately.
.

> 25 You do not wait until there is an effluent

|
*

|
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1 downwind, and then go monitoring, and I was very pleased, by

2 the way, this is -- with this Applicants, because he understands,

3 that. I read some of the testimony of one of the witnesses,

4 and he said downwind monitoring -- I don't know if he used

5 the words, it is not necessary, or he said something that it

6 is confirmatory, and that is v Tt it is. We do not waitw

7 until an effluent goes downwind, and the whole purpose of
|
-

3 these initiating conditions that we require an applicant to

; 9 tell us about, and to put in his implementing procedures for

10 the operator, is to make sure that the declaration 2 .nade;

11 very early.

| 12 It takes time from the time an operator sees
,

1

| 13 things going wrong in his control room, and for the fuel to

.hs
'

t.

14 me lt , and for activity to get into containment, and then for

15 activity to leat f rom containment, and we;want to take

16 advantage of all of that time for warning people,

17 Q How much time does it take?

13 A Well, once again, going back to 0396, there was

19 a lot of guidance in 0396 above and beyond simply the 10-mile
1

20 zone. There was guidance in there about the time factors

21 involved, and the -- well, the lowest amount of time was a

22 halt an hour, and that was for '.n extremely serious accident.

O
23 I b lieve it is the s:eam explosion kind of thing. And by

24 the way, that we took advantage of that to push through this ,

, ,,

25 13-minute warning business.w

|

. - __ _ _
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1 0 So, there is a relationship between the severity
2 o'f the accident, and the time that one has to --

3 A For some accidents,'yes, ma'am.

4 0 And it is fair to say that the more severe

5 accident probably the less time you will have to notify --
6 A Not necessarily, no. It depends upon the kind of

7 accident it is. The PWR 1 I think is the -- a fairly short

8 time span for the initiation of that accident. I could be

9 wrong. It could be PWR 1 -- at any rate, steam explosion,

| 10 which by the way, this has been researched further since all

11 of these documents were published and there is some doubt

12 that physically that accident can happen.

''()
14

15

16

! 17

18

19'

|

| 20

21

()
23

() .

25

|
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tp5-1 1 Q Turning to your testimony of August 6, at' page() 2 3, in answer to Question No. 4 at the bottom of the page
3 you respond "Yes, the Applicants' procedure 1.4, entitled

(]) 4 ' Notification'." My question to you 3s is 1.4 a document
5 that is in evidence?
6 A I really couldn't say, ma'am. By the way,-these

7 implementing procedures, I had copies of them back in the
8 office. I have been to the plant since then and they have

revised these implementing procedurss, they have changed9

30 some of the numbers on them, they have consolidat.ed some.
11 We expect this, by the way. This is healthy. We expect

them to constantly go over procedures and to update them.12

In all probability, that number is -- it may or may not be13

14 right. Whether or not you have copios on the record I-{)
;

15 couldn't tell you at this point.
i 16 MS. GALLAGHER: Intervenors would like some

clarification of whether these are the standard operating17

13 procedures or what because they appear throughout the testi-
19 mony and we have not, as far as I know, had an opportunity
20 to look at them. Does anybody know?

21 MR. CASEY: The procedure referred to on page
12 3 of that testimony, Applicanth'. Procedure 1.4, I think
23 there are two questions. I believe it still has the same

.
number and the second question, it is not in evidence. It

24

'

has not been offered in evidence in this proceeding.2S

!

1 <~
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1 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I would like a copy of

O
2 it, if I could, to test whether it does what Mr. Sears says

3 it does.

\ 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection to providing a copy?

5 MR. CASEY: We'll endeavor to get that procedure.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
,

|

7 MS. GALLAGHER: I think I need it to proceed.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I must say, Mrs. Gallagher,

9 that this testimony was served when?

10 MR. HOEFLING: August 6.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: It seems to me if you thought you

12 needed it to proceed you could have asked for it a long time

13 ago.

(') 14 MS. GALLAGHER: Well --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: The request for it as a condition

16 of proceeding is denied.

17 While we are at this point -- I wanted to ask

18 this question anyway -- this precedure here, is that equiva-

19 lent to what we have been calling in some context an SOP?

20 MR. CASEY: Yes. On-site they are generally

21 referred to as implementing procedures but they are equivalen .

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Are they equival.ent in level of

23 detail?

24 MR. CASEY: Oh, yes. They are very detailed.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: And as you said, I don't believe

. . . .
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1 there are any in evidence. Is that correct?

O
2 MR. CASEY: Not of the -- well, Mr. Pilmer

3 has put into evidance some implementing procedures that

| O
|

\/ 4 Applicants have as part of that set. So there are examples,

5 but the great majority of the on-site implementing procedures

6 are not in the evidence.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Aren't they of a level of detail

a such that they instruct a particular individual exactly what

, 9 he or she is supposed to do?

| 10 MR. CASEY: Yes, sir.
I

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Communirstions person, if this *

12 happens call so-and-so and such-and-such a number and tell

13 them this or that, that sort of thing?

() 14 MR. CASEY: Yes sir.

'

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Sears, do you think we need

16 to have SOP's before us to make a dbtermination about the

17 adequacy of this plan?

18 WITNESS SEARS: I don't think so. No, sir.

i

| 19 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.
|

| 20 NITNESS SEARS: I might add just for edification

21 of the Board, Appendix E, the new Appendix E, requires an

12 applicant to furnish us copies of implementing procedures

i
'

23 for cur review. This is the first time the Commission has
,

,

( 24 ever required this in a regulation. We have not done this

| ()
25 ever before in a regulation recuired an applicant to give us'

.
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)

g- 1 implementing procedures of any activity, whether it is how
(

2 you operate a pump or an ECCS or anything else. And the

g reason we have never before is because we don't think sitting
(')

4 in Washington we should get down into that level of detail.s'

5 We expect our I&E inspectors, the inspectors from the regionam

6 offices, to look at these procedures or.-site. We don't want

7 the procedures in Washington because we expect them to be

a reviewed, revised, upgraded constantly. And.this is the firs:

9 time that the requirement has ever been put in there for

to implementing procedures. And I believe the rationale was

11 that we wanted them because the emergency planning function

12 is now in I&E.

13 We do get these procedures now and we do review

() 14 them and I have reviewed these implementing procedures.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let me ask you a follow-up

16 question then. Appendix E requires their submission to you

17 in connection with your review.

13 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: And now we are just talking on-

?o site plan, right, Applicants' on-site plan.
~

21 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.
-<

12 JUDGE KELLEY: We're not talking any of the off-

23 site plans.

24 WITMESS SEARS: Yes, sir.(}
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Then I take it your review of the

)

-_ _ -- - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ --
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SOP's is an ingredient in your determination about the ade-1

() 2 quacy of the plans.

3 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir. In this. case -- maybe
O("s I should also explain that the purpose of getting these4

implementing procedures was for an on-site verification, whic5
t

I mention someplace in my testimony here.6
This will be a

7 team which will visit the site and go into much, much more
|

t

'

detail in reviewing these procedures than I have.s
I have

9 reviewedFthem myaolf. As part of my job, I have been toi?
by my leaders this is above and beyond what I shouldto

have
11 done, but I did it anyway.
12 We will have an on-site team, I believe it is

scheduled to go to San onofre October 26, and it usually13

14 stays there for about a week and we review in great detail

then all of the implementing procedures besides everything15

else connected with emergency planning.16

17 JUDGE KELLEY: But that is a part of I&E function
.

18 WITNESS SEARS: That's a part of I&E tunction and
i 19 emergency planning is now in I&E.
1

20 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand that is within I&E.
21 But there is on-going I&E and then there is this licensing
22 function which is a different function. This is ultimately
23 a question for the Board, I suppose, but do you have an
24 opinion as to whether this Board needs to review SOP's in

() 25 . order to make a judgment about adequacy of plans? I think

/

.
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, i I asked you that before but, in light of what has been said

}
2 in the interim, what is your view?

3 WITNESS SEARS: No, sir. I don't believe it is

4 necessary.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

6 MR. CASEY: Mr. Chairman, just while we are in

7 this aspect, when the Board is reviewing the record it might

8 be helpful. In the case of San Onofre this sentence is

9 particularly important as regards the part of Appendix E

10 which Mr. Sears referred to. It states "In cases where a

11 decision on operating license is scheduled less than one year

32 after the effective date of this rule -- San Onofre would

13 come within the call of that -- such implementing procedures

14 shall be submitted as soon as practicable but before full(])
15 Power operation is authorized." So that is what I think

16 Mr. Sears is saying when he says that the regulations do not

17 require this review at this time but he has done that.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, but you are seeking the
|

| 19 full power license, right?

20 MR. CASEY: That's right. But they don't have

21 to even be submitted.
i
'

12 JUDGE ~,,LLEY: What does it say?

23 MR. V.(SEY: Well, they have to be nubmitted befora

24 full power operation is authorized. I think I did misspeak

25 myself. That doesn' t mean you have to wait til af ter full
[ ,

()

,

._
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1 power and then submit them. No, I don't mean to say --

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: No, no. I didn't suggest you were

3 saying that. But I thougnt you were implying that this Board

4 could go ahead and do what it needs to do without seeing the

5 SOP's. On the strength of that language I'm not sure that
,

6 that follows. It seems to me to be ambiguous in that regard.

7 MR. CASEY: Well, I won't argue with yon, out
: >

3 that is just the regulation that I~am referring to.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

10 MR. HOEFLING: I think I would also point the

11 Board to that regulation and it is written in the context of

12 providing procedures to the NRC regional office and to the

13 Director of the Office of Reactor Regulation or the Directr'
I

(]) 14 of Nuclear Materials Safety, and I would suggest that the

15 Purpose of that, as Mr. Sears has stated, is that those

16 procedures be available for the Staff to examine and conduct

17 its I&E function.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm not arguing to the contrary.

19 I'm really juat trying to get a feel for it. We had refer-

20 ences to SOP's and my impression was we hadn't seen very

21 many and whether we needed to.

22 Okay, Mrs. Gallagher.

23 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

24 Q Looking at NUREG 0654, at page 45, E-6, in regard

25 to notification methcis and procedures and in regard to the

()
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1 time _ required for notification, and then cross-referencing
2 that to Appendix 3 at page 3-3, in regard to No. 2 (c) ,

3 which says the minimum acceptable design objectives for

4 coverage by the system are special arrangements will be made

5 to assure 100 percent - -

6 A Just a minute. You said page 3;/

7 Q Three dash three of Appendix 3 and then looking

8 at 2(c).

') A Special arrangements will be cade?

10 Q Yes.

11 A Yeah.

12 Q My question .i s what special arringements -- what

13 does "special arrangements" mean and how are they documented

.O '4 ta thie oa e ia resard to the exe=9 e thee 1 9 vea here,1 1

15 extended water areas with transient boats or remote hiking

16 trsils?

17 A Well, the special a rrangements in this case for

I8 the remote hiking trails are not necessary. The sirens are
'

l9 there on the bluffs in San Onofre State Park. So special

20 arrangements for remote hiking trails are not necessary.-
-

'

21 The special arrangements for the transient boats are through,

s
.

12 San Diego on the Ccast Guard and the Coast Guard can be up
- , < .

,_ ,

23 within about half.an. hour. In the first place, it would get
'

' 'p on 't[he phone to' toats and then it could have a helicopter24

25 up there.
.

| O
'

~

i

'Nl . ,.,, * '

w
,
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3 Q My question is reallyshether that is documented

O
2 in the plan.

3 A I don' t believe about the transient boats is

4 documented. No, ma'am.

5 Q Do you think it should be documented in the

6 Applicants' plan?

7 A I don't think it is necessary since the capability

3 is there.

9 Q But the guidance seems to suggest that it ought

70 to be, is that correct?

11 A Yes, possibly. Yes.

12 O What steps have been taken by NRC Staff in

j3 reviewing plans to deal with theproblem of lack of information

(]) 14 due to failure of instrumentation? I would refer you to

15 Notification Methods and Procedures, E-4(e), (f), and (g).

16 A E-4 (e) , (f), and (g) , ma ' am?

17 - Q Yes.

13 A (e) says estimate of quantity of radioactive

|
i9 material -- is that what you are referring to?

20 Q Yes. And my question is just simply since the
|

21 TMI accident what steps have been taken to deal with the

| 22 problem of lack of information in regard to these?

23 MR. HOEFLING: I would object to that. I think

24 we need some foundation if we have a lack of information here

O
| 25 or if we have a TMI problem hera.

'

()
I

.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Can you give me a restatement,

2 Mrs. Gallagher?

3 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

) 4 Q Wasn't one of the problems at TMI-a difficulty

5 in coming to a decision about, for example, when to evacuate

6 or whether to evacuate based on lack of information? Weren't

7 there comments made by both the governor of the state and

8 the Commissicner, Mr. Henry, that what they really needed was

9 better informa' ion?c

10 A There were those comments, yes.

11 Q Okay. Since this is an industry concern and a

12 regulatory concern as well I'm simply asking what kinds of

13 specific steps that the NRC Staff is taking in reviewing

(~} 14 plans to deal with the problems of lack of information.

15 A Well, the -- in answer to 4 (e) , (f) and (g), the

16 Applicant has -- is installing, for example, a post-accident

17 sampling system which, you may recall in the Three Mile

.

Island accident this was one of the problems of going in and18
i

19 getting a sample, and this will be a sampling system which

20 much of it is automated. It does require an operator to

21 get the sample, but the analysis of the sample will be a

22 push-button operation. It is a very sophisticated system, in

23 my opinion. I have seen i c and I have seen the write-up on

j 24 it. The Applicant is installing high range monitors. One,.

(3! ,'J

| 25 of the problems in Three Mile Island was thac some of the

O

:

[
t
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i monitors went off scale and then of course you don't know how

2 far off scale they are gone. The Applicant is installing

3 monitors which will stay on scale even in the worst possible,

4 the worst conceivable kind of accident there. The upper range

5 is such that they will stay on scale.

6 And the final thing, meteorological conditions.

7 He does have a meteorology tower there. He is installing a

8 .back-up meteorology tower in case you want to postulate that

9 the first one falls down or something happens to it. So in

10 this respect he is responding to (e), (f), and (g).

33 O What about the effect of noble gases on iodine

12 readings?

13 A Yes. The Applicant has silver zeolite cartridges

,] i.; in all of its monitoring systems. Silver zeolite will --

15 has the capability of absorbing iodine without interference

16 from the noble gases. So these cartridges will be used for

17 iodine determination.

I 18 Q Have you considered the topography of the ten-mile

19 plume exposure pathway EPZ and its effect on wind speed and

20 direction in rev'. ewing the adequacy of (g) ?
|

| 21 A Yes, ma'am. This is one of the features which

! 22 it is planned to incorporate into their -- what they call

23 their HP computer. This is a computer which will calculate

i 24 chi /Q values, which are relative concentrations downwind onn
l V

25 the basis of a source term at the reactor. Now right now'

|

. - _ .-, - _ _ _ . _ ,-
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I today their capability is as if this reactor 4ere in Kansas,p

2 a flat plain. They do have I believe -- this man can probabl r

3 tell me better whether there is an actual contract out, but

O 4 they are discussing with outside people the capability of the

5 software they would need to put into the computer to take

6 into account the topography of the land, how the effluent

7 will be affected by these hills and so forth around San

8 Onofre. So that capability is being pursued right now.

9 Q What effect do you think the Kansas model would

to have on accuracy in tracking a plume?

11 A Well, plume tracking, in my view, the best way

12 to do it is from an aircraft. And it is fairly simple. All

13 you need is a little GM tube. You don't need sophisticated

() 14 equipment. You need a simple aircraft and a GM tube. This

15 is the way it wcs done, he best way it was done at Three Mile

16 Island and, in my view, this is the best way it would be done

17 in case of a severe accident at any reactor. So that you

[ 18 are -- initially you would make recommendations to people
l

19 on the basis of a very wide area. You would be extremely

20 conservative in this respect. You'd tell people over a very

21 wide area, maybe the whole land area, to stay in their houses .

12 Maybe this wouldn't be necessary on the basis of where the

23 plume is.

(%.)')
24 But as far as protecting people is concerned,;

25 this first recommendation, as I say, would go out to

rm -

.
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i everybody. Yes, you are right. The first guesstimates of

2 exactly where the plume would go as it went out from the

lP ant may not be accurate. It may be affected by some of3

() 4 the land. Now on the other hand, they have made tracer

5 studies of the way the wind will go from this plant and,

6 on the basis of those tracer studies, their own staff, their

7 own meteorologists, could predict which way the wind would

a go in a particular instance on the' basis of regional weather

9 and on the basis of thevinr2 speed and the stability class

10 right there that he'd get from his own tower.

11 ///

12

13
.

(]) 14

15

16

17

18

19
,

l
'

20

21

22

23

'

24

25

.

O
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T6 kl 1 Q Would the present lack of accurate meteorological-s

2 data have an effect on notification timos?

3 A No, ma'am. Because y u would make the notifica-
Ok/ 4 tion from the control room on the basis of what the operator

5 sees in the control. Meteorology is not -- has nothing to

6 do with it; just so lona as the wind is going toward the land,

|
l 7 you make the notification to people on land.

8 Q Would it have an effect on protection action to

9 be taken?

10 A No, ma'am. The protective action -- the first

11 protective action is the same. Go in your house, close the

12 doors and turn off the air conditioning.

13 Q Might not valuable time be lost though while you

() 14 were taking a conservative --

15 A No, ma'am.

16 0 -- choice in which you advise people to shelter

17 because you didn't know exactly where the plume was, which

18 might not be lost if you knew that it was going over a fairly
-

19 narrow area and cenld advise others to evacuate?

20 A No, ma'am. I do not believe so. Your first

| 21 response, if you look in 0396 and some other documents, you

12 see a keynole approach to this whole business of emergency

23 planning, and the -- what we are talking about here is that

24 the initial notification would be for the ground circle part

25 of the keyhole, so that you would tell people in the whole

()

)

,

__
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k2 j area. Furthermore, it would go over the emergency broadcast
,

!

2 system, everybody would hear about it, and so they would

3 respond by going in their houses and closing the doors and

() 4 windows.

5 0 Going back for a moment to the Applicants' plan,

6 following the section on spectrum of postulated accidents,

7 there is a section which begins discussion of each of the

8 accidents, and ends with the paragraph --

9 MR. HOEFLING: Excuse me. Do you have a page

10 reference, Ms. Gallagher?

jj MS. GALLAGHER: Page 4-13.

MR. HOEFLING: Thank you.12

BY MS. GALLAGHER:j3

14 0 -- which I take it sets forth the kinds of doses()
15 that would be expected for each of those accidents. Would

16 you just briefly describe what those doses would be?

17 A Yes, these doses, by the way, are straight out of

18 the FSAR chapter 15 analysis of these accidents, and they

are -- they say conservative zero to two hour doses at the19

exclusion boundary and so forth, and these are the classic20

kind of calculations that are made for citing purposes.
21

22 Q Does that mean that at the end of two hours you

would have 73 rem thyroid exposure --23

A Not in real --24
(

l 25 0 -- at the site boundary?

.

1

(
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k3 1 A Not in real life, no, ma'am. No. Because these,

O
2 as it says here, are very conservative to our rem dosage,

3 and the big experiment, if you will, that proved how con-

4 servative these numbers are was Three Mile Island. The

5 amount of iodine that went out from that accident was very,

6 very small, about 13 curies in the whole accident.
|

7 Q But I believe that you said that many of the '

8 effluent monitors were off scale in that accident, so --

9 A Yes, but the -- you know, the amount of activity

10 that went out has been proven in spite of the fact that those
|

gy monitors were off scale. When I said the monitors were off

scale, what I am referring to here is the immediate response.12

j3 The amount of activity that went out from Three Mile Island

() 14 has been determined by all kinds of analysis since the acci-

15 dent.

16 Q In your opinion is it possible to recapitulate

17 all of the chemical effluents -- radioactive effluents that

13 are lost in an accident? Can you reconstruct which ones --

19 A Yeah, yes, ma'am.

20 Q -- they were and how much?

21 A Yes, ma'am, In my opinion, yes. Yes, that

22 Three Mile Island accident has been investigated by many,

23 many groups now, and they are all in pretty well agreement

r' 24 about the amount of activity that went out.

(
25 0 Okay, turning to the public information and

()

. -
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k4 y education guidance, which is G in NUREG 0654 at page 49,

O
2 and looking at GlA, in your view, have Applicants addressed

3 educational information on radiation in their materials?

() 4 A Well, I have seen the -- not all of the informa-

5 tion that they are putting out --

6 0 What about the materials that have been mailed

7 within the plume exposure pathway?

8 A Off the top of my head I can't recall whether

that has much education information en radiation. I do9

believe that the handbook -- I have seen just in the hearing
10

here a draft of the handbook that they will be -- that they
33

will be mailing out, and I do believe that in that handbook12

is -- there is information on radiation. -

13

14 0 I Will Provide you with Mr. Cramer's exhitit.
(]) ,

I d n't have the number. It was ENC 1. I don''t have the
15

16 Applicants' number on that. I will provide it for you to

17 see.

13 MR. CASEY: For the record; the draft handbook

that was referred to is Applicants' Exhibit Number 148 in
19

20 evidence.

WI'2 NESS SEARS: -- the only two documents --
21

and they have nothing on -- no information on radiation.22

BY MS. GALLAGHER:23

24 Q Calling your attention to the guidance and

evaluation criteria in G1, it says each organization shall25

.

1
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- k5 y provide a coordinated period at least annually dissemination

O#
2 to the public regarding how they will be notified and what

3 their actions should be in an emergency. This information

() shall include, but not necessarily be limited to -- and then4

the first one is educational information on radiation.5

Did you consider whether their materials might6

contain some such information?7

A Yes, I considered that it might contain it, and
8

I don't see it in these documents. As I say, I have seen9

since I have been here a proposed handbook and that does
10

have such information.yy

Q Can you tell me what the information is in the
12

Proposed' handbook?
13

A I could if I had a copy of it here. Mr. Casey() 14

says it is on the -- it is here. It has been put on the
15

record. I thumbed through it when I was here the other day,
16

and I can't tell you off the top of my head, no.
17

MS. GALLAGHER: Is it possible to provide a copy
18

for the Witness?19

MR. CASEY: It is possible, yes Do you have a
20

21 copy, your copy?

MS. GALLAGHER: I don't have it with me.
22

JUDGE KELLEY: Let's take a break for coffee.
23

Off the record.24
(v~g (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.).

25

.

ts
: .

.
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k6 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Resumption|
~

i

2 of cross-examination by Mrs. Gallagher.

I 3 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

]
4 Q Mr. Sears, what means are to be used to provide

5 transient populations with -- and now I am quoting from the
i

6 guidance at G25 -- excuse me. It is not five. Okay, it is

7 G2 - "an adequate opportunity to become aware of.the infor-

8 m'ation -- and here the reference is to information on how

9 they will be notified and what their initial action should
i

10 be in an emergency.

11 A It is proposed that posters be placed in motels
i

|

| 12 where there would be transient population, and also businesse s,

13 restaurants, other businesses would be given posters which

() 14 tell people what to do in an emergency.

| 15 Q Have you personally explored whether these pos-

16 ters would be displayed in a resort community?

17 A No, ma'am, I haven't.
'

I
18 Q Do you have an opinion about whether they will'

19 he displayed?

l
20 A Yes, ma'am, I have. '

21 Q And what is that?

22 A My opinion is that they would be displayed.
'

23 Q Do you think that transient visitors on a vaca-

24 tion are likely to address themselves seriously to this kini

25 of information?

.

1
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k7 1 A Yes, ma'am, I do. .By the same token that I al-

2 ways read the fire instructions when I go to a new hotel room .

3 Q Do you think the City of San Clemente would sug-

O '

that one might need to4 gest itself as a dangerous place,

5 read --

6 A Ma'am, you are aski.ng my opinion, and my opinion

7 is that, you know, I walk into this motel room and I see the

8 fire instructions and I don't suddenly leave. All of us in

9 this room have to ride on airplanes, and the first thing

10 when you get on an airplane, the hostess tells you about all

11 the emergency exits, and you don't get up and get off the

12 airplane. So it is part of life --

13 Q Perhaps that is my point. The hostes; tells you

()'

14 about emergency exits. What if you had to rely merely upon

15 the card that is in the pocket of the seat in front of you?

16 Do you think people would read those?'

17 A I have sat next to people who ride regularly on

i
! 18 airplanes and they don't -- they are bored by the whole

i 19 procedure. Okay, they don't read it again. I have sat next
i

20 to first time riders on airplanes and they do read it.

21 Q Then moving on to rumor control. What arrange-

22 r.ents have been made for rumor control?

23 A It is my understanding that the Applicants have

24 an extensive series of phones available for people to call
)

25 in and get precise information if that information has not

O
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k8 1 been given out through the media center. The -- outside of

(}~' 2 that, it is a little bit difficult to control rumors. When

3 a rumor starts, it seems to spread. But they have made an

O)s_ -4 effort, and have some facilities out there to do it.

5 0 Do you see any difficulty with.the instructions

6 that have been given to residents that they should not use :

7 their phone in the event of an emergency, and with obtaining

8 correct information in case they feel they need it?

9 A No, ma'am. I don't see any difficulty there.

10 They would get the correct information over the local radio

11 stations.

12 Q So they would not have to rely on telephone num-

13 bers?

(~% 14 A They wouldn't have to rely on calling in for
\_)

15 information that they have already been given over the local

16 radio or TV.

17 Q I guess what I am getting at is that there seems

18 to be a conflict. On the one hand you are telling me one

19 of the mechanisms for controlling rumors is -- are call-in

20 numbers --

21 A That is right.

22 Q And on the other hand people have been advised

23 not to use their telephones.

24 A Correct.

25 0 So in a pinch, which way do you think it will go?
.

()

I
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- k9 1 A In a pinch some people are going to call in. If

C
2 they have heard some way out kind of story, they are going tc

3 call in regardless of the fact that y.ou have suggested to

. 4 them don't.

5 Q There is another area of conflicting instructions

6 which I would like to explore, if I may have the Board's

7 permission to do so. I don't know at this point what atten-

8 tion we are go give to earthquakes.

9 MR. HOEFLING: I am not sure we have conflicting
i

!

| to instructions. I have no problem with Mrs. Gallagher pursuing

11 whether or not we have conflicting instructions.

12 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I don't --

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's start with that.

|

| () 14 FE. GALLAGHER: Okay. All right.

15 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

16 Q I noticed on the information that is given to

17 citizens in the mail-out about what to do and what not to do

13 in the event of a nuclear accident. There are specific in-

19 structions not to turn off gas and electricity. Now, sup-

20 posing that there is an earthquake and nuclear accident.

21 Wouldn't that be a dangerous piece of information to have

22 disseminated?

23 A I do believe I have seen in your telephone books

24 here in California that there is specific information in the

25 front of these telephone books that tell you -- and I think

1

-
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'

kl0 l' it says -- I am not sure at this point, but I think it says

#
2 to turn off these gas --

3 Q Yes.

4 A Yes.

5 Q Now, that struck me as a possible source of mis-

| 6 information, and I would like to know whether you will re-

7 view it further, and perhaps offer clearer guidance to

8 citizens about whether or not to turn off their gas and

9 electricity. Maybe before I ask you that question I could

10 ask you why that direction was given?

yy MR. CASEY: Maybe before we get further into

12 this, are we talking about a coincident event again? You

13 Postulated a --

14 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, that is why I --(])
15 MR. CASEY: -- radiological emergency, an earth-

| 16 quake at the same time, and I thought we did have clear

17 instructions we weren't going to do that in this case. So

18 we would -- I don't see the probative value o.f this line of

| 19 questioning. Applicants objection.
;

l

20 JUDGE KELLEY: That is -- you might indicate --

21 MS. GALLAGHER: What is --

22 J'JDGE KELLEY: -- just how big an earthquake --

23 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay, what is --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: -- you are talking about.

2s ///
_

'
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~

'kil 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
tO
V

2 Q Okay, what if it is below the design basis, but

3 nevertheless -- and it isn't a coincidence. It is causally
s-

' 4 connected.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: An earthquake below the design

6 basis which nevertheless causes an accident at the plant?

7 MS. GALLAGHER: I have never heard it said that

8 that is utterly impossible. Well, maybe I should ask

9 Mr. Sears.

10 MR. HOEFLING: Are we talking design basis for

li a safe shutdown earthquake -- what --

12 JUDGE KELLEY: I think that is what you said.

Below saf'e shutdown.13

() 14 MR. HOEFLING: Okay.

I 15 JUDGE KELLEY: That causes an accident. I will

16 allow the question.

. 17 WITNESS SEARS: Could you give me the question
|

13 again?

19 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

20 Q Well, if we are talking about an earthquake that

21 is below the design basis earthquake, but nevertheless say ---

| 22 say it shakes the control rods and they buckle, and you have
i

23 some kind of -- you have some accident that -- perhaps it is

24 not a large accident, but there will need to be a limited
)

i 25 evacuation. First of all, do you agree that that is a _.

l
:

|

-

,
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- k12 1 possibility?

O 2 A No, ma'am, I do not.

3 Q If not, why not?

() 4 A Because the plant is designed to shut down

5 safely with a safe shutdown earthquake, and so anything belos

6 that. level of earthquake will not result in a massive release

7 of radioactivity.

8 Q Are there not systems which are not -- do not

9 have to be earthquake safe --

10 A Seismically --

11 0 -- seismically qualified?

12 A -- qualified. That is right. There are systems

13 which are not seismically qualified.

!

(]) 14 Q Could none of these systems suffer an injury such

15 that an accident could happen?

16 A Those systems could in an accident below the

17 safe shutdown level could be damaged, yes, ma'am. That is

| 18 correct.

; 19 Q But is it -- so then if those systems are
l

20 damaged, are you saying that they are not relevant as far as
i

21 an accident goes -- that they could not --

22 A The only --

23 0 -- cause --

| 24 A I will go further. The only system that I can

'

()
25 see which would possibly result in a release of radioactivity

O

i
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k13 1 in an accident below the safe shutdown level would be pc ai-
0

2 bly the gas decay tanks. But the level of radioactivacy

3 which is in the gas decay tanks is controlled by process and

O 4 also by tech spec levels that are not allowed to have above

5 certain levels, and if you were to release all the activity

6 in the gas decay tanks -- this is one of the accidents, by

7 the way, you were discussing before in the series of postu-

8 lated accidents, you notice the low level of radioactivity

9 which one would get at the exclusion boundary, even if you

10 sat there for two hours, so that it would be no reason for

11 anyone in San Clemente, for example, to have any concern

12 about radiation with anything below a safe shutdown earth-

13 quake. There may be damage to other things in town, but not

'O 14 to the reactor..

15 ///:

16

17

|
| 18

19
|

! 20

21

23

25

'

O
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- tp7-1 1 Q Could there be multiple system fai?.ures that --
O
'#

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask the Staff a question

3 and maybe we can just establish something for the present
O
%_/ 4 purposes. I know that the Staff takes the position that

5 for emergency olanning purposes you do not have to plan

6 beyond design basis in the sense, say, of an earthquake

7 beyond the SSE. Is it further the Staff's position that

a you don't have to plan for emergencies that involve postulated

9 accidents within design basis, that is to say, a damaged

P ant from an earthquake well below the safe shutdown forlto

11 the plant?

12 If that's the Staff's position then that's the
i

13 Staff's position. I think we can just stipulate to it. I'm

() 14 not sure it is.

15 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff's position is that if

16 you have an earthquake below the design basis, below the

17 safe shutdown earthquake, some emergency planning should be
i

| 18 undertaken in the context of on-site damage assessment,

19 examination to assure continued communications, the kinds

20 of things that we have discussed.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. But not, I take it, a

22 failure of seismically qualified equipment.

23 MR. HOEFLING: That's correct.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: I assume the witness agrees with

25 that. That is the Staff position and if that is clearly

! (y .

\.)

|
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1 what it is, th^1 maybe that, you know, at least for the

CN'J record, the Board isn' t speaking to that one way or the other2

3 but, for the record, that would clarify the position.

( 4 BY MS. GALLAGHER:t

|

5 Q Does that Staff position take into account human

6 failure?

l

| 7 A Yes, ma'am.

8 Q So you are saying that-if you have an earthquake

9 that was below the safe shutdown earthquake no mechanical

10 nor human cause could cause an accident such that you might

3y have to evacuate off-site population?

A That's correct.12

33 Q Looking now at G-5, each organization shall con-

14 duct coordinated progran.s at least annually to acquaint(])x

15 news media with the emergency plans, information concerning

16 radiation, and points of contact for release of public in-

17 formation in an emergency. Concerning the information about

18 radiation, what kinds of information are to be included in

19 that?

20 A I would suggest that the kinds of information to

21 be included would be very similar to the information that

12 they have here in this proposed handbook.

23 Q And what is Liat? What is the contents of that?

24 A Well --
,

)'

25 Q Just summarizing it.

.

O
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()
_ MR. CASEY: The handbook being referred to is1

2 in the record as Applicants' Exhibit No. 148.
;

!

3 WITNESS SEARS: Oh, possibly the best way to

4 summarize it is just to read off the headings of varinus

5 paragraphs. And it says "Some facts about radiation effects

6 and radioactivity releases" and then about --

7 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

8 Q Does it in that section deal or any other section

9 deal with long term effects of radiation?

10 A Mentions natural radiation,' background. I am

11 looking about -- how is radiation measured. It gives radia-

12 tion doses in perspective, referring -- natural background

13 radiation. It mentions long term health effects. Yes, ma'am .

('N 14 Q And what does it say about long term healthv
15 effects?

16 A It says "The overwhelming majority of clinical

17 evidence is that low level radiation doses up to several

18 thousand millirem will not result in long term health effects

19 because the causes are very minute compared to other causes."

20 Q Does it mention any other effects of radiation

21 other than health ef fects or body eff ects , such as ef fects

22 on property?

23 MR. CASEY: I object. I think that is beyond the

24 scope of the issues in this case.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. I stepped out a moment ,

()

l
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1 You are questioning with regard to --

O
2 MS. GALLAGHER: I'm trying to determine what

3 kind of information concerning radiation is to be given to

() 4 the press to acquaint the news media with the issues.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: And we are looking at an Applicant

6 Exhibit?

7 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes. A handbook -- proposed

8 handbook.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Let me see.

10 MS. GALLAGHER: It's Applicants' 148.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm afraid I don't have it here.

12 Would you have a copy?
(
l 13 MR. CASEY: My copy is being used by the witness.
|

(( )
'

14 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

15 (Pause)

16 JUDGE KELLEY: What page was that?

17 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't have it either.
I

18 WITNESS SEARS: I referenced that, sir, because

19 I said this is the kind of information that, in my view,

20 should be given to the media.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you play back the witness'

| 22 last answer?

23 (The answer was played back.)

24 JUDGE KELLEY: When the Applicants offered that

25 exhibit -- I believe it is 148 -- into evidence was that

I

()

_
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i boing offered as illustrative of some of your efforts or was
t'y
'l

2 it being offered for the truth of the matters stated therein

3 throughout --

( 4 MR. CASEY: I believe it was the former, Mr.

5 Chairman. We went to great -- to some length to indicate

6 it was a draft and it was illustrative of our efforts in

7 this regard and the kinds of information we thought that the

8 Public and the media or whoever would be the recipient of

9 this handbook, this Board could ar.ticipate they could get

10 that kind of information. So I wouldn't say it is -- and

13 wouldn't want to stipulate that everything in that book is

12 being offered for the truth of the matter asserted therein,

13 because it is a draft.

! (]) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Beyond its draft aspect, it seemed

15 to me that it is more evidence of the kinds of efforts you

16 are making rather than everything that is said in there in

17 a substantive sense,
,

18 MR. CASEY: Exactly. That is the substance of

19 the purpose of that.'

20 MS. GALLAGHER: Nevertheless, Mr. Sears is

21 relying upon it as evidence of information that satisfies

22 the requirement of the guidance and so I am exploring it

23 from that point of view.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: He referred to it as an example.

25 I believe that is correct. Let me ask Mr. Sears a question.

_. . -_ . . . .
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1 The question roughly paraphrased, I think, was what kinds

2 of information do you think should be disseminated to the f

3 Public through the media?

() 4 MS. GALLAGHER: What kind is being disseminated.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Is. Will be. Okay. And you

6 responded as.you did and cited as an example and read into

7 the reccrd a couple of sentences about the Applicants'

3 understanding, at least, of the long term effects of radia-

9 tion. Did you intend to affirm the truth of those particular

10 statements or to illustrate the general kind of information

11 you thought ought to be put out? Indeed, are you an expert

12 on low level radiation?

13 WITNESS SEARS: No, sir. I am not. But in answe:-

() 14 to your question, this was in general the kind of inforration

15 that I think should be put out to the media.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Well, as we all kno'i,

17 there has been a dispute in this case over whether long term

18 effects are in the case or not. We ruled that they are not,

19 at least for Contention 1. And it doesn't seem to us that

20 the public information section is, if anything, a less

21 appropriate vehicle for getting into this topic. So we will

22 take this approach. The witness' reading from the handbook

23 about long term effects, the Board on its own motion will

24 strike it from the record. Also with the understanding

25 that we do not regard the handbook as a source of substantive

O
,
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1 evidence on long term effects vf radiation or, for that

O
2 matter, anything beyond an example of the kinds of efforts

3 the Applicants are making in the direction of public informa-

4 tion and, with that understanding, we will move on.

5 MS. GALLAGHER: Mr. Chairman, may I just hava

6 some clarification about that?

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure.

8 MS. GALLAGHER: Doesn't the sufficiency of the

9 review depend at least in part on the adequacy of the content

to of the information?

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me see the exact wording of

12 that contention on public information.

13 MS. GALLAGHER: It's on page -- well, our con-

O '4 'enti a --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, thecontention in the case.

16 Are you talking about 2(c) ?

17 MS. GALLAGHER: I'm not sure. Just a moment.
!

18 Yes.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, the onif. thing that I can

20 find in 2(c) that is even arguably in support of our getting

21 into the merits of the 1.ow level radiation dispute are the

12 first two words. If you keep going beyond that you are

23 into orocedures for dissemination, periodic basis, methods
!

24 of notification, what they are supposed to do in the event'
-

w,

i 25 of an emergency. None of those things have anything to do
|
|

. - - . . . ..
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I with low level radiation at least in the direct sense.,

2 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, if I may, in tne sense

3 that the public perception of injury will depend in part on
() 4 their perception of the effects of not necessarily low level

5 radiation either - 'I mean long term effects of radiation.

6 It seems to me there is some argument that you need to con-
7 sider a broad kind of program for dissemination of information

3 and not narrow it simply to one which is in the Applicants'
9 interests.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask Mr. Casey whether in

11 the course of their draf ts and final handbooks there will come
12 a time when they will include some information on low level

13 radiation -- I'm not saying what it is, but some information

() 14 on the subject. I mean you've already got it in thathandbook ,

15 I'm not at all suggesting it is inappropriate.

16 MR. CASEY: I think the word is consider and I

17 think the fact that it is being considered right now is very

18 good indication that that consideration will remain in that

19 handbook.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Some consideration.

21 MR. CASEY: Some consideration.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: You might even get additional

23 information causing you to change the draf t. I'm not saying

24 what that would be, but it is in the realm of. possibility.
O

25 MR. CASEY: It's a topic. It's a topic.

.

O
_
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: It is a topic for discussion. '

O
2 MR. CASEY: Yes.

.

|

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Mrs. Gallagher, there is.just no
.

4 WTy we can get into this subject in any depth beyond that -

5 for reasons that we have already explained. And I don't
- |

'

6 really think that the thrust of the tantention is in that ..

7 direction, so that's our position. -i'

8 MS. GALLAGHER: May I leave it with a question
.

9 as to whether ha agrees that there i.9 a lack of agreement

to in perspective concerning radiation and its effects on the

ti human body?

12 MR. CASEY: I object. He just said he's not

13 expert. I don't know how he can testify to that anyway.

(]) 14 MS. GALLAGHER: I think as a reviewer he needs

15 to have, you know, more expertise than -- I don't say he's |

16 a radiation expert but, on the other hand, he has to have an --
1

17 opinion and --
L -

18 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. If the witness has an

19 opinion on the subject of whether there is a cispute about

20 the effecta of long term low level radiation, that is the

21 question. He can answer it.

12 WITNESS SEARS. I understand there is a dispute

23 on the effects, yes. There is a dispute. There are some
!

24 people who believe one thing and other people.that believe -

! f,

V
25 ano ther . There is a dspute.

()

. . . - .
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1

~

'- BY-MS. GALLAGHER:

' 0' '
~

- .

'A Q" Now turning to Contention 2 (d) and the guidance

3 in NUREG 0654 at pa'ge 69, and turning to Applicants' plan
n,.

(' 4 and the letters cf agreement between hospitals and the

5 Applicant and doctors and the Applicant --

| 6 ,
n MR. CASEY: Are these the letters in Appendix A?

|

7 MS. GALLAGHER: I believe so.
r

8 (Pause)'

"
- 9 4, BY MS. CALLACHER:
,

Q Okay. Looking first at the letter to Dr. John10

ScharddatedMarph24, 1980, and No. 4 on page 2 of that11 P.

%- 12 letter.

, _
A Yes, ma'am..13

i ( )z s 14 Q It says '' Assistance to SCE in the treatment ofx ,

n
15 SCE personnel or other individuals identified by SCE who have, , .

,

16 been exposed to excesnive radiation or who have injuries<

s

17 complicated by rad! re contamination as a consequence of

18 radiological accidents 'at the station." My question is, how
'

( , %.
.

by SCE?
.

~

19 vodid15CE selecte persons identified,

[* MR. IIOEFLIt1G: If the witness knows.20
'

t

21 WITNESS SEARS: I would imagine what was meant

.. r.
22 by this -- and this is speculation on my part, since I didn't

23 write this -- but I,would imagine whom they are referring to

r- ' 24 here are contractor people who are working at the plant and
b)

25 who may be exposed by -- exposed to radiation.

d(h
~

.

=

J_ -
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1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
/]\' 2 Q Have you reviewed this letter of agreement?

3 A Yes, ma'am. I have.

() 4 0 okay. Then turning to the letter to Dr. Ross,
5 which is next in the appendix, and looking at No. 2 on the
6 first page of that letter, it says "You are qualified by
7 education and experience to instruct and train persons in
a preparing for and responding to medical consequences of

9 radiation contamination or excessive radiation exposure" and

10 -- and then No. 4 -- I'm sorry. It was page 2 that I should

it have directed you to, not No. 2. Page 2, No. 4, and one

12 of the understandings and agreements between SCE and Dr.

j
'

1g Ross is " consultation relative to the amount and availability
I

(]} 14 of medical resourcen necessary to effectively deal with the

15 Potential off-site consequences of a major release of radia-

16 tion at the station." What do you take that to mear. )

17 A The question is probably better addressed to the

is Applicant rather than me, ma'am. But I can give you my

19 opinion on what that means.

20 Q Did you review this letter?

21 A I did indeed review this letter. And the -- it

22 means precisely what it says. " Consultation relative to the

23 amount and availability of medical rerources necessary to

24 effectively deal with the potential off-site . consequences

O
25 of a maj.or release of radiation at the station." It seans .

|

*

,-
(_/
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1 straightforward to me. Dr. Ross agrees to support the
([) plants in this kind of consultation.2

3 Q As an NRC Staff reviewer what do you believe
{} 4

are the Applicants' responsibilities in regard to the planning
5 standard at L-1 in NUREG 0654 at page 69?
6 A I believe the Applicant should make Trrangements
7

with local hospital and medical services for adequately
8 treating injured and contaminated individuals.
9 Q And to the Applicant, for whom should those

10 arrangements be made?

11 A Those arrangements should be made for anyone who
12 is both injured and contaminated.
13 Q The standard says prepared to handle contaminatedt

i
14 individuals, that is, L-1.O
15 MR. HOEFLING: Contaminated injured individdals.
16 MS. GALLAGHER: My copy doesn't say injured.
17 WITNESS SEARS: Yes. You are right. This does
18 not say contaminated injured individuals. No. It says
19 contaminated individuals.
20 MR. CASEY: I think there is a little confusion.
21 The planning standard does say contaminated injured individ-

|

22 uals. The evaluation criteria is also talking about those
23 types of individuals. The fact that --

24 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I believe that the first() 25 evaluation criterion, No. 1, doesn't make that distinction,
,

(n_)

|
|
,
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1 No. 3 seems to make that distinction once again. And I am

2 just trying to understand from the NRC's point of View what

3 Mr. Sears thinks about that.

4 MR. CASEY: I just wanted a point of clarifica-

5 tion. I wasn't objecting.

6 WITNESS SEARS: Did I answer the question or what

7 is the question now?

3 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

9 Q Well, we had just -- I had just pointed out that*

10 I thought the first criterion addresses itself to contaminate d

it individuals without the requirement of injury.

12 A That's what it says. Yes.

13 C And what do you take that to mean in regard to

14 licensee's responsibility for making arrangements? For whomi (( )
15 shall licensee make arrangements?

16 A I see. Well, our policy guidance and also our

17 regulations are quite specific about the responsibility of a

da licensee as far as medical serv. ices are concerned and they

19 are for on-site people. It is quite specific. The regulation

20 at Appendix E mentions on-site in a number of places and

21 therolicy guidance which the Commission adopted October 23,

22 1979, when it endorsed tne guidance in 0396 quite definitely

23 says in 0396 that there -- maybe I had better read it out.
,

I
"

| 24 JUDGE KELLEY: Excdse me. Maybe just in the

(
! 25 interests of movin~g this along. It says whatever it says.
i

i
:

I
'

. . -
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1 There is I think disagreement among the parties as to thei

O
2 legal import of that requirement where it only talks about

3 contaminated people, suggesting that you only have to concern

( 4 yourself about the site or whether it could speak to contam-

5 inated and/or injured individuals. One can argue that as

6 a lawyer back and forth. But I think Mrs. Gallagher is getting
i

7 at what your view is on what you think you should review and

8 what -- without getting immersed in 0396 and other things,

9 it might be easier to respond to thati

10 ///

11

12

13

! () 14

| 15 >

16

17

18

| 19

20

|
l 21

| 22

| 23

**
C)

25

|
,

|

t
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T8 kl 1 WITNESS SEARS : Well, my response is that the --

2 in my opinion the provisions for medical services should be -'' -

3 are for onsite individuals, because these are the people who

('
4 are going to be injured and contaminated. Now, the pro-

5 visions for contaminated members of the public, if this is

6 what you are getting at, these are straightforward -- I can

7 see very little possibility of a member of the general public

8 being both injured and contaminated and --

9 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

10 Q Do you take that to be a requirement that they

11 must be both injured and contaminated in order to have ar-

12 rangements made for them?

13 A No, ma'am, but what I was getting at is that the

(]) 14 provisions for getting rid of contamination are simple and'

15 elementary, and the provisions that there are already out

16 there for treating contaminated injured individuals from the

17 plant can also be used for contaminated members of the public .

18 0 Okay, turning to the letter of agreement with

19 Tri-City Hospital of August 26th, 1980, I direct your at-

20 tention to number two.

21 A I don't have a good index system here.

22 MR. HOEFLING: Is that in Appendix A also?

23 MS. GALLAGHER: It is also in Appendix A. I

24 am sorry, I don't have a page reference for it.
73

l U
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Could I ask the Witness for a

I~')ss

_ . _
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k3 1 point of clarification here that I don't think we have --

O
2 WITNESS SEARS: Yes.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: -- considered before? I under-

() 4 stand that the NRC Staff primarily reviews the adequacy of

5 the Applicants' plan for the site.

6 WITNESS SCARS: Yes.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: And it is FEMA that looks at

8 the -- at the offsite plans.

9 WITNZSS SEARS: Yes, sir.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: But do you also review the FEMA

| 11 review, so to speak? Does the Staff have a position on

12 FEMA's conclusion about the plans?

13 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir. We do review the --

- (]) 14 and FEMA as you certainly understand from -- FEMA hasn't

15 given us a final finding --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand that, yeah.

17 WITNESS SEARS: I, as a reviewer, I don't know
,

18 whether I am supposed to or not, but I do read all of the

i

|
19 local plans and so forth, and just -- why I am doing it, to

20 sea whether FEMA missed anything.

21 Mr. HOEFLING: I can speak to that, Mr. Chairman,

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Is he here this morning to

23 speak to the offsite plan is maybe the short way of putting

24 it,

O)%-
25 MR. HOEFLING: He is here to speak to the

.

.

M
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,1 k3 I Applicants' plans. He is -- with respect to the NRC Staff's
( '! 2"

examination or review, if you will, of the FEMA analysis,

3 the Staff does not substantively review what FEMA has done.

(_/ 4 We do examine it in a fashion to assure ourselves that FEMA

5 has addressed all the areas that need to be addressed under
6 the regulations, but it is not a cubstantive review. It is

7 jus to ensure completeness.

8 MS. GALLAGHER: Perhaps I could just clarify by

9 saying that I am not inquiring about the offsite plan.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. I just wanted to get it

II clear while the Witness was here. We had some discussion

12 earlier about the nature of the Staff's review, and it wasn't.

13 entirely clear to me. In what form do we get the Staff's

() 34 deterination of completeness? Have we already got it?

15 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff is not in a position

16 to provide that kind of a look in a final fashion because of
17 the status of the FEMA revi6w. We have, of course, interim

18 findings, and until we have the definitive FEMA finding,
19 that type of examination cannot be given to it. We do have

20 a position with respect to the progress of this case, but in
21 terms of looking at the interim findings of June 3, for

completeness, if you will, the Staff just didn't deem that22

23 to be a productive venture, because of the changing nature of
24 the beast.(m3

C/
25 JUDGE KELLEY: All right, well, are we going to

'

G(~h
.
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k4 i get now, I mean this next few days, a staff interim position?
[')**

2 -- MR. HOEFLING: Staff's PCsitLon is reflected in
3 the SER, in the conclusion of the SER. And Mr. Sears can

( 4 speak to it, and I would also like to have -- would note

5 that Mr. Grimes will be with us and can speak to the nuances,

6 if you will, of that conclusion.

7 JUDGE KELLEZ: But all we are doing this morning
;

8 with Mr. Sears is the Applicants' onsite plan, correct?

9 MR. HOEFLING: That is correct.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. Okay.

gy BY MSL GALLAGHER:

12 O Directing --

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Having interrupted you again, it .

;

() 14 is a quarter to twelve, should we take our lunch break and

35 resume at one o' clock? Off the record.

; 16 (Whereupon, the hearing was recessed for lunch,

17 to resume at 1:00 p.m.l.
i

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
C:)

25f

(a~N.
'

|
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2 1:10 p.m.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. We'll resume

( 4 with Mr. Sears in just a moment. We do want to fit in first

5 the detailed references and then a little more explanation of

6
; our ruling with regard to Dr. Lyon's testimony last week.

7 We indicated that we would grant a motion to

8 strike Dr. Lyon's testimony concerning Tables 3 and 4 and

9 the inferences that he drew from those tables. Here are the

10 specific page and in some cases line references that we had

11 in mind. We are not striking all of Dr. Lyon's testimony.

12 It is most of it; it turns out to be most of it. But it is

13 a selective ruling.

(]) 14 So the pages are as follows: Page 9593, beginning
'

15 at line 12 through page 9595 to the bottom of the page. Page

16 9691 through page 9731, down to line 16. Page 9742, beginning

17 with lino 19, thrcugh page 9744, down to line 7. Page 9749

18 beginning at line 6 through page 9753, down to line 3. Page

19 9760 through page 9789 through line 8. And finally, page

20 9793 through page 9824 to line 22.

21 So those are the explicit references. Essen-

12 tially it is direct, cross, redirect, Board examination.

23 But there is a good deal of lawyer disputation in between
|

24! r3 and there is some testimony on health facilities and related
\J

25 matters that remains in.

l

. . ._
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y Now beyond these details of references we

2 indicated we would give some further indication of our

3 reasoning in doing this and, in addition to the question

O 4 or ene teaese' aue11eioetioa= 1a enis eree, ar 3onasoa

5 has some remarks on why we thought the testimony should be

6 excluded.

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: The Board has reviewed the

8 transcript with particular reterence to the discussions

9 of Tables 7.3 and 7.4 of the SEF as they have entered this

10 ase in the testimony of Dr. Lyon, beginning at transcript

yy 9702 and, more definitively for our' purposes, that portion

12 of 1.he transcript between 9711 and 9824. We have also the

benefit o'f Mr. Rood's explanation of those portions of the13

14 tables that were relied on in Dr. Lyon's testimony.'

15 To our satisfaction, the record demonstrates

16 that the line of reasoning pursued by Dr. Lyon in traveling

'

17 from Table 7.3 to 7.4 is impermissible in that it has ignored

18 the besis for and applicability of the numbers of 7.4 and

19 has attempted to draw conclusions that cannot be supported.

20 The Board understands that Table 7.3 is essential Ly

21' a generic presentation of severe categorized accidents for

12 PWR's arranged in the order of decreasing severity developed
i

23 by the Staff after the manner of WASH 1400. Table 4 results

24 from complex combinations of site-specific considerations.

25 The Board recognizes that there is no singular

.

O

|
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1 correspondence between the probabilities of occurrence

O
2 enumerated in the two tables nor is such intended. As a

3 consequence, the attempted use and manipulation of certain

" 4 entries in Table 7.4 in particular were not only confusing

5 but are lacking in any probative value.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. I think we can then

7 resume cross examination.i

8 MR. PIGOTT: Can I ask'a clarification? It was

9 my understanding from Saturday that there was further ruling

10 to follow with respect to motions on an exhibit and the

11 rest of the testicony dealing with things other than 7.3 and

12 7.4.
i

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. Right. I'm glad you reminded

(]) 14 me. We have then two remaining rulings. One being the

15 edited statement of Dr. Lyon and the other being Exhibit 10

16 entitled " Working Study of Health Effects" also in an edited

17 form at the suggestion of the Board.

18 Mrs. Gallagher, am I correct that - I'm sure

19 about the statement. I believe Exhibit 10 remains for ruling.

20 Were other exhibits either ruled upon or withdrawn? Is
,

21 there anything else hanging fire?

22 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't believe so.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well, we have considered

24 both the statement and the rulings and say again it was at

25 our suggestion that Mrs. Gallagher attempt to edit these
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I in view of our rulings on Contention 1 and see whether they

O
2 couldn't be helpful with regard to Contention 2. We have

3 reached the conclusion as to both exhibits, however, that

( 4 when the editing is completed they really don't say anything

5 very useful for our purposes and also to the extent they may

6 quote an FES. table that is in anyway. So from our -- there

7 also seems to be some reference, although this is not spelled

8 out, between reasoning based on' tables 7.3 and 7.4 and som a

9 of the statements made in Dr. Lyon's statement.

10 And on that basis, we think that they should be

11 excluded and are.

12 MR. PIGOTT: So they are both struck. So does

13 that leave us, then, the lines in between the lines delineate i

() 14 earlier by the Chairman as being the evidence of Dr. Lyon?

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I believe that's correct. Were

16 any other exhibits admitted? I don't recall.

17 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't believe so.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. So can we get back to Mr.

19 Sears.

20 Whereupon,

21 JOHN SEARS

22 the witness at the time of the recess, resumed the stand and,

23 having been previously duly sworn by the Chairman, was

24 examined and testified further as follows:

1 25
,

b

. - . - _ _ _ ___ ._ _ _ _ .
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1 : CROSS EXAMINATION (Resumed)

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3 0 Mr. Sears, before the lunch break we were at the

A
(_/ 4 agreement with either -- I forget -- it was either South

5 Coast Community Hospital or Tri-City Hospital. In regard .

6 to the NRC position regarding who is responsible for which

7 classes of persons, and I would direct your attention to No.

8 2 on the first page --

9 MR. HOEFLING: Is this Tri-City Hospital?

10 MS. GALLAGHER: I'm looking now at South Coast

11 Community Hospital.

12 MR. HOEFLING: Thank you.

13 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

^T 14 0 I'll read it. "The hospital has or will grant(G
15 temporary house privileges through the appropriate procedures

16 as defined by the medical staff by-laws to those designated
i

17 physicians who have their up to date credentials and licensur a

18 on file with the hospital and have contracted with SCE to

19 provide treatment or consultation to SCE personnel and other

| 20 individuals who have been injured at the station." And then
l

| 21 there is this clause: "or who have been exposed to excessive
1

22 radiation or who have injuries complicated by radioactive

23 contamination as a consequence of a radiological accident

24 at the station."

()'

! 25 Taking the sentence beginning with "to provide

'

/~T
(_)

1
. - . - . . - _ _ - .
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1 treatment or consultation to SCE personnel and other individ-

'

2 uals who have been injured at the station" and continuing

3 on through the sentence, would you tell me what the NRC

4 Position is in regard to responsibility for making arrange-

5 ments for medical care for these different classes of people?

6 A Well, the NRC position is hat this is an agreemen t

7 between the South Coast Hospital and the Applicant SCE and

8 they have made this agreement and the agreement states what

9 it states. Now this is satisfactory, a satisfactory agreeman b

10 to me as a re viewer on this plan.

It Q What do you take to be the meaning of persons

12 who are included in the group after the first semicolon "or

13 who have been exposed to excessive radiation"?
l

(]) 14 A What I assumed --

15 0 Does that include only SCE personnel?

16 A I had thought it when I mad it.

17 Q So --

18 A Because before the semicolon it says those who
|

| 19 have been injured or who have been exposed to excessive

20 radiation.

21 Q So it's the NRC's position that that does not

22 apply to any members of the general public?

23 A That is not my reading of it, no.

- 24 Q What is your reading of it?

25 A That is -- I beg your pardon. The negatives get

()

_ _ _.
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1 mixed up -- my reading of it is that'it says people, other-

0
2 individual., who have been injured at the station or who have

3 been exposed to excessive radiation or who are a combination
A
V 4 cf both.

5 0 And your position is that it does not include

6 members of the general public?

,7 A This is the way I read the document, yes.
~

8 0 Moving back for just a' moment to notification of

9 persons. That is (e) of the guidance. It is found on page

10 43 of NUREG 0654. And looking at page 45 at No. 6, in

11 reviewing the Applicants' plan did you take into account the

12 time that it would take to communicate the message from

13 people assessing the accident to notify response agencies?

(]) 14 A Yes.

15 0 And the time for communication center to reach

16 the agencies or communicate the message?

17 A Yes.

18 Q And have you analyzed the May 13 data about the

19 drill concerning the time that it actually took for this to

20 be done?

21 A What was that last question? Have I?

12 Q Did you analyze the data from the log about the

| 23 time that it took to notify each of the agencies?
|
! 24 MR. CASEY: Can we get an identification of which

25 log is being referred to?

|

()
;
i

t
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1 MS. GALLAGHER: I believe that each response
2 agency had a log and in particular perhaps the one that had
3 to do with the City of San Clemente would be at issue here.

(^Ti

t/ 4 MR. CASEY: Are you referring to anything in

5 evidence?

6 MS. GALLAGHER: No, I don't believe the logs are

7 in evidence. But I asked Mr. Sears whether he --
|
'

8 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

9 Q Did you indeed see the logs from the exercise?

10 A No, I did ror,
l

11 0 And in regard to notifying, once again, notifica-

12 tion of transient populations, how has the Applicant provided'

13 for notification of populations who might not be staying at

- ]){ 14 a hotel, such as people who might just be passing through

15 or might have come just to play gold and so forth?

16 A Well, they would hear the sirens.

17 0 lind in the same vein, what about public informa-
i

| 18 tion programs for such persons?

19 A Well, as we mentioned before, the public informa-

| 20 tion program includes notices in businesses, notices in

21 recreational areas and also the flyers and also in the tele-

22 phone book, a combination.

23 Q So is it your position that these day users would

24 have reasonable access to the information?

25 A They would have access to it. Whether or not

|
'

| (~h
? \)
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_ 1 they would have actually read it, one can speculate.
U

2 O Okay. Moving along to contention 2 (g) , in

3 regard to Applicants' radiological emergency response
eSk/ 4 training, which is (o) in the guidance, in your testimony

5 you mention that initial training on the emergency plan is

6 in progress. How did you assess the rcdiological response

7 training?

8 A How did I assess it, ma'am?

9 Q Yes. How did you judge it?

10 A I saw the lesson plan and I judged it to be

11 adequate.

12 O You mention in your testimony at the bottom of

13 page 9 that you have been informed by the Applicant that the

() 14 initial training is in progress. Do you know of your own

15 knowledge that it is?

16 A Yes, ma'cm. I do.

17 Q Going to Contention 2(h), that has to do with

18 methods, staffing, systems and equipment available to

19 Applicants for assessing and monitoring actual or potential

|
20 off-site consequences. Taking into accounc the corrective

|

21 actions that the Applicant has agreed to carry out -- I am

22 referring now to the Applicants' letter to Brian Grimes with

23 the enclosure entitled " Corrective Actions Required to
,

( 24 Address FEMA Determinations", which is Applicants' 144 --
)

25 A I don't have a copy of that letter with me. Coulcl|

()
!

i

!
,
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1 someone show me that?
(_' )

2 (The witness is handed a copy of the exhibit.)

| 3 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
O
N/ 4 0 Looking at the first page of Enclosure 1, FEMA's

5 most critical concern was the assessment and monitoring of
6 actual off-site radiological consequences of a radiological

i

7 emergency condition through method, system and equipment,

8 and it says it is considered to be' weak and in need of

9 improvement to meet minimum criteria. You have reviewed

10 this document, have you?

11 A Yes, I have seen this document before. Yeah.

12 0 The Applicant has stated that the health

13 physics computer will address the off-site monitoring

(]) 14 considerations. How operational is this computer?

15 A It is very close to being operational right now.

16 I have seen it in the plant. It is there. It requires some

17 debugging to put into operation but it is very close to

18 operation.

|~ 19 Q So when it says on this response from the
1

20 Applicant that this will be operational to a limited degree

21 by fuel load, what does that mean?

12 A It is my understanding that what this means is

| 23 what we were discussing before, this whole business of

| 24 attempting to put into the computer terrain-induced flow.,

25 0 And is the ODAC ready as yet?

|
. - -. . __- . .
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1 A That's an off-site -- the ODAC is -- and this

2 gets into FEMA's responsibility, ma'am -- this is the off-

3 site dose assessment center and this is the emergency opera-

4 tions center up in San Clemente and, as I say, this is FEMA's

5 responsibility to --

6 Q Have you reviewed the placement of the ODAC?

7 A I have seen where it will be in the building

g there.

9 Q Who owns the ODAC?

10 A Well --

gy MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, objection on this

12 question. Mr. Sears is here to speak to the Applicants'

13 provisions for emergency planning and I think we are getting

14 into -- I know we are getting into Applicants' Exhibit 144,(])
15 which deals with the area of of f-site emergency preparedness

16 which FEMA has responsibilities for. I don't know what we'

17 are going to get by asking Mr. Sears to assess or to speak

18 to the elements that are contained in this Applicants' 144.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Can you remind me what the ODAC

20 is?

21 MS. GALLAGHER: It's the off-site dose assessment

22 center.

! 23 JUDGE KELLEY: Off-site. Run by counties and --

24 MR. CASEY: Yeah. This was the subject of the

O
25 testimony of Mr. Pilmer. He submitted a draft implementing

.

4
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y procedure. This is the center where all of the off-site

-O
2 sampling and off-site dose assessment, the calculations

3 that are being performed by the off-site response ' agencies
! /~1

(_/ 4 are coordinated 'n the emergency operations facility.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: But is the ODAC facility being

6 Provided by the Applicants as opposed to Orange County or

7 someplace else?

8 MR. CASEY: Yes.

9 JUDGE. KELLEY: And is it jn your plan? Is it a

10 part of the plan that Mr. Sears is reviewing?

MR. CASEY: It is definitely referred to in theyy

12 n-site plan, yes.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: This is essentially a licensee

|( ) 34 f unction as opposed to of f-site. I understand your distinc-

15 tion between off-site and on-site and who reviews what, but--

16 MR. HOEFLING: Well, perhaps that's the question

17 to the witness. Is this a licensee function? It's not

33 clear to me it is.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Let's just establish that.

20 WITNESS SEARS: No , sir. This is not a licensee

21 function. The licensee function is done on-site in the tech

12 support centar with the use of their HP computer. The

23 licensee does have a liaison man to assist the county at the

24 ODAC in doing their own dose assessment.
{}

25 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm not quite clear. The ODAC

O

A
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y -- and is this something that the licensees are providing--

(3's'
2 to the local jurisdictions as a matter of accomodation or

3 how does this come about?
,

(_) MR. CASEY: I think that is a correct character-4

ization. Our on-site dose assessment function is performed5

6 in the technical support center, but off-site dose assessment

7 is also important for the local government and we have pro-

8 vided as part of the EOF, which is our responsibility to

9 have under 0396 -- excuse me -- 0696, an EOF, and within the

10 EOF one component of that facility is the ODAC facility.

y; So we are, if you will responsible for providing the facility

12 but the off-site agencies play a large role in the operation

13 of the OD'AC and of course we have a representative, as Mr.

(' ( ') 14 Sears has stated, there.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: It does seem to be outside of Mr.

16 Sears' immediate purview.

17 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I was going to ask him
I

18 what the responsibility of the licensee is in regard to

19 coordinating the ODAC.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

11 ///

22

23

24
(v')

25

Ov
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T10,1g 1 WITNESS SEARS: The responsibility of the ficensee

-2 is to ensure that ODAC gets proper information from the plant.

3 In order to do their dose assessment, they have to get the

4 proper information,' wind speed, direction, that kind of stuff,

5 but which is available at the plant, whatever the source is,

6 event monitor readings, that kind of thing, and that is the

7 licensee's responsibility.

8 MR. CASEY: Maybe it would be helpful and clarify

9 the record that the ODAC, as we understand it, is referred to

10 on page 55 of NUREG 0654, evaluation criteria 12, each

11 organization shall establish a central point, preferably

12 associated with the licensee's near-site operations facility

13 for the receipt and analysis of all field monitoring data,

'O
14 and coordination of sample media.

15 That explains sort of the genesis, if you will,

16 of the ODAC.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, thank you.
,

i
1

18 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

19 O Looking at NUREG 0696, at page 14 referring now

20 to the EOF, FEMA expressed serious concern and a lack of

21 clear operating procedures, fragmentation of the facility,

22 lack of managenent direction, communications, size of

23 facility, how has each of these items been addressed in

24 your review?

25 MR. HOEFLING: Could you give us a reference from

/
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'2 1 what you were just reading? '

2 MS. GALLAGHER: Oh, I am sorry. That -- the-s
e s

V
3 reference that I gave you to 0696 just is generally to the

4 emergency operations facility, and the expressions of serious

5 concern of FEMA are from Applicants' 144, again on the first

6 page of the enclosure 1

7 MR. HOEFLING: Number 2. Yeah.

8 JUDGE:.KELLEY: Maybe you could restate?

9 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

10 Q How has each of the items that FEMA expressed

11 serious concern abou: been addressed?

12 A Well, once again, ma' am, the -- part of the EOF
,

! 13 has to do with the off-site agencies who are in that EOF, are
,()

14 the responsibility of FEMA. They are.

15 0 Well, I believe when Mr. Nauman testified, he

16 said tnat it was the licensees' responsibility to comment on

17 the EOF and not --
|

18 A In this -- with this facility, the EOF really

19 consists of two f acilities, one on-site and one off-site. I

20 was present at the drill, at the one on-site where there were

21 licensee senior personnel. There also -- and then there was

22 one, I think, NRC observer at the off-site EOF.

23 The - this is different. It is just an interim

|
'

24 kind of thing, until the Applicant completes his final EOF,

| 25 which will be on Japanese Mesa.

|

|
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3 1 The principal part of the licensee's operat, ion in

2 the EOF was performed onsite where I was. I say in the -- in

3 the EOF up in San CLemente, as it is called EOF, the principal

4 operation there was of the local jurisdiction. They were

5 doing their own dose assessments, their own instructions to

6 local law enforcement agencies, that kind of thing.

i

7 So that I can respond quite clearly to what

3 happened in the on-site EOF, and evidently this serious

9 concern of FEMA is referring to what happened in the offsite

10 'one, not to the onsite one, and so I can only respond if my

11 counsel permits me, to what I have seen the evidence of -- of

| 12 Southern Cal Edison's assistance to these local agencies to

13 improve all of thene deficiencies which FEMA has found.

'( )t

| 14 Q Directing your attention to page 15 of NUREG 0696 --

| 15 A Yeah.
!

i 16 Q -- at the top of the page, it says the initial

|

17 function of the EOF shall be to evaluate the magnitude and

i 18 effects of actual or potential radioactive releases from the

19 plant, and to recommend appropriate offsite protective

23 measures, and then going back to page 14, the --

21 A Excuse me a minute. Do you have the name copy I

1

22 do Of --
O
b

23 Q I guess mine is a draft. Has that been changed?

| 24 A I guess that is the trouble. Yeah, yeah. Mine
,

O
25 is an orange one. Yours is a bl'e one, yeah. This -- let me

I
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4 1 get with you. Could you repeat that sentence again?

2 O Well, it says the initial function of the EOF shal]

3 be to evaluate the magnitude and ef fects of actual or potentia]t

4 radioactive releases from the plant, and to recommend,

Oi
5 appropriate offsite protective measures. As you understand

6 it --

|

7 A Well, just a moment? May I find that --

8 Q Sure.

9 A -- referdnce? I would like to read it myself,

10 because this is the final draft, and --

11 Q It was Roman Numeral IV, emergency operations

12 facility. Well, at page 16 of the energency operationsj
l

13 facility functions, at 4.1, it says the emergency operations;

-O
14 f acility, EOF, is a licensee-controlled and operated of fsite

15 support center, and it says that it will have facilities for

16 management of overall licensee emergency response,

17 coordination of radiological and environmental assessment,

18 determination of recommended public protective action, and

19 coordination of emergency response activities with federal,
|

20 state, and local agencies, so it sounds like it is still a
1

1
l 21 very important licensee function.

22 A Yes, ma'am, and these -- these functions were

23 performed at the -- all these letters get me confused. At

24 the EOC, you call it, in the administration building, onsite,

25 where I was?

|
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5 1 Q But I thought that it was to be a near-site.

2 A That is very near site. It is on --

0s
3 Q But it is onsite, isn't it?

4 A Yes, ma'am. Uh-huh.

5 Q Well, isn't it required to be near site?

6 A One step backwards. This is an interim f acility.

7 The regulations do not require that they have their final

3 EOF until I believe it is July, 1982, and this is - interim

9 f acility, for which there is f airly little guidance, by the

10 way, it -- there -- we have a document out which simply says

11 you must have an emergency operations facility with

12 communications capability, and that is about all it says.

13 Q But -- when you are talking about the functions
,

O
14 of the E7F as being in the administration building, aren't

15 y u really talking about the -- another facility other than

16 the EOF?

A No. It is part of it. There is very good37

gg communication between the licensee's EOF and the EOF in San
1

l

C lemente . Could one of you please -- just what do you call! 19

these? I forget the names you call, the one onsite and20

offsite?| gg
|

MR. CASEY: The onsite component of the EOF is33
p'

23 called the emergency support center, I believe.| v

MS. GALLAGHER: Technical support center?24

MR. CASEY: No, the emergency support center. It25

. -
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1 is a different thing

2 WITNESS SEARS: And the one in San Clerente, you,

3 call the EOF.
*

4 MR. CASEY: Yes. This is fully explicated in the,c3
(_) ,

5 testinony of Mr. Filmer.

6 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

7 0 Well, in regard to the FEMA concern for the

8 problems that were enumerated in Applicants' 144, have -- I

9 realize that this is an interim f acility, but have any of the

10 physical improvements required been made, or are they

11 contemplated to be made?

12 A Now, you --

|i 13 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, I do think we are
,

14 into what is FEMA's area here. Mr. Sears can speak to the
,

15 component of the EOF which was onsite, and which he has

16 examined, and where he was during the exercise. Offsite we

|
17 have FEMA people looking at the offsite f acility, and .they

|

| 18 have made their evaluation, and we have their assessment of
i

19 what the corrective actions are needed for that, and that '

20 seems to be a pretty clear demarcation of who in looking at

21 what, and I think we should stay with what Mr. Sears has

| 22 looked'at, and not what the FEMA people have looked at.

() 13 JUDGE KELLEY: Is it clear that the offsite

24 EOF, and isn't that in part the licensee's responsibility? ,

(E),

25 MR. HOEFLING: Well, I think perhaps we are getting'

|

l
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7 1 confused here with licensee's responsibility, and non-

2 licensce's responsibility. The distinction that I would draw

3 is what -- are we in an area that FEMA has evaluated, or are

4 wo in an area that the NRC has evaluated, and it is clear to

5 the Staf f that the offsite facility was evaluated by FEMA, and

6 that the onsite f acility was evaluated by the Staff.
1

7 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't recall that in Mr. Nauman' s

8 tes3imony. I believe he said that it was the licensee's

9 responsibility to speak to the EOF.

10 MR. HOEFLING: Well, I am not disagreeing with

11 that. I am saying in terms of which agency looked at which

12 component of the interim EOF, I think it is fair to say that

13 FEMA examined the San Clemente fire station, and observed
O
V

14 what happened there during the exercise, which is what this

15 concern in 140 -- Exhibit 144 speaks to, and Mr. Sears was

16 onsite during that exercice, and can speak to that portion of

17 the EOF.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, we certainly don't want

19 the EOF to f all between the cracks, and I think we can
-

20 stipulate to that. Looking at 5047(a)(2), and its reference to

21 what FEMA is supposed to review, it speaks of state and local

22 emergency plans for FEMA. Now, for most practical purposes,
o

I '"'
23 I suppose that means offsi.te, but it doesn't say on and off

24 site. It says state and local as opposed to licensee.

O' '''

25 Now, is it the NRC Staff's position that an

|
!

:
o
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8 1 offsite EOC is not a matter of their direct concern, and that

2 we should look to FEMA to decide its adequacy?

3 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.-

4 MS. GALLAGHER: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I think

5 what I was referring to was not an EOC but an EOF.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Are they both off site?

7 "S. GALLAGHER: Yes.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Same question as to the EOF. Is

9 that FEMA's responsibility, and not the NRC Staff, direct?

10 MR. HOEFLING: Well, looking at the situation we

11 have before us,where we are dealing with the interim EOF,

12 FEMA is looking at the EOF and the functions that are taking

13 place at the EOF, that is off site. The NRC Staff was looking
O
~'

14 at the functions that were taking place at the EOF that was

15 onsite.
.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Right now today we have got an

, 17 interim EOF?
|

18 MR. HOEFLING: That is correct.

19 J0DGE KELLEY: And we are going to build another

20 one, right?

21 MR. HOEFLING: Thers will be a --

t 22 JUDGE KELLEY: More permanent?
|

k-)/
('

23 MR. HOEFLING: -- more permanent EOF.
,

24 JUDGE KELLEY: EOF.

I 25 MR. HOEFLING: Constructed --

!

t.
_ r.. _ _ _
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9 1 MR. CASEY: Applicants are building a

2 permanent EOF on Japanese Mesa, right across the street, aboutgs
(_)

3 two, two and a half miles from the site.

|

-m 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
b

5 MS. GALLAGHER: Does the component that Mr. Sears

6 has identified as being present at the administration
,

7 building, is that technically an EOF?

3 MR. CASEY: Yes, that -- it has -- there -- that

9 performs one of the functions of the interim EOF, yes.

10 MS. GALLAGHER: But is it called an EOF?

11 Is it --

12 MR. CASEY: In Mr. Filmer's testimony, it makes

13 it clear that that is a component of the EOF.

J
14 MS. GALLAGHER: So there are really two EOF's?

15 MR. CASEY: There is one EOF. The EOF is a

16 function. It is located in a number of places. Part of the

17 EOF function is performed in the media center.

| 18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, let us get back to the

19 witness. Certainly the witness can speak to whatever EOF
,

| 20 he reviewed onsite. I gather that is the interim EOF. Did
t

21 you review the adequacy of the interim EOF onsite?

, 22 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.

-

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, well, that is before the

24 house, then, I would think, Mrs. Gallagher. Forgive me if I
,

25 have to ask you what you wanted to get to beyond that.

_
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10 1 MS.GALLAGHER: Well, just looking at 0696, it

(3 2 seems to make a great deal of point about the importance of
V

3 the EOF and its location and the fact that it shouldn't be a

("} 4 place where it could be in danger of being nonhabitable and so
\j

5 forth, and it seems to me that the EOF that is in San Clemente

6 is the true EOF, and I am wondering why Mr. Sears wasn't there.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I am not sure -- is that

8 rhetorical, or is that a question?

9 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I, guess --

10 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

11 0- I would ask if you had considered where your

12 presence was required, and how you made that decision?

13 A I thought my presence was required at the ESC

14 onsite where licensee personnel were evaluating the situation

15 and giving further directions to the plant staff and

16 performing these kinds of functions that are mentioned here

17 in the -- actually in 0696, management of the overall --

18 0 Were licensee personnel --

19 MR. HOEFLING: Excuse me. Perhaps I can help

20 here. Mr. Nauman has just indicated to me that there was an

21 understanding reached between FEMA and the NRC Staff that FEMA

22 would be responsible for the evaluation of the portion of the

O
'

23 EOF function that was carried on offsite, and that the NRC

24 Staf f would be responsible for the evaluation of the portion ,

O
25 of the EOF function.that was carried on onsite, and that

vm
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11 1 understanding is, I think, carried through -- where we are

2 now.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: We ll', I think that is helpful.

~

4 Was it written down anywhere, or was this just between people?
,

5 MR. HOEFLING: Just an oral understandingy

6 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Well, that iloes help,

7 I think.

S
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Til kl 1 Q Have you reviewed the plans for the permanent

2 EOF that Licensee is going to build on, I believe, Japanese
|

I 3 Mesa?

O 4 A Yes, ma'am, I have.

5 Q And in terms of the FEMA concerns expressed in

j 6 Applicants' 144, what improvements are being raade in that

| 7 facility?

| 8 A May I have a copy of the document in front of me?
l

9 Q It is -- I believe it is in Mr. Pilmer's exhibits

10 at page six.

11 MR. HOEFLING: I am going to raise an objectior.

12 to that question. In the Staff's view, what we have before

13 us is the interim EOF. The final EOF, scheduled for its

(m) 14 completion and implementation, if you will., at some time in
, _

|

15 the future, I believe it is July 2, 1982, and the Staff

' 16 evaluation of that is not yet complete, as is reflected in

17 Supplement three to the SER, and we will just object to

18 evaluating that EOF, the final EOF in this hearing.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me, but I thought just a
~

ago you were talking about an informal understanding20 moment

21 betveen you and FEMA as to evaluating the E^F, right?

22 MR. HOEFLING: The interim EOF.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, that was only good for the

24 interim EOF?

25 MR. HOEFLING: For purposes of the exercise.

'/*\

1
t
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k2 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Only for the exercise?
/'']\'

2 MR. HOEFLING: Right.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. So is it clear who
(q_/ 4 has future responsibility for reviewing the adequacy of the

5 EOF at this point?

6 MR. HOEFLING: I would say it is clear that the

7
_

facility would be evalunted by the NRC Staff.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: So Mrs. Gallagher was trying to

9 ask about that --

10 MR. HOEFLING: And my comment --

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Your objection --

12 MR. HOEFLING: -- was that --

13 JUDGE KELLEY: -- or your comment --

() 14 MR. HOEFLING: My comment was that that review

15 is taking place and is not yet complete, and I don't see
16 what we are to profit by asking questions about something
17 that is not done and that doesn't have to be done until
18 July of '82.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it doesn't appear to warrant

20 in depth questioning. On the other hand, it is an aspect of
21 the plans, and I think that if you want to put a couple of

'
22 questions on this topic, that that would be permissable.
23 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I think I will move along.
24q JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

G'

25 ///
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~_ k2 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

'' 2 Q With respect to Intervenors' contention 2 (f)

3 concerning the Applicants' provisions to respond to an

() 4 emergency and augment an initial response on a continuous

5 basis, what --

6 A Which contention was that, ma'am?

| 7 0 2 (f) .
|
'

8 A 2 (f) .

9 Q You mention in your testimony at the bottom of

10 page eight that call out for augmentation of on shift capa-

11 bilities would be made immediately upon declaration of an

; 12 emergency. Have you tested the call out?
1

13 A No, ma'am, I have not.

'() 14 Q On what basis do you rest that Applicants could

15 have the personnel present within 60 minutes?

16 A I had questioned the Applicants' ability to do

17 this and the Applicants himself has made a complete survey

18 of all of the people on the operation staff, where they live

19 and how long it would take them to get to the plant, and on

20 the basis of this, I make the statement that the Applicant

21 would be able to augment his staff in order to handle the

22 emergency. A's I -- the scntence here says the call out.

23 What I mean by that is precisely what it says, the phone

24 calls would be made from the control room immediately upon73V
25 declaration of the emergency.

.

.

i
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k3 1 Q Are personnel who would be subject to call out

2 on call?
.

3 A Yes, ma'am.
7('

4 Q So they should be within reach of a telephone?

5 A There are actually -- the operation staff have

I

6 beepers that they tell me are -- go all the way down to

7 Oceanside, and if somebody is going to leave the area, he

3 tells the rest of the staff so that there is an alternate

9 available.

|

| 10 Q In a fast moving accident, would one hour be

11 adequate?

12 A The staff right at the reactor is adequate to

13 handle the initial response. The augmentation we have

. () 14 guidance in our 0654 in this table B-1 that I mention here,

| 15 and the Applicant is able to comply with this guidance.
l

i 16 Q Does SONGS employ alternative staffing configura-

17 tions such as are mentioned in NUREG CR 1764?
|

18 A Can I -- I would have to see the document to

19 know precisely what you have in mind.

1

; 20 Q Maybe this would help to clarify it. Does
1

21 SONGS have or anticipate a manpower shortage?

| 22 A No, ma'am.
l

23 Q Do you have knowledge that they have sufficient
t
'

24 personnel to staff the soon to be completed units as well?{}
| 25 A The soon to be completed units -- well, they
i

O
\si

-
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| 1 have sufficient staff --
( )

k4

2 MR. HOEFLING: Is that Unit 2 that we are refer-

3 ring to here?
| Q' 4 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

5 WITNESS SEARS: Yes. They have well over the

6 sufficient staff for the unit -- the first units that go on

; 7 the line. The second unit will go on the line at.least a
!

| 8 year later. They have --

9 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

10 Q Okay, what steps --

11 A Yeah.

12 Q What steps have been taken by Applicants to

13 ensure against error caused by work overload during an acci-

(( ) 14 dent condition?

15 MR. CASEY: What are you reading from, please?

16 MS. GALLAGHER: Pardon?

17 MR. CASEY: What does that come from?

| 18 MS. GALLAGHER: That comes from the same document .

19 WITNESS SEARS: Well, they have sufficient staff

20 just for everybody working an eight hour shift, ma'am.
i
!

21 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

22 Q But during an accident condition.

23 A An eight hour shift?'

24 Q Even during accident conditions?

25 A Certainly.
|
|

()
|
|
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k5 1 Q Would people -- workers be called upon to work
?

2 nights who might be accustomed to daytime work during an

3 accident?

4 A It is conceivable.'

5 Q What steps have been taken to ensure against

6 error caused by circadian rhythm disruption, which is also

7 mentioned in that document by the way?

8 A I don't know specifically. I can't answer that

9 question.

10 Q Have you --

11 A I have worked shift and I know it is just like

12 the jet lag coming here, and --

13 0 i Have you reviewed that document?

() 14 A This document?

15 Q M-hmm.

16 A I have read this document, yes, ma'am.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: What was the cause, did you say,

18 Ms. Gallagher? I just didn't understand.

| 19 MS. GALLAGHER: Oh, it is called circadian

20 rhythm disruption. It is -- means -- no, there are certain

21 basic body rhythms that you establish by virtue of being

22 used to working days that -- you know, your temperature is

23 different at night and a number of things.

24 BY MS. GALLAGHER:r^s,
U

25 Q So, in your review of the plans you have not

'

['')~s
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k6 i taken into account the --

O
2 A I haven't reviewed in that depth these kinds of

3 provisions, but I should point out that this will be reviewec.,

O( > the whole staffing situation will be reviewed at this emer-4

5 gency appraisal program we will conduct toward the end of

6 October.

7 0 You mention in your testimony at page.10 in

8 regard to Intervenors' contention 2(h) having to do with

9 assessing a monitoring offsite consequences that the appli-

10 cant is training the health physics shift foreman to perform

11 dose assessments. When will this training be completed?

12 A It should be -- it is going on right now. I was

13 at the plant last week, and that is going on right now. It

4() 14 should be completed within two weeks.

15 Q Had the NRC review of the Applicants capability

16 for making dose projection which is soon to be transferred

17 to the health physics computer, in your review had you sug-

13 gested this kind of computer capability to the Applicant*

19 earlier?

20 A Had I suggested it earlier, ma'am? Is that what

21 you said?

| 22 Q The automated system, how long has that been --

23 I guess what I am asking is did the NRC make a recommenda-
,

24 tion, or is that something that the Applicants did volun-

( ()
25 tarily?

. -
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k7 1 A I believe it is a recommendation of this document

2 0696.. So, to give you a bit of background, 0696, you notice

3 is dated I think February, 1981, but everyone in the industry

O'/ 4 was well aware of the development of this document, and there

5 was much --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you read the title?

7 WITNESS SEARS: Pardon me?

8 JUDGE KELLEY: 0696?

9 WitNRSS SEARS: Yes, sir. Functional Criteria

10 for Emergency Response Facilities.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, thank you.

12 WITNESS SEARS: So that there was much develop-

13 ment of this capability going on within the industry.

() 14 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

15 Q Has the NRC made any recommendations in regard

16 to the placement of stationary monitors along the various

17 segments of the EPZ sectors for purposes of of f site monitor-

13 ing and dose assessment? For sampling?

l 19 A Well, the Applicant has an environmental
I

20 monitoring program in place now. He has provisions for a

21 system of a ring of I think it is about nine dose rate meter n

22 which I have seen. I believe it is on the -- I am not sure

whether it is one of the exhibits that -- in the hearing here,23:

|
24 but I have seen it. And he has also provisions for, oh, I' '

%

25 believe.around 60 TLD stations, and I have reviewed all of

()

:
t

t
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t ' k8 1 these and they seem adequate to me.

O 2 MS. GALLAGHER: If we could have a brief break

3 while I gather the second round of questions, and there

() 4 aren't as many as I have had thus far.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, but let's do keep our

6 breaks brief today. We may go a little later than usual

7 this evening just to get some mileage behind us. Come back

8 in five minutes or so. Off the record.

9 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

10 ///

11

12

13

\()
15

16

17

18
1

!
19

20

21

22

23

24

O
25

-



T12, 1g 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. 10,748

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
V

3 Q Mr. Sears, moving on to your second set of

4 testimony, which is dated August 20, turning to page four,

5 and referencing that to protective response planning standard
,

6 on page 59 of NUREG 0654, how did you determine whether

7 Applicants had established both the means and the time required

8 to warn orcadvise onsite individuals and individuals who may

9 be in areas controlled by the operator?

10 MR. CASEY: Are you quoting from something there?

11 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes, I was reading the first

12 evaluation criterion on that page, number one --

| 13 MR. HOEFLING: What page is that?

O
14 MS. GALLAGHER: Page 59 of NUREG 0654.

I
15 MR. HOEFLING: Thank you.

,

16 WITNESS SEARS: The answer to that question is

17 that the Applicant has a siren system onsite and a P. A.

13 system, and with these facilities, he would warn and advise

19 onsite individuals.

20 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

! 21 0 What means would be used to notify persons who

22 might be outside of the hearing range of that siren or those

| 23 sirens who were on the beach, joggers, swimmers, hikers?
|
| 24 A That siren system and the PA system will go --

b)
25 can be heard up and down the beach at least half a mile inv

.

!
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2 Q Do you consider within the definition of areas

V
3 controlled by the operator sections of the freeway which pass

4 over the actual site?

A No, that is not a -- clearly that is not an area5

6 controlled by the Applicant.

7 Q Who is responsible for persons who are on the

g freeway, for notifying them?

A Well, these people, number one, there is sirens9

10 so located so that they could hear the sirens, number one, but

gg number two, the Highway Patrol would be informed about the --

12 any requirements, and the Highway Patrol would manage traffic

73 so that these people would be given directions simply by the

34 traffic management process.

0 In the event that visitors to the park, who
15

might otherwise exit ou a road that goes past the plant, were
i 16

to be let out of the gates that are on either side of theg7

frontage to the park, is there .s a provision in thegg

Applicants' plan for someone from the plant to open those
39

20 gates?

A I don't quite follow you. There are -- can I
37

help you there -- there are two gates, one into the Marinesn
enlisted men's club, and there is a lock on it, and within a

3

few feet of it, there is a booth from ,the park department,
24 '

O' and the person in that booth has a key to that gate, and theg

|

|

_ _ _. -
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3 1 Applicant also has a key to that gate, and I believe this is

2 also true of the gate down at the other end of highway 101,-

3 the old highway 101
.

4 Q Well, I guess my question is really, is the
(-)

,

'

_

5 Applicant assuming responsibility for notifying the persons

6 who have keys to those gates to open them?

7 A Oh, yes, ma'am.

3 Q And how would that be done?

9 A It would be done by telephone to the park depart-

10 ment in one case, and --

11 Q What if the -- if the booths were nnt manned, who

12 would open the gates?

13 A Well, the booth is manned, but if the booth were

| 14 not manned, why, then the Applicants could open the gates.

15 He has the key to those gates.

16 Q On page 59, number two, each licensea shall make!

[

|
'

17 provision for evacuation routes and transportation for onsite

18 individuals to some suitable offsite location, including

! 19 alternatives for inclement weather, high traffic density and
1

20 specific radiological conditions. What provisions could be

21 made for high traffic density for onsite vicitors?

22 A Could you give me that reference again, the page?

23 Q It is page 59, number two , of the evaluation

t

| 24 criteria.
,

)
25 A well, in either case, the people f rom onsite

1

!
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!4 1 could either go either north or south, depending upon the

2 weather conditions, and there are provisions for -- for -- this
GV

3 would take care of the evacuation routes in ei* su o vetion,

4 and the -- they could -- and evacuate on highway 101 just as

5 the -- the beachgoers can, or evacuate just as beachgoers can

6 in the northern direction.

7 The -- they, you know, would simply add into any

| 8 traffic that is already there, the number of people onsite

9 once this plant is in operation. It will certainly not be as

10 high as during construction.

( 11 Q And number three, how would the licensee provide
i
'

12 for rad?.ological moritoring of people evacuated f rom the site?

13 Where would that be done?

()
14 A That -- the licensee, and to the best of my

15 recollection, hasn't specified an exact place, and I could be

16 wrong, but it could be done anyplace. All it takes is a man

17 with a GM tube, and he can monitor people and monitor automo-

18 biles leaving the site, both. I don't recall.

19 0 Well, moving on to number four, it mentions that

20 there should be decontamination capability at or near the

21 monitoring points specified at J-3. Does that suggest a place

22 to you?

O A Yes. The -- I don ' t recall of f hand . He hask- 23
,

24 places onsite f or decontamination of people. Decontamination
.

("i

'' 25 of automobiles is a simple question of having a garden hose

|
|
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2 know.
O

3 0 How would licensee determine and register persons

4 who were onsite who -- how would licensee account for onsite

5 individuals during an emergency?

6 A Through his security system. There is quite an
*

. 7 elsborate security check system going into the plant, and the
|

8 same thing would hold as you leave the plant, and this would

9 mean -- be a means of checking off who has been accounted for.

10 0 Number six, it says that the licensee shall

11 provide for individual respiratory protection or protective

, 12 clothing or radioprotective drugs for individuals remaining or
I

13 arriving onsite during .an emergency. Does this include
A

-

14 members of the public who happen to be in areas controlled by

15 the licensee?
|

16 A That ic what it says, individuals who are

|

| 17 remaining or arriving onsite during the emergency. If members

18 of the public, for example, are -- you are evidently meaning --

19 0 visitors center.

I 20 A I guess people in the visitors center, is that
,

| 21 what you had in mind, or --

|
1 22 O Or on those beach areas that are controlled,

! () 23 where access is controlled.
|

|
| 24 A On the beach areas. No, the -- no, the licensee

,

A)(- 25 does not intend providing these kind of protections for people

|
!

._ - _. .. -
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1 on the beach areas, no. No.

7- 2 0
V) would there be provisions for sheltering of any

3 persons who happen to be on the site and could not be

4 evacuated?
(~)s|

i (
5 A Well, the best place to shelter if somebody is --

6 when you say on site, I mean clearly this must be somebody who

7 is under the control of the Applicant, and probably the best

8 place on site is either the tech support center or the control

9 room. Are you --

10 0 Well, obviously you can't take members of the

11 general public into the control room.

12 A Well, the members of the general public are not

13 going to be onsite, ma'am.

14 Q Well, there are areas apparently under the

15 control of the licensee that -- you know, such as the beach.
!

,
16 A Yes.

1
1

17 0 And certain trails, which are, you knes, be long

18 to camp Pendleton, I guess. What -- you know what provisions
|
| 19 is to be made -- are to be made for these?

20 A None. And in my view, they are not necessary.

21 Q Why not?

22 A Well, for a number of reasons. Number one,

O'
23 those 100-foot cliff s are excellent shielding from any kind of'

24 radiation. Number two, even if you were directly in front of
.

/~TI

~'
25 the plant, there on the beaca, which you could not be,
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1 because there will be fences up to keep you out of them, but

rm 2 even if you wanted to suppose that you were there directly in i
3b

3 front of the plant, the -- you would be under surveillance by

4 TV cameras on the seawall. The sirens and the PA systems would}
5 go of f before there would be any release of radioactivity from

6 the plant, because those sirens and PA systems would go --

7 would be activated in line with our emergency action levels

8 that I mentioned before, before there is a release of

9 radioactivity, so you would walk up the beach long before there

10 was any release of radioactivity.

11 0 Looking at number seven, J-7, how did you

12 assess whether prompt notification could be made directly to

13 off site authorities responsible for implementing protective
,

14 measures within the plume exposure pathway? That is at the

15 bottom of page 60, under J-7. I will ask you another

16 question, and maybe that will help you to answer that. Did

17 you add up the tines that it took to discover.an emergency,

18 to make an assessment of the emergency, to decide on the

19 level of emergency, and to -- I mean, was this actually done

20 in terms of trying to stcy within the recommended time?

21 A Yes, ma'am. It was.

_
22 Q Could you give me a little more detail about the

(
23 process?

I

24 A Yes. The ooerator will see instrument readings ;
,

7

25 in his control room, and on the basis of those instrument

I
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1 readings in his control room, and on the basis of those

2 instrument-readings, he will know what is happening to the core

3 of his reactor, and he will pick up the phone at this point,

4 and make the necessary telephone calls.

5 Q During the May 13 drill, was the time that it

6 took from the onset of the notification of an emergency to the

7 notification of the offsite persons responsible for choosing

8 a protective action, was that within the guidance of the NRCE

9 A Yes, ma'am. it was. One of the -- I might

10 just add a note to that, one of the problems with drills is

11 that we -- as in this case -- have the drill go through the

12 various steps first, an unusual event, and then an alert and

13 then a site emergency, and then a general emergency, so that

O
14 by the time you get to the general emergency, everybody is

15 well-primed.

16 We do intend in future exercises to have the kind

| 17 of scenario where you have a general emergency right now,

| 18 and now what do you do? This -- in this particular exercise

19 it was not. It escalated slowly.

20 0 In your testirony on page five, in answer to

| 21 question number eight, and it is in reference to the

f 22 evacuation time estimates, I guess, you mention that a

23 contractor has evaluated the time estimates. Did the

24 contractor have access to the Wilbur Smith and Associates
'

'

' ( ') 25 computer model?

i
!
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1 A No, ma'am.

2 0 Does anybody have access to the Wilbur Smith and

3 Associates computer model?

4 A I believe that it is a prcpcietary kind of thing.

5 There are a number of traffic engineering outfits that do

6 these estimates nowadays, and they are all in competition

7 with one another, and they -- each has a code which you feed

3 into a computer, and as I understand, the codes are probably

9 similar. I have read descriptions of the methods that they
.

' 10 used, and they seem very similar to me, but each one, of

11 course, guards his own code.

12 Q Did you feel that as the government agency

13 responsible for judging the adequacy of the time estimates,

' C'>~~

14 that you might have some claim t' ;his information?

15 A I didn't feel it was necessary.

16 0 So you are telling me that there is nobody

17 within the NRC that has access to the model that Wilbur Smith

13 and Associates used in its time estimate study?

19 A We haven't requested it. If we felt it

|

20 necessary, we could probably get it.

21 Q If there were fog near the site, and you were

22 charged with, or the Applicant was charged with evacuating
A
U

23 persons onsite, what alternate evacuation routes would be

24 available? ,

I \'
25 MR. CASEY: I don't understand the question.
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1 MS. GALLAGHER: I guess I am asking what
,

i

| 2 consideration has been given to impassable roads due to fog.73V
3 Sometimes there is very heavy fog along the coast.

4 MR. CASEY: I am sorry, I have never heard of a

5 road that is impassable because of fog.

6 - JUDGE KELLEY: Where does this key in the
|

7 testimony? I :,ust want to --

8 MS. GALLAGHER: It goes to protective responses:

9 back on page 59, J-2

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Contention number one?

11 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes. It is about evacuation.

12 CUDGE KELLEY: A11 right.
,

13 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
i r~\

U
14 0 on page six of your testimony, you mentioned

15 that the Applicants ' estimates showed very little dif ference

16 in conditions. This isn't only for onsite people. This would

i 17 be for offsite evacuations as well. It goes more to the time
1

18 estimates of Wilbur Smith at J- G, on page 61, and at -- your

19 testimony on page six, you say that the Applicants'

20 estimates had' resulted in very little difference in time

21 between fair weather conditions and adverse weather

22 conditions, and I am asking50u, had you taken into account

'
23 the slowing of traffic that would result from heavy fog as

24 is sometimes present on that freeway?

O
25 A well, in the first place, the evaluation that I

.

l
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I was referring to here was in the initial Wilbur Smith, he has '

2 since given us a revised edition in which there is a difference

3 between fair weather and adverse weather conditions,and this

4 is just -- I guess he calls it revision 2, and there is a

5 difference in the --

6 Q Do you know what percentage of difference he has

7 ascribed to weather?

8 A Yes, I believe he has ascribed about a 15

9 percent reduction in capacity, or --

10 0 In your opinion, is that a sufficient reduction

11 in capacity for a heavy fog condition?

.

12 A For a heavy fog condition, no. This -- the

, 13 adverse weather that was referred to here was a -- as I

14 understand it, a rain, rather than a very heavy fog. A very

15 heavy fog could slow you up more.

16 Q Does -- in your understanding of the Wilbur

17 Smith time estimates, do his time estinates take into

13 consideration the presence of heavy fog along the coast?

l

19 A I don't think, so, no.

20 )

21

n, i

O I23 :

|

24
.

25
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Tl? 1 1 Q In looking at JM on page 64, what considerations

O 2 have you taken, or what considerations have been given in

3 your review concerning the basis for choice of recommended

() 4 protective actions in evacuating from the plume exposure

5 pathway during emergency conditions?

6 A The basis for the choice goes back to the En-

7 vironmental Protection Agency protective action guides and

8 the shelter afforded in local residential units would be

9 the standard shelter you would get from the kind of homes

10 you have here in this area.

11 Q What is the maximum beneficial effect of shelter-

12 ing in residences?

13 A Oh, you can cut it down by about half.

(]) 14 Q How much protection is afforded after, say, two

j 15 hours?

16 A Well, as I say, it can cut the does, especially

17 from the cloud, down by about half.
|

I8 Q But in terms of the time that sheltering is

19 effective, do you believe that it is effective after two

|
2C hcurs in a residence?

| 21 A Yes, it depends how tight you can make the house

22 in order to keep out any of the airborne activity.

| 23 Q And what about commercial buildings?
|

24 A This would also be true of commercial buildings,

O
25 It depends on how the -- the commercial buildings you would

|

|

|

_
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k2 1 Probably get much better shielding from an overhead plume

O
2 because of the massive construction of them, but as far as

3 infiltration of any radioactive gas, it depends on how tight

Os/ 4 the building is.

5 0 Are you aware that building codes in California

6 require a 20 percent exchange factor in commercial buildings?

7 A I am now.

3 JUDGE HAND: Did you mean in an absolute passive

9 sense, Mrs. Gallagher?

10 MS. GALLAGHER: My engineer friends tell me that

13 the building codes do require that there be an exchange fac-

12 tor of 20 percent of air per hour in commercial buildings,

13 so they are not air tight.

(]) 14 JUDGE HAND: Well, without benefit of some air

15 conditioning or forced air systems --

16 MS. GALLAGHER: Right.

17 JUDGE HAND: Just a passive air system?

18 MS. GALLAGHER: Right. In other words, if you

19 turned off the air conditioning, there still has to be a cer-i

!

| 20 tain exchange of air.
:

! 21 MR. CASEY: In a sealed building?

22 MS. GALLAGHER: M-hmm.
|

23 MR. CASEY: Like a skyscraper?
;

i

24 MS. GALLAGHER: I mean if this is statement of!

O
25 counsel, I am certainly not an engineer, but this was

,

|

()|
,

!~

|
- . - - . . .
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k3 1 something that was discusse$ during our preparation of the
q

2 case.-

3 EY MS. GALLAGHER:

() 4 Q Okay, now turning to your August 4th testimony,

5 or let's see, it is in regard to the EPZ contention that was

6 admitted on the record of August 4th. I would ask you,

7 Mr. Sears, what education you have had in the areas of risk

8 assessment and probabilistic theory and health phyics?

9 A In health physics I have had on the job training

10 and I have had a number of cours6s over the years and I have

11 trained people in health physics, as a matter of fact, in

12 simple health physics, in monitoring and radioprotection.

13 I have had no formal training. I have taken some statistics,

14 but I have had no formal training in probabilistic risk(])
15 assessment.

16 Q And what experience have you had in the area of '

17 risk assessments and probabilistic theory?

18 A None.

19 Q Have you reviewed the Science Application's

20 Incorporated Report as it relates to San Onofre?

21 A Yes, ma'am.

12 Q And when did you do this review?

23 A I did this review some time ago when the report

24 first came in, which was maybe last January,,something like

25 that.

'

/~T
V
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k4 1 Q At that time or since, have you made any study

2 or critique of its assumptions in writing?

3 A Not in writing, no, ma'am.

4 Q Have you read the California Study of Emergency

5 Planning Zones for Serious Nuclear Accidents?

6 A Yes, ma'am.

7 Q And did you make a critique of that study in

8 writing?

9 A No, ma'am.

10 Q Okay, please describe the boundaries of the

11 EPZ as you understand them.

12 A I believe I have answered that question someplace

13 in answer to one of these questions, but I understand the

() 14 area in question is up to the northwest. It is my under-

15 standing that the boundary follows the San Juan Creek until

16 that hits the Ortega Highway, aad then it becomes tangents

17 to a 10 mile circumference around the plant, radial, circle

is around the plant, why it picks up and goes around for the

19 rest of the way in just as a line.

20 Q And is Mission Viejo included? -

21 A I am sorry. I am not that familiar with the

22 names of individual subdivisions in this area. If I had a

23 map we could pick it out, but I simply don't know. If

24 Mission Viejo is within that circle, yes. If it is not, no.

25 Q Do you mean that any geographical area that is

)

- .. _ _ _ .
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k5 1 not within the compass rows of a 10 mile radius is excluded?

() 2 A As I say, my understanding of the emergency ('

|
'

3 planning zone picks up San Juan Creek, it hits Ortega High-

() 4 way, and the rest of the way as a radial line, and if --

5 community you, mentioned was within that, why it is within it.
6 Q Is San Juan Capistrano within the EPZ?

7 A Not to my understanding, no.

8 Q Why not?

9 A Because we have determined that a 10 mile EPZ

10 is well and sufficient for emergency planning purposes and --

11 Q So that if a jurisdiction is more than 10 miles

12 from the plant it does not have to be included within the

13 EPZ?

14 A That is correct.
I{}

15 Q Did the local jurisdictions consider the future

16 growth and population in and around the EPZ in making the
l

f 17 boundary line?

|

|
18 MR. HOEFLING: Excuse me. I am going to object

19 at this point. Mr. Sears is here to speak to the considera-

20 tion that should be given to the SAI report with respect to
-

21 EPZ size. Mr. Nauman was presented with respect to the

22 other elements that have been identified in the contention

23 as to how they should be considered. I think we are beyond

24 Mr. Sears' testimony.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: I think you are with regard to

.
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.~' k6 I what the local is considered. That is clearly offsite. I

() 2 am not -- maybe you could indicate the demarcation -- I mean
3 why does Mr. Sears speak to SAI as opposed to Mr. Nauman?

(]) 4 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Sears had exposure to the SAI
5 study. The Staff has examined that study and is in a posi-

tion to speak to the consideration that should be given to6

7 it. It was an understanding, if you will, amongst the
8 agencies which element --

9 MS. GALLAGHER: How --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: And we do have positive testimony
11 on the SAI report, I believe?

12 MS. GALLAGHER: I would withdraw that question.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Fine.

14 BY MS. GALLAGHER:%

15 0 Okay, did the Applicants consider the future

growth and population in and around the EPZ in participating16

17 in the choice of.the EPZ boundary?
18 MR. HOEFLING: Object again. Mr. Sears is here

19 to talk to the SAI report, and whether it was the Applicants
20 or the locals or whoever should be looking at population or
21 jurisdictions, that is not what Mr. Sears is offered for.
12 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

23 Q As a reviewer for the NRC, did you consider the
24 future growth and populations in and aror --

25 MR. HOEFL1. 3: Same objection.

O

.
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k7 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

CE)
*

2 Q -- the EPZ?

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I will confess I am sort of

(O_/ 4 groping about the NRC review vis a vis the EPZ line. I mean,

5 if in fact it -- is the EPZ -- is the location of the EPZ --

6 the particular location as opposed to about 10 miles, signi-

7 ficant to your review?

8 WITNESS SEARS: It is significant only in terms

9 of where warning systems are out there.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: I guess I am still a little

11 puzzled about the SAI report. Are you offering evidence on

12 that just because you happen to know something about it, or

13 is that kind of thing also similarly within your purview?

(]) 14 MR. HOEFLING: We are offering evidence on the

15 contention in an attempt to identify which agency would speak

16 to which elements. Mr. Sears has,had some background and

17 exposure to it, and we simply decided that he speak to it.as
18 he is doing, but that since the EPZ in effect is to be set

19 by local officials --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: True.

! 21 MR. HOEFLING: -- that'it would be more appro-

22 priate for the Federal Emergency Management Agency to speak

23 to the application of the characteristics that are identifiec.

24 in the rule as to how it should be established.'

(~g
\_)

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, that seems pretty reasonable .

O

,

1
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k8 1 Mrs. Gallagher, comment further if you wish, but I think -- !

(~h 4
''#

2 the testimony that is proffered really speaks to the SAI 1

3 report, and it does seem to the Board that the exact EPZ
j%
(-) 4 location is pretty much an offsite local official function

5 of such a nature that the FEMA witness is a more appropriate

6 witness on it.

7 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

8 Q In considering the SAI, did the NRC consider the

9 demographic projections of the population around San Onofre?

10 -A No, ma'am.

11 Q Why not?

12 A I simply reviewed the SAI report as a report and

13 my purpcse was to attempt to find out how it was similar or

() 14 how it was different than what had been done for 0396..

15 Q On page two of your testimony near the bottom of

16 the page, you cited some differences I guess between NUREG

17 0396 and the SAI report, and you state that the SAI assumed

la that peopla would be exposed to the plume and ground contamir a-

19 tion for an extended period. For how long?

20 A I believe SAI assumed a 24 hour period.

21 Q And at page three at the third paragraph you

22 state that if a mere realistic time, shorter, were assumed

23 in the California study, the EPZ sizes derived using the

(g 24 OES methodology would have been similar to those in NUREG
V

25 0336. Did you read the state nuclear planning zone study?

()

_-. _ _. --
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A Yes, ma'am, I read it. And I could amplify --k9 i
f3 i

k/ that paragraph is referring to the state study, the OES --2

3 Q Yes, I understand.

. 4 A Yes.

5 Q Fhat do you mean by more realistic? What basis

| 6 do you use for deciding that their figures were not realistic?

7 A Well, as my paragraph just previous to that

g points out, it is my understanding- that when the state cf

California took the SAI report, that they then assumed that9

the thne that people will be exposed to ground contamination
10

would be seven days, and I consider this to be excessive. Igy

i certainly think in seven days, if there are high levels of
12

|
radiation in the ground, people are going to be gotten out

13

of there soon. It just -- it is excessive in my opinion.("T g4
U

15 Q At page four of your testimony you mention
1

16 characteristics such as demography, typography, land charac-

teristics, access routes and jurisdictional boundaries shall17

13 be taken into account according to section 50.47 C2. Does

39 that regulation envision the injection of risk consequence

20 analysis into the question of the size of the EPZ?

A No, ma'am.21

22 Q In your opinion, ca. --

JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. I just -- can you
23

accommodate and just repeat the question and answer.24

O
25 MS. GALLAGHER: I referred the Witness to sectior.

.

.
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1 50.47 C2, which has -- goes to the question of the choice

. ) kl0 ^

2 of the EPZ boundary and asked him whether in addition to the

3 ennumerated chcracteristics of the land having to do with
('h
\~l 4 demography, typography, land characteristics, --

,

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

6 MS. GALLAGHER: -- access routes and jurisdic-

7 tional boundaries whether probabilistic study could also ,

8 be interjected into the size of the EPZ such that -- well,

9 maybe I should put it in the form of a question.

10 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

11 Q In your view, would the remote risk of an acci-

12 dent be a reason for choice of size of the EPZ boundary?

13 A Well, that has already been factored into the

(]) 14 10 mile EPZ. The risk assessment -- the consequences of

15 accidents using PRE techniques --

16 Q Which, risk or consequences?

17 A Well, consequences was the principal considera-

18 tion in the 0396 study.

19 , Q M-hmm. And to what extent was risk factored
20 into the choice of the size of the EPZ?

21 A That the risks of the various reactor safety

12 study accidents -- the more severe accidents have a lesser
23 probability and in this respect the risk, the probability
24 of risk was taken into account in the 0396' study.

| g,)
( V

25 Q In your understanding of the regulation, is that

A(.)

.
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; kll 1 a proper factor to have been included in --

~

2 A Well, it has already been included in the generic

3 10 raile distance.
,o
k '' 4 Q Will you tell me how that was done?

5 A Yes.

d MR. HOEFLING: I would object to that. I think

7 we have a 10 mile EPZ and the Witness is here to talk to
,

8 a very limited point, and I don't think getting into the

9 background as to the risks and consaquences that went into

10 setting the 10 mile EPZ is appropriate.

II riS . GALLAGHER: I am really not trying to get

12 into the generi; question. I am trying to discover whether

13 in considering the choice of the EPZ boundary the NRC witness
c,

( ) 14 used a risk assessment as a proper ingredient.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: And I thought he had answered the

I

16 question by saying no, he didn't, bat the NRC did when they

17 adopted the 10 mile limit.
|

13 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

19 Q Is that what you said, Mr. --

| 20 A Yes, thank you, sir. Yes, sir. That is what I

21 meant if I didn't say it. That is what I meant.

22 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

23 Q Does your answer go to both extending the

24 boundary and decreasing -- extending the size of the EPZ andf_

v
25 dr,reasing the size of the EPZ?

m
u|

|

|

..
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k12 y . A Well, the guidance in 0396 that has been adopted

by the Commission is that the EPZ should be about 10 miles.2

Now tuat about can be nine or 11.3

4 Q But in either case, or in either case, would you

5 agree that persons choosing the boundary should not them-

selves factor in a risk assessment?6

7 A That risk assessment has already been done, and

it is not necessary to be done again. The other factors that8

are mentioned here are those that should be taken into9

account.10

MS. GALLAGHER: Thank you very much, Mr. Sears.yy

WITNESS SEARS: Thank you.
12

JUDGE KELLEY: Through with cross? OkEy.y3

'

14 Mr. Casey?Q
FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION15

16 BY MR. CASEY:

17 Q Mr. Sears, in the area of offsite radiation

! 18 monitoring and assessment --

JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me just a second. Maybe
.

19

20 we shott1d -- I forgot to raise a consideration about

Mr. Caravallo. What are your intentions now? Have you
21

talked to other counsel about how we ought to proceed?'22

MR. MC CLUNG: Yeah, Mr. Casey expressed to me
23

|
24 that they wanted to finish with this witness, but that it'

, 25 Probably would not be a very extensive cross, and on that'

!

'

O

|
!

L
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T

kl3 1 basis I think we can still make it.

)
'

2 JUDGE KELLEY: How late can Mr. Caravallo stay?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Not past about 4:15.
f
\ -- 4 MR. HOEPLING: Mr. Chaiaman, can I --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.

6 MR. HOEFLING: -- say something? We were an-

7 ticipating Mr. Grimes is going to come out here, ar.d on

8 several occasions and from the question of the Board this

9 morning, the Board may have some questions with respect to

10 the planning basis of the regulations, and it might be help-

11 ful to have Mr. Grimes join Mr. Sears for those questions.

12 One proposal would be to stop with Mr. Sears now and pick up

13 with Mr. Caravello, and then if Mr. Grires makes it out

(]) 14 later this af ternoon, certainly first thing tomor row morning,

15 resume with the cross and the Board's. questions.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Conacnt?

17 MR. PICOTT: If the Staff prefers to hold

18 Mr. Sears until Mr. Grimes can appear with him, that would

19 pose no problem for us. It wouldn't -- we would defer our

20 cross examination to that time. That is what seems best.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's do that. Mr. Sears, why

12 don't you take a break.

13 WITNESS SEARS: Thank you very much.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: And we will hear from

25 Mr. Caravallo and I guess we will have you back, possibly

O
.

__.._.___.___________.__j
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_kl4 i with Mr. Grimes tomorrow morning. We might with some time

O <

2 this afternoon get back to Mr. Nauman.

3 MR. PIGOTT: .I would like to set as a goal that

() 4 we would finish Mr. Nauman today.

5 Ub3GE KELLEY: When do you think you will be

6 through with him? Well, a good estimable goal. Why don't

7 we take another one of these very nice five minute short

a bre a..J . Off the record.

9 (Whereupon, a ;rief rece:'s was taken. )

to ///

11

12

13

. C:)
'+

15

16

17

12

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

()
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;?qtpl4-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Next witness
U.

2 from the Intervenors.

3 Whereupon,

4 GEORGE CARAVALHO

5 was called as a witnesi herein and, after being first duly

6 sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:

7 DIRECT EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

9 Q Could you please tell us your name and address

10 for the record?

11 A George Caravalho, 125 Calle del Pacifico, San

12 Clemente.

13 Q And could you state your current occupation and

() 14 your title in that occupation?

15 A I'm the City Manager of San Clemente.

16 Q And are you appearing here today in response to

17 a subpoena?

18 A Yes, sir. I am.

19 Q Could you briefly tell the Board what your
i

20 educational background is?
!

21 A Yes. I have a masters degree in political science

22 public administration.

23 Q And what are your general duties and responsibil-

24 ities as city manager?

25 A As the City Manager of San Clemente I am

.

(2)
'

,

-
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1 responsible for the daily operations of the city including
O
\~#

2 overseeing of public works, planning, police, fire. I am

3 also the emergency director of emergency in the event of an

(s-) 4 emergency. I submit the budget to the city council and per-

5 form as the chief of staff for the council, who sets the

6 policy for the city.

I 7 Q Mr. Caravalho, do you have t.y experience since

8 you have been city manager with respect to emergency situa-

9 tions?

10 A Yes, I have. .We have had two emergencies in )
l

11 San Clemente since I've been city manager, as of January, <

12 1980, one involving a flood situation and the second one

13 in which we activated the EOC involving a landslide.

.({} 14 0 Can you describe briefly the activation of the

15 EOC during the landslide emergency?

16 A During the landslide the city manager and depart-

17 ment heads were at a seminar out of the city and we were

18 called and notified that the landslide had occurred and

19 therefore the director of building and planr' the fire

20 chief and myself returned to the city, noting that we had

21 a rather large landslide and that the slide was still in a

12 creep condition. We employed geologists and I returned back

23 tothe seminar, requesting that a meeting of all department

(-) heads and the geologists convened the next day at 2:00 p.m.24
% ,'

25 Thereupon, we received a report. We monitored

b .

O
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3 the situation throughout the evening with our fire and

2 police people and a report from the geologists indicated

! 3 that action needed to be taken to try and protect private
() 4 property and public property, wherein we convened an emergenc t

5 session of the city council and action was taken to try and
6 relieve the pressure from the earth moving.

| 7 Q And where was that landslide arta?
g A It was approximately a quarter of a mile behind

.

9 city hall.
i

i 10 Q And was it necessary to evacuate anyone in that

33 situation?

12 A Yec. We evacuated the people that were immed-

13 iately below the slide as well as requested that the persons
;( () 14 on the upper end of the slide immediately above the center

15 of the slide to evacuate their property. At that time there

16 was a lot of uncertainty in terms of the scope of the slide

17 and so we advised some people perhaps to stay away an evening

13 or so until the slide would stabilize, which it did, and I
~

19 guess ultimately on just one homeowner has been permanently

20 out of his home.

21 Q Mr. Caravalho, could you descrr.be what your

12 general duties and responsibilities as city manager are in

t 23 the creation and develcpment of the radiological emergency
|

, 3 24 planning?
|

- 25 A Well, as the city manager, it is my responsibility
)

-)

(-) .

x-
|
I

|
1

m __ _ _ l
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i to review all documents. In this case, the evacuation plan
O
\'

2 of which the radiological element is one part of it is anothe c

3 element of our overall emergency planning response document.
n() 4 The fire chief has the primary responsibility for coordinatings

5 and managing the effort with his staff to produce that docu-

6 ment and periodically I meet with the chief and other members

7 of the staff to try and coordinate r..d impart whatever inform--

8 ation might be necessary to have a cmprehensive document

9 related to that subject.

10 So it would be my responsibility to approve that

11 document and subsequently submit it to the city council for

12 their approval.

13 Q And in the event of a mdiological emergency,

(]) 14 what would your duties and responsibilities be under that

| 15 1P.an?

16 A In the event of an emergency, as the director of

17 emergency services, I would be responsible for directing all

18 aspects of the emergency response capability,

19 Q Directing all aspects for the city of San

20 Clemente?

, 21 A That is correct.
|

22 Q And would you be the person who would make any

23 decisions which needed to be made with respect to taking a

- 24 protective action?

\ sj
; 25 A That is correct.

,

p
l As/

i
!
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1 Q Did you participate in the May 13 drill with

O
2 respect to the radiological emergency plans?

3 A Yes, I did.
e |

sd 4 Q Can you describe briefly what your participation

5 was in that drill?

6 A Well, I participated as the director of emergency
,

I
7 services throughout the exercise. I was notified early in

,

1

8 the morning -- in fact, I was playing racquetball -- and
,

l

9 advised of the situation and returned to city hall, was I

to advised by staff -- I think at that time we were still at

11 the unusual incident step of the notification process.

12 Subsequently, as the situation escalated I requested that
|

| 13 the emergency operating center be formally activated. Since

() 14 it was an exercise, preliminary activity had already taken

15 place and staff was in place for resconding to that event.

16 Throughout the day I supervised, directed and

r7 managed all staff activity in the EOC. I diso coordinated

18 work with the county, the utility, and other advisors within;

| 19 the EOC until I guess it was approximately two o' clock when

20 we terminated the exercise.

21 Q And as a result of your participation in that

22 exercise did any concerns develop on your behalf with respect

23 to the decisionmaking?

s 24 A Yes. During the day we had some problems rela-,

, .)
25 tive to the decision-making process and I subsequently

'

(~h
V

-
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y reported that .at one of the FEMA hearings I think several
)

2 days later. It has been the city council's position that

3 the city of San Clemente should retain their responsibility

4 for making decisions relative to what would occur in the

5 city of San Clemente and therefore, based upon the informa-

6 tion provided me, I tried to monitor and we had a couple

i 7 council members there 1 think throughout the day and communi-

8 cated with those people prior to making a decision to evacuat e

9 the community.

10 I noted bat there were some problems in terms of

33 communicating with contiguous jurisdictions as well as

12 Edison, the county, the California Highway Patrol, City of

j3 San Juan, et cetera. Prior to making the decision to

() 14 evacuate -- and I think this is one of not only a decision-

15 m& king process problem but perhaps a problem of learning to

16 work more closely together and coordinate that responsibility ,

17 so it is one of coordination since you involve not only citie s
,

t ,

13 but unincorporated areas of the county, Camp Pendleton, San

19 Diego, the state agency in terms of the park and the Cali-
|

20 fornia Highway Patrol. There were some problems in terms

21 of our decision that related to when to evacuate, to take

| 22 action, and coordinating that activity so that it would
|

23 operate smoothly in terms of trying to anticipate what impact

24 that might have on I-5, for example, or the Coast Highway,

| 25 those kinds of things. I reported that at the FEMA hearing
i

|

_- _______ _ ___..___/_ _ _ _ -
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and I understand that discussions are underway to try and1

('M .\l
2 work on that.

3 0 Could you tell us briefly the decisionmaking
() 4 problem that developed during the exercise?

5 A I think there were -- well, I think the most

6 evident problem related to two incidents. One was the

7 closing of the freeway as it related to the cauthbound lanes
8 near El Toro Road with the California Highway Patrol. There
9 was some perhaps breakdown in communication or some problem

to there. The second incident related to the decision to
11 evacuate and trying to do it in a phased fashion starting

; 12 with the area that is closest to the plant, primarily the
i

13 state park and then the south end of San Clemente, eventually
I
l {} 14 central San Clemente and the north end, and trying to commun-

f 15 icate that kind of an approach to the city of San Juan. We
|

| 16 had some problems in that they wanted to -- and I can empathi se

17 with that -- they wanted to manage their situation and they
18 felt that they should evacuate at the same time. So we had

19 some problems and finally I think he agreed to wait about

20 half an hour or so after we proceeded with the evacuation.

21 But there were some problems there in those

22 two incidents that I recall.

23 Q Was there any conflict between the recommendation s

24 of the various jurisdictions and the Applicant with respectO
25 to what protective action to take?

O
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1 A Yes. We discussed that. That was one of the

2 most I think difficult part of the decisionmaking precess
3 was trying to analyze the information that related to weather

(^>t 4 information, protective action, you know, wind direction, et
5 cetera. And at one point we had a disagreement where I

6 personally disagreed with what was being recommended by
7 Edison based upon the information that I had and we discussed

8 that and I subsequently made my decision, which was at that

9 time I think when we made the decision to evacuate and I
10 think we proceeded based upon the information that we had.

11 Q Approximately how much time did it take between

12 the time when you made your decision to evacuate and the

13 time that decision was implemented in your city?

() 14 MR. ROGIN: Can you define what you mean by

15 implemented, since nobody actually left the city? Do you

16 mean other people were informed of it?

17 MR. MC CLUNG: The order at the time when the

18 order actually went out to the various --

19 MR. ROGIN: Thank you.

20 WITNESS CARAVALHO: I wuld say immediately,

, 21 because there was so much preparatory time, since this was
!

12 a staged event, and the thing escalated kind of methodically.

23 We went I guess to a general alarm or general emergency is it

24 -- general emergency around noon. At that time we had been

25 spending a lot of time talking about whether we should

, .

a
,

!

|

|
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1 evacuate or take protective action or what was happening.

n'''
2 So that was merely kind of going through the information and

3 when we finally made the decision and had coordinated with

()'

4 the county and other jurisdictions around 1300, that decision

5 was made and by then all the police and everybody else were

6 in place to make the decision.

7 So if you are talking about the time where we

a were-- I think there is a distinction there. It's a time

9 between we felt that evacuat o. was perhaps immanent versus

10 the time that we actually made that decision. I would think

11 when I personally felt that we were 9 ,ing to get to that

12 point we probably spent at least a good half hour trying to

13 make sure that thatwas the proper decision to make, confirming

' f;') 14 the radiological information not only that we were getting,

x

15 from Edison but with the county health officer and other

16 people, communicating with the other jurisdictions, indicating

17 that an evacuation was perhaps immanent. It took about 20
i
i 18 to 30 minutes.

19 Q Do you feel that it vould be important or an

20 important aid to the decisionmaker to have a training session

21 -- training sessions with the various decisionmakers to help

22 them make choices between protective actions?

23 A Yes. I think that it would be helpful to have

~g 24 a better understanding on the part of the decisionmakers so
/x

25 that -- well, a training session that dealt with two aspects,

I (
,

|
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'

i one is so diat we can empathize with each other in terms of

O
2 the concerns that each jurisdiction would have given that

3 situation and thus make bette.r decisions in terms of cooper-

4 ating with each other and, number two, I think some kind of

5 training session that dealt with providing a better under-

6 standing in terms of the kinds of information that would

7 emanate out of the weather information and/or radiological

8 information sothat we have a common language to communicate

9 and understand the issues.

Io /// l

|

11

l

12

13

() 14

15

16

17

18

'

19

20
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22

23

24
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- tp15-1 1 Q Was there a standard operating procedure iss

2 existence at theetime of the drill to coordinate the

3 decisionmakers in the various local jurisdictions?

4 A Well, I don't know. It was my policy -- I can't

5 recall if we had a standard operation procedure but it was

6 my policy that was verbalized that we would coordinate with

7 all jurisdictions because, in order for the thing to be

8 successful, we had to communicate and coordinate. As to

9 whether it was in some standard operating procedure at that

10 time, I do not know.

11 Q In your role as city inanager in the planning for

12 radiological and other types of emergencies have you raised

13 any concerns with respect to having a route for escape in

() 14 addition to the I-5?

15 A Well, I believe that was one of the issues that

16 I mentioned in terms of my comments to FEMA, the need for an

17 alternate route. I think that when you look at a situation

18 in terms of being responsible for the safe evacuation of

19 the people in San Clemente -- hopefully we will not have

20 to f ace that, but given that situation, we're talking about

21 30,000 people in San Clemente and we are talking about

22 another 150,000 that will be impacted between the north end

23 of San Clemente and El Toro Road. So that means that unless

24 there is somekind of a coordinating effort wi.th the juris-

25 , dictions involved that area , given that situation , there will

.,,
(
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y certainly be a problem and I think that planning for this

2 situation ought to begin as of now and not wait until -- I '

3 understand there is some discussion about an alternate route

() 4 that may or may not relate to the nuclaar plant, in some 15

5 years down the road.

6 So from my perspective and my vantage point I,

7 would ''tink that given the anticipation of an alternate route
,

i

8 with the development of that area and having access to inform--

9 ation that indicates that the south end of Orange County will I

l

10 nearly double its population in ten years, there would be
!

yy certainly some concern as to whether the I-5 would be

12 adequate. It would be very difficult today, coupled with some

13 problems on the highway, there would be some serious problems ,

(~'3 14 So I really think that there ought to be some
U

15 discussions with the federal government and the utility,

16 perhaps the state, to see whether thac Cristianitos Road or

17 the Foothill Corridor could be constructed in half that time,

13 say, instead of 15 years perhaps 7 or 8 years that would

19 coincide with the growth of the population and the developmen;

20 of the back country.

21 Q In your opinion, then, is it important to take

22 into consideration the growth and future access routes in

23 emergency planning today?

i 24 A Well, I certainly would agree with that. I think

b'
25 that most of us , in whatever endeavors we : e involved in,''

O
\J
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i look into the future to try and plan to do a better job at

2 what we are doing and we know, based upon all the data

3 Provided us, that the southern Orange County area is going

b) 4 to grow significantly and there's problems there. As as-

5 city manager, whether you talk about problems relating to

6 water, sewer e* streets, et cetera, it's there. So I

7 have to point out that given a situation of having to deal

8 with an emergency, it certainly would be helpful to have

9 an alternative route.

10 Now that would be my recommendation. I think

13 that whole discussion gets into econcmics and I'm not sure

12 they relate to what's being discussed here. But I am

13 concerned about the overall economics as it relates to the

' (]) 14 plant and its impact on our community and thepolitical activ-

15 ity that is going on as it relates to the taxing money that

16 relates to San Diego County or Oceanside. And it would seem

17 to me that, if anything, if the utility is currently paying

18 taxes for services, then the area that is impacted is the

19 city of San Clemente and Orange County. So I wvuld think

20 that there is some kind of federal or state policy that should

21 relate to utilizing those taxes to prov ..de the needed ser-

22 vices, whether we are talking about highways, planning,

23 or any other needs that we might have that relates to that

24 nuclear plant in the jurisdiction that is impacted.
A

25 0 Could you describe briefly the growth forecasts

()
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~

1 which you have been provided in your role as city manager

b'
2 for the area of San Clemente specifically?''

'3 MR. ROGIN: I thinkthe last answer in particular

4 concerned me. I think at the beginning of it in terms of a

5 general concern about growth in terms of planning, I think

6 has a general relevance and there's been some testimony
,

7 about that. But much of the last answer and now it saems

8 to us going on into this next question, we are beyond the

9 scope of the issues in the case. The last time we faced

10 this dealing with 1992 issues. While they may be relevant

11 to think about, I don't think they are relevant to the issues

12 in he case that they are presented for decision at this

13 time. Distribution of tax monies and that sort of thing I

() 14 think has no place in this hearing.

15 That may be an interesting question for others

16 to deal with, but not here. I would object to the last

17 question.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: The question had to do with --

19 MR. ROGIN: Specifically on growth.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: With growth estimates, right?

21 In what timeframe?<

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, in the next five years.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: That's fairly ne<r term. Wasn't

24 there a review of growth estimates in this ca.se at an earlier

25 stage to nail down the exclusion and low population zones

O

-_ _ -- - - - - - - - - - - - _
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-

g that went up 20 years or more?
O
'd

2 MR. ROGIN: The problem is in what the Board

3 han to decide at this time. In the responsibility of the
,A
(_/ 4 Applicant to review every 12 months , reviews of emergency

5 programs and determine what changes have taken place, what

6 requirements may be changed, and to deal with them. We don't

7 have to, it seems to us, at this paint look to 1992 or

8 1987 in order to --

9 JUDGE KELLEY: So you are saying an craergency

10 plan, unlike a reactor, is not set in co:. crete?

gg MR. ROGIN: Yes, somethinglike that.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: That seems like a good point.

13 Nhy do we have to go more than a year or so down the road,

(~) 34 Mr. McClung?
RJ

15 MR. MC CLUNG: As a practical matter the emergency

16 plans aren't set in concrete and they are reviewed every

17 12 months both by FEMA and by the Applicant, as required.

18 But as a practical matter, the basic structure of the plan

19 is laid cut at this point and will be there for the next

20 five to ten years, especially with respect to evacuation

21 routes and edargency planning zones. Those are not going to

22 be reviewed. It is our position, for instance, that future

23 demographics is part of the consideration that should go

^s 24 into the drawing of the emergency planning zone line, for
(jl
x

25 cne thing. And it is also part of the consideration which

'

r~
C)/

,

r 'm
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;;) should go into development of the evacuation routes.I
i
'''

2 MR. ROGIN: May I add one otaer point which Mr.

3 Casey reminds me of and I think it is quite relevant? That

('/
~

T
N- 4 is that the siting of the plant dealt with future popula-

5 tions, demographics, and those things really have been

6 determined. It would be beyond the scope of this hearing

7 and they really have been determinec in a prior hearing, are

8 res judicata for the purposes of this hearing. Secondly, to

9 the extent he is now talking about changing the EPZ line,

10 I think that has already been determined. The NRC has

11 regulations which have determined what it should be.

12 To challenge it now based on population figures

13 that may be in five years seems to us out of the scope and

(]) 14 improper.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, as we have demonstrated, it

16 is a debatable point. Why don't you content ycurself with

17 another question or two along this line, bearing in mind

18 that it is getting a little remote in view of the review

| 19 possibilities.
.

20 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

21 Q Okay, Mr. Caravalho, with that in mind could you

12 describe just briefly the growth trends over the next five

23 to eight years in the San Clemente area as youtake them to

| 24 be?q
Lj

25 A Based upon the best figures we have, the growth

/~'T
'

U
|
l

l
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i will include 2800 acres, an additional 32,000 people, and
'
'

2 15,000 units. As to whether it will occur in five years or

. 3 twenty years, that's up to economics, the good Lord, and

O -4 the city counci1.

5 JUDGE FELLEY: But not you.

6 MR. ROGIN: And not necessarily in that order,-

7 perhaps.

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

9 Q Turning to another subject, have you reviewed

10 any of the WIlbur Smith time estimates for evacuation

ij studies?

12 A Yes. I've looked at the numbers.

13 Q And d'o ydu believe that those numbers are general ly

(]) 14 reasonable?

15 MR. ROGIN: I think we better have a definition

16 of which numbers and which studies. There are so many.

17 MR. MC CLUNG: I think that's fair.

18 BY MR. MC CLUNG: '

19 Q Do you recall ..lich Wilbur Smith studies , dua

20 date of which you had occasion to review?

21 A Well, I reviewed the first study that was sub-

22 mitter sometime back perhaps .nore than a year ago, that had

23 some figures relating to wacuating the area approximately

24 7 to 7-1/2 hours. Subsequently that was modified to

O
25 approximately 4 to 4-1/2 hours.

,

()

1
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; O So you have reviewed two studies, one that was

O
2 about a year ago and one that was more recent perhaps?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Three or four months ago, is that correct?

5 A Yes.

6 0 You haven' t reviewed the new.at revision which

7 just came out in September of this year?

3 A I don't recall.

9 0 Okay. With respect to the second study which you

go have discussed, the revision on the first forecast of the

jy overall time, do you believe that time estimate to be reason-

12 able?

33 MR. ROGIN: I think we'd better have some defin-

(') 14 ition here. We've been talking about evacuation of the entire

15 EPZ. In fact, the 6.25 hour esth ate that has been of ten

| 16 used in the hearings is for the extended EPZ north only; the

17 4-1/2 hour number Mr. Caravalho mentions appears in the table

|
! 13 for a 0 to 5 mile direction north corridor.or 0 to 10 mile

| 19 north but not the extended EPZ. I think for the record we
|

20 ought to be clear as to what area we are evacuating.
'

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. I think if the witness is

12 going to be asked to speak to the accuracy of various times
i

23 you have to be very precise and with reference to whatever

24 proposal is pending as opposed to whatever may have been
)

25 superceded.
|

|
!
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1 Is Revision 2 now the location of the best-

2 current estimate?

3 MR. ROGIN: Yes. That's -- Revision 2 isp
k~ 4 Exhibit 132 in evidence.

,5 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

6 MR. ROGIN: Many of those numbers are not differ-

7 ent from the immediately prior study, although not the one

8 I believe the witness just referred to, which is the first.

? JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Well, go ahead, Mr.

10 McClung. We just wanted to make sure we nailed this down.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: That's all right.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 Q On Table 8 of the -- of what I'll call the

() 14 revision of the Wilbur Smith study which is contained in

15 Appendix E to the Applicants' emergency response plan, there

16 is a time estimate for a summer weekend condition for evacu-

17 ating the extended EPZ or the entire EPZ in 6.25 hours. Do

18 you recall that time estimate?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Do you consider that time estimate to be reason-

21 able?

22 A well, I don't know. I think it would depend on

23 a lot of, you know, a lot of things. It's very difficult for

{} me to answer that whether it is adequate or not. I don't24

25 know.

O

.
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3 0 Do you think it would be important in formulation

C
3 of evacuation time estimates to consider sociological impact

3 of evacuation on the population?
(m
(_) MR. ROGIN: I have to object to that question.4

5 I think it is vague and I simply don't understand what it

6 means.

7 JUDGE FELLEY: I think it requires some further

definition.g

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

Q In your background as a city manager in publicjo

yy and administration do you think it is reasonable to assume

12 that evacuation of a city the size of San Clemente would have

13 -- strike that question. In your experience as a city manager

() 14 and an expert in public administration, what particular'

15 considerations do you believe should be addressed in evacua-

'lon planning w:.th respect to the reaction of the generalc16

17 public to a call of evacuation?

i MR. ROGIN: Do you mean by way of public informa-gg

j9 tion or education? I'm still not sure what the question is

20 if it's not that, frankly.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Public reaction to a call for

22 evacuation, is that the question? The witness can attempt

23 to address it. Do you understand the question?

('] 24 WITNESS CARAVALHO: I think I do. So I'll take
%)

25 a crack at it.

(~\ '

| \-)
|

!

I

,.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: That. meets our test. Go ahead.,

/ s
~'

2 WITNESS CARAVALHO: I'll take a crack at it.

3 I think that we need to -- we cetcainly need to educate
,

- 4 the public, whatever that means. I mean I understand there

5 has been some material submitted to the citizens, et cetera.

6 Whether that is adequate or not, I don't know. I think there

7 has to be some validation of that process. I also think that

8 we need to -- from my perspective, I think we need to analyze

9 the manpower needs, equipment planning, maintenance, other

10 kinds of things that really will come into play given a

11 situation of evacuation.

, 12 I think also I'm not certain that -- I know the
1
'

13 chief advised me that the reaction or the reflexes from

(]) 14 people tend to be fairly responsible and systematic and I

15 would be interested in seeing whether there has been some

16 kind of a discussion as to how people might react to a

i 17 radiological' emergency, and I'm not sure that that's been
|

18 dor. e .

19 So you know, I'm not sure that I addressed all
|

| 20 those concerns, but I think some of that is going on. I know

21 the interagency planning group talks about that, but I'm not

12 privvy to that at this point because it hasn' t been submitted

23 to me as yet. So I think thatwe can do a better job in terms

(^3 24 of public information, public education, assessing more quan-
v

25 tifiably and specifically what needs would have to be met

-
in the event of some kind of an emergency.

's /

.
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T16,1g 1 Q In your personal opinion, do you think that call

2 of an evacuation of one particular sector of San clemente would

3 initiate spontaneous or voluntary evacuation -of other sectors

~'rm 4 of the city?s

O
5 A Well, I "..hink that is a probability that one has

6 to concern himself with. One area that I pointed out was a

7 little problem, and hopefully it has been resolved. It deals

8 with public~information, and given the release of public

9 information and inadequate communication between the -- that --

10 the release of that information;and the jurisdictions that have

11 to implement an evacuation plan could cause a problem. It

12 could cause a premature voluntary evacuation, if you may, that
,

13 may be problematic in terms of the jurisdictions not being
(_)

I 14 prepared to respond to that.

15 I don't know that for sure or not. I think that

16 probably needs to be assessed.

( 17 I think human nature being what it is, it is not

18 like the flood situation that we have that you can hear the

19 water and seenit and see all the mud, and people can react to

20 that, or the slide or some other emergencies that we might be

21 faced with, what tends to be more tangible.

| 22 This is something that is very subjective and
<S;

U
23 tends to cause people to be very concerned. I myself, I

$
24 don't profess to be an expert on radiology, but you know, how s

O '

| 25 would one react to that? I don't know. And I think that we '

:

I
'
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2 1 ought to try and do a better job of providing good inform,ation

2 and exercises and education so that people will respond
Os

3 responsibly given a situation like that.

4g, Q Does your participation in the drill raise any
O

5 concerns in your mind with respect to the release of the

6 public information?

7 A Well, we had some problems with public

8 information. I am not sure what the real problem was. Some

9 people said that it war my problem, and who I had as a PIO,

10 but regardless of whether it was my problem or somebody
,

11 else's, we had a problem, and I think that relates to the issue

12 of the location of the EOF or EOC, the location of the

13 public information officer, the location of the Edison
,,

'N]
14 people as it relates to their PIO, and those kinds of things,

15 and again, it gets back to better planning,better communication ,

16 better coordination of those roles and functions.

17 I have some concern as a director of emergency,
t

18 of premature release of information by anyone that does not

19 coordinate it properly with the people that have to deal with

20 evacuation or some other action, since we might not be able

21 to respond adequately.

22 How one can deal with that in terms of adequately

23 keeping the public informed about the situation, and at the

24 same time allowing enough time and enough information for
'

(~s,
'l 25 government people to respond is something that I think needs

-_
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2 0 Did your participation in the exercise of May 13

0
3 raise any concerns in your mind with respect to the

4 functioning of the EOC and the EOF 7

5 MR. ROGIN: I don't want so much to make an

6 bjection to the question, but I think it is important again,

7 and this came up with a prior. witness, I think Mr. Mecham,

g that there has been changes since the exercise in the location

9 and functions in those two facilities, and surely a question

10 directed to problems that may have existed because of a

gg prior arrangement, I think is really relevant to the hearing.

12
I don't know where the witness is going, but I think we need

| 13 to be clear as to whether the answer addresses those kinds of

']\ problems, or something that has simply been corrected.
34

JUDGE KELLEY: Were the concerns you were
15

seeking to elicit there regardless of location?
16

MR. MC CLUNG: No, I think --
37

JUDGE KELLEY: That may not be a fair question,gg

but go ahead. What were you going to say?g9

MR. MC r , 3: I think that many - this is an
20

ng ing pr cess, and the plans are being changed, and a lot
l 21

of the changes are r,till in draf t form, '7d they are not3
0V complete yet, and I think raising the concerns that Mr.g

Caravalho may have had at the time will just help underline3
'

/^)[

U the issue. It is not going to take a lot of time.j 3
I

!

|
L
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4 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, letusjustseewhatbSbh97

2 are in light of Mr. Rogin's comment. Okay.

3 WITNESS CARAVALHO: Well, I am unaware that there

4 has been any changes as it relates to the EOC/ EOF. There may

5 have been some discussions that I am not privy to at thin time

6 that relate to that subject. I had expressed some concern

7 that I saw sone value in terms of the structure that was

3 exercised cn the 13th because of having the people there that

9 .had the.infornation and provided some support, and I had

10 indicated to the fire chief that I would like to get in some

11 discussion about the personnel and the functions that was to

12 be located in the EOF or the EOC, because I would have some

13 concerns as to changes made that was being proposed along

14 those lines.

15 We have not had those discussions at my level as

16 yet, although they may have occurred at the interagency

17 planning group, f or excr.iple, where I think that is where it
i

, 13 should begin in the first place.

19 I realoly think that we need to talk about that,

20 not only in terms of the adequacy of the San Clemente

21 Emergency Operating Center, but also what is the long term

22 plans for the EOF and have -- is it finalized that they will
,,.

(_)
23 be separate, or should we look upon some kind of f acility

24 that could be a joint facility, that could mitigate some of

0'#
25 the problems that relate to communication, coordination,

.
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5 1 those kinds of things, and you know. That is -- those are

2 my comments, but I am not sure that, as I said, that they are
)

3 not being addressed currently through the interagency planning

4 group.
d(m

5 BY MR. AC CLUNG:

6 0 t arough your participation in the drill, did you

7 note -- or have any concern with respect to the weather

8 information and other information that you needed to use tot

9 make your decision as to the protective response?

10 A well, I think the information dealing with the

11 meteorological information could be provided in a fashion that

12 would be easily understood, and they are -- there, basic

13 kinds of things, perhaps a chart that would show ongoing the

14 wind direction, velocity, et cetera, so that one need not have

15 to walk across -- and some minor things like that. I think

16 having that resource available was valuable to me, in terms

17 of talking to someone at the center with that information,

13 but I think that it might be useful to have that graphically

19 displayed and kept up to date on an ongoing basis.
|

20 0 And what were the problems with the display as

21 .they took place in -- during the drill?

22 A I think it was too small, and that relates to,

O
23 perhaps, the size of the EOC, It could have been located in

24 a better area. I am talking about a chart perhaps at least
.s

U
25 half-the size of this wall, that could f acilitate an

I

.
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6 1 understanding of what is occurring outside in terms of the

2 weather.

3 Q During the drill, were there any people from the

4 utility company staffing the emergency operations facility?~

5 A Yes.

6 O And which people were they? Do you know? Not

7 their nanes, but what were their functions?

8 : Well, I had someone that worked closely with me

9 at all -- throughout the process. That individual .was able to

10 explain what was occurring and had ready access to Edison and

11 would communicate with myself. There were three people and I

12 am sure I can remember that I t. very closely with -- I

13 believe that Edison represe. _ was one of them. The
U

14 weather information person, and there was someone out of the

15 county eme:gency center. Those three people were vital to

16 facilitating my decision-making process.

! 17 I think that the police chief and the public

18 works director and the fire chief pretty much can function on

19 an operational leval once the decision is made to implement
|
| 20 whatever needs to be done, but in terms of getting to that

'

21 point where they have a sense of direction, I think it is

|
22 vital to have the best information available dealing with that

I)
23 incident.*

| 24 Q From your participation in the drill, and as a
,

1 (~3
'''

25 decision maker, did you experience any difficulty with the use

.
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'7 1 of the dedicated telephone line?

. 2 A Yes, I did.

3 Q Could you describe briefly what the problem there

4 was?,

5 A The problem was the line was overtaxed. I think

6 the concept of having a line that can communicate with several

7 jurisdictions is a good one, but I think that the people, if

3 somehow we can identify those people and it is a small group,

9 perhaps three or four people that will have to make the

10 decision in terms of coordinating, whatever event is to

11 occur, it would be helpful to have a dedicated line that deals,

12 that is set aside for that function. I also think that we have

13 talked about, and I understand it has been implemented already

14 to have a speaker capability in the room so that whenever

15 there is information coming in, I found myself having to call

16 everybody to attention and listen up, and you know, this is

17 the latest word kind of thing, to just turn on the speaker and

i

13 communicate with everybody instantly. I think that would be

19 valuab le . It seems that that approach has been accepted, and

20 I understand it ' as been implemented.

21 So -- but I think the entire area of communications

; 22 is one we need to exercise again, and we ner d to look at
' m

23 whether we can depend on a land line syster4, and what wouldw/

24 happen if that fails. I think without communication, an EOC
'

3
|'d 25 would be worthless, and so we need to look at how reliable that

l
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8 1 communication system would be. 10,801

2 0 During the exercise, was there use made for

O
3 coordination between the jurisdictions of the -- of any of the

4 radio systems, microwave systems?

5 A I don't understand the question.

6 0 Well, when you were trying to communicate with the

7 other jurisdictions, say San Juan Capistrano, you have indica-

3 ted that there was a problem with the dedicated line being

9 overtaxed. Did you attempt to get in touch with San Juan,

10 for instance, by using a radio? -

11 A No, I --

12 0 Police radio?

13 A I used the land line. I used the regular --

0
14 0 Telephone line?

15 A -- telephone line .

16 0 Did you ever make any attempt, or did your

17 subordinates make any attempt to use a radio line for this

18 coordination?

19 A I d n't know,

i

! 20 0 Do you think that it is important that various

21 aspects of the plan still need to be tested or exercised?

22 A Yes, I think the -- it was very helpfui toinve

()
23 an exercise. We learned a lot from the -- and I think that is

24 the real purpose of having exercises, whether it relates to
'

(~/'\
i 25 radiological or flooding situations, or earthquakes, et cetera,~

.

1
i
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1i we do this periodically. I think it is very helpful not only

2 in terms of responding to an exercise, but I think it is a

3 good management training tool, to put people in that situation,
4'

and ooserve how they work together and make decisions, so I

5 really think that we ought to do this, to get the plan in an

6 acceptable form, we need to do that.

! 7 And once you have it in an acceptable form, then
|

8 think you need to exercise it just to keep people attuned'

9 to their roles and functions. I also think it is valuable that

10 periodically that we switch roles, that the subordinates '.hst

11 generally draf t and work on the scenario for the plan actually
|

12 become the decision makers and the decision makers ought to go

13 and prepare the scenaric because, given a situation of an
Os'

14 emergency, you are not certain who is going to be there, and

15 so you ought to have -- you ought to have a capability of
,

16 cross-training.

17 Q And are there -- to your knowledge, are there any

18 future plans or tests or drills of the San Clemente plan

|
1 19 planned for?

20 A well, I -- I found it very dif ficult responding

21 to the plan during May, because that tends to be a very

22 difficult time of year for San Clemente and perhaps a lot of

O
23 cities with the budget and labor negotiation, and the.refore,

i

! 24 I have requested that we have an exercise on October 15 which
.

| 0
25 relates to an earthquake scenario that we will be exercising,

|
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1 and I am hopefuly that when we talk about an annual exercise,
i

2 for our city anyway, that we tend to schedule that in the Fall

3 when it is the time of year that we do not have these other

4 pressing issues before us, but we plan to have one, I guess, in-)
5 two or three weeks, to exercise our earthquake elements of the

6 emergency operating plan.

7 0 Well, are there any tests or exercises planned to

3 test the radiological annex?

9 MR. ROGIN: That he is aware of?

10 BY MR.MC CLUNG:

11 0 That you are aware of?

12 A No. I am not aware of -- I am -- you know. I

13 don't know.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

0
23

24

O
25

|
.__
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T17 kl 1 Q Do you believe there has been sufficient con-

O
2 sideration in the planning for actual manpower and equipment

3 needs in -- for San Clemente to respond to a radiological

O 4 emergency?

5 A Well, I think the fire chief has spent a-lot of

6 time dealing with this area. I personally have not felt that

! 7 we had adequate discussions. This is probably a problem

8 between the chief and myself, that relates to the overall
~

9 scope of the problem, and that is part of the debriefing

10 refinement process that will ultimately will end up prior to
l

11 exercising the plan again. It would seem to me that there j
i

12 ought to be more discussions about specifically what equip-
'

|

| 13 ment will be needed, where is it located, do we have the
I

(w)l 14 people to operate it, who will maintain it. The same thing,

15 for manpower, is it adequate, what about all the barridades,
,

I 16 where are they going to be, some pretty nuts and bolts kinds

17 of things that relate to dealing with: evacuation and they

18 ought to be dedicated. It is not unlike when you have an

I
19 earthquake element, for example. The issues will be, do

|

| 20 we have additional sewer lines or water lines located some-

21 place in the event of a rupture, where'are the valves, who

| 22 is going to take care of that, those kinds of things that are
|

| 23 very important given the problem with earthquakes, when

24 you are talking about gas lines, sewer lines,. water lines,

25 that could become problematic.

-rm

:

!

I
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i

! 1 I think the same kinds of things need refinement I

C) k2 1
2 and up to this time we spent a lot of time with the public ;

I3 safety part, the police and the fire personnel, and I guess

() 4 once we get through that prccess we need to get the engineers

5 and some of the planners and other people involved so that

6 the dimension is adequately emphasized.

7 Q Do you believe that for the public to react in

8 a radiological em2rgency there needs to be a very educated

9 public in San Clemente?

10 A I don't know. You know, I think that this is ai

|

11 very difficult subject area to talk about in terms of trying

12 to anticipate what the public will do. They might respond

13 very well, and I understand in the past in other emergencies

(])! 14 they have responded very well. I know I received the infor-

15 mation through the mail and made it a point to read it

16 because my position -- and I just wanted to do it -- I just

17 was trying to empathize what would happen if some ordinary
I
| 18 person received the material. Like I asked my wife to read

| 19 it and you know, make sure you understand which zone you are

20 in, and those kinds of things. -

21 It is really difficult ~to assess how well the

22 people will respond and what level of awareness there would

23 be in terms of responding to some emergency given that situa-

- 24 tion, whether they are on the beach, asleep, .or the" kids are

25 in school or whatever. I think we ought to spend a lot c f

.

()
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k3 1

/-~)
time talking about that and doing the best we can to plan

zV
2 for it, and then the rest of it -- we will just see what

3 happens, and we are currently preparing an educational plan

O 4 with the utility. In fact, we have had cne proposal that

5 we subseqently decided to withdraw and continue discussion,

6 so we are talking about a plan that I understand is to be

i
( 7 fairly comprehensive, and I guess once we get into it, then

8 we can determine whether that is adequate or not, and perhaps

9 we ought to do some kind of a sampling or validation process

10 to determine whether people are receiving the information and

11 would respond accordingly.

12 MR. MC CLUNG: That ends my direct examination.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. Mr. Rogin, of the Appli-

O)'s_ 14 cants, cross examination.

15 CROSS EXAMINATION

16 BY MR. ROGIN:

17 Q Good afternoon. Sometimes you have referred to

18 the chief during your testimony, and I gather that is. Chief

19 Coleman?

20 A That is correct.

21 Q And what role does he play in the emergency

12 operations in San Clemente?

23 A The way it is structured *is that we have the
I

24{) director of emergency services which is the city manager,

25 and we have two assistant directors, which is police chief
I

|
|

|
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and the fire chief. I have delegated authority to bothk4 y
,

chiefs to respond in my absence with the authority of the {2

3 city manager. So their function would be that given my

O 4 beence ther wou1a eunction as the airector ana ni1e 1 em

5 present and they are -- they direct the operations, depending

6 on the incident. For example, if we have one that is more
1

7 Public works in nature, then the key person probably will be
t
'

g the public works director. If it is something dealing more

9 with a police function, then the chief emphasis on the opera-

tional person will be the police chief. If it relates to
10

'

radiological activity, our expert or operational perscn isyy

Chief Coleman.12

13 Q And you would discuss the situation with these

assistants and rely on their advice in terms of making de-14

cisions on what protective action might be required?
15

16 A Certainly. Also the chain of command in the

17 emergency c'erations annex or whatever it is, the program --
the chain of command is the city manager, the fire chief,13

'

the police chief and the public works director. That is the
19

20 chain of command. The directors of the department are ad-

visors to the city manager on day to day operations as well
21

as emergency situations and we would discuss issues collec-22

tively prior to my making decisions.23

| 24 Q With respect to radiological monitoring or the

radiological portion that you referred to being under Chief25

.

O
|

. - . - _ . .
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k5 1 Coleman's supervision, in terms of what equipment is required

2 in the city, would that be a decision that he would be called-

3 upon to make with your approval?
o

( k-) 4 A That is correct, and I understand that he has

5 delegated primary responsibility for the radiological aspect

6 of that to the fire marshall, Gary Carmichael, so together

7 they work and determine the need for proper training, equip-

8 ment and what other programs we might need, and then I am

9 advised -- and if necessary we go to the city council to

10 gain their approval also. It depends on whether it is some-

11 thing that is within the purview of the department head, the

12 city manager or the city council.
l

| 13 Q Have you had the opportunity to read Chief

14(]) Coleman's testimony in this proceeding?

| 15 A Yes, I have.
!

!

| 16 Q With respect to the public education program,
l

17 first let me ask you a similar question. Has you had the
1
'

18 opportunity to read Mr. Craemer's testimony with respect to

19 public education?

i 20 A No.
1

21 Q You are I gather, though, at least generally

22 familiar with the program being planned in San Clemente for

|
23 public education?

|
24

7_
(_) 25

3
.
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1 A The fire chief, Mr. Coleman, has discussed ele-

( ) k6 *

2 ments of the plan with me, and I have knowledge of what he

3 is tring to do, but this has been a verbal discussion.

( 4 Q In any event, I gather it is your intention to

5 work closely with the utility and develop what you believe tc

6 be a comprehensive and thorough educational program to the

7 public?

8 A Certainly.
'

9 Q Are you aware of the operations of the media

10 center which will be set up in the event of an emergency, a

11 radiological emergency?

12 A Not as well as I ought to be. I know of it,

13 but have not -- I did not visit the facility. I think there

14 was some kind of -- is that related to the PIO function?(])
15 Q Yes, it is.

16 A Okay. I understand that was in place. I did

17 not get a chance to get down there. I know of its operation ,

18 Q Do you know of plans to coordinate the release

19 of information to the public, for example, through the

20 emergency media center and the various PIOS who would be

21 present there?

12 A Well, yes, I know of that, and that was in place ,

23 I think, for the May 13th exercise, and I have problems

24 with that, and I am not sure, as I indicated, whether it was !

my problem or the media center, but I think we need to talk25

'

rm,
(_/

.
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1 a little more about that and how it ought to work, so that

( ) k7
'

2 I can better understand the flow of information.

3 Q Do you know what the function of the media cen-

() 4 ter was during the exercise itself? Let me be more specific

5 if it helps you. Was it there to acquaint the press with

6 the operations of the center for the exercise, or was it put

j 7 into what might be called full operation in terms of infor-

8 mation processing and distribution?

9 A Well, I think it was more for the press.

10 Q To -- let me clarify that. More for the press

11 to understand the functions of how it would be used during

12 a real emergency, or more for the press in terms of dis-

| 13 tributing information that day in terms of the scenarios

(]) 14 being exercised?

15 A well, I could not speak to the intent. I can

| 16 only speak to what I felt it was. I felt it -- from my

17 feeling and from what I heard about it, I felt that it was
,

e set up to provide information to the press in a simulated

19 fashion. Does that answer the question?
!

20 Q Yeah, that is fine. Thank you. In terms of the

! 21 yellow phone, are you aware of the~ teletype system being

| 22 implemented, being installed to supplement the communication

23 abilities of the dedicated system?

24 A Yes.
V(^g

25 0 And can --

|
'

(a'\

,
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k8 y A I heard I think a system was installed most re-

('' cently, ,perhaps even in the last week or two.\ p

;; O Very likely.

() 4 A Well, I just heard that in passing in the hall.

I d n't know what it means. I have not had a chance to5

6 really explore how we really intend to use it and as a back-

7 up and all those kinds of things, but I did hear that one was

g in place.

9 Q You haven't read Mr. Poorman's testimony with

respect to the use of the teletype system?10

A No, sir.yy

O You were discussing earlier maps, large maps and
12

charts which might be used for meteorological data and other
33

14 things. Do you know in fact if maps and charts of that
(])

nature have in fact been put together since the last exer-
15

16 cise?

17 A I am unaware of that.

yg Q With respect to the training which you indicated,
t you thought would be valuable for decision makers, do you19

know if in fact such training has been scheduled in the very20

near future for decision makers and for other purposes as
21

: well in connection with the radiological emergency plans?
12

A No one has discussed that with me.23

24 Q If there are such training programs offered, I
.

('~#1| gather you would be a willing participant in them, is that'

25

.

_
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k9 1 correct?

2 A That is correct. I really think that it is not

3 only training. I think what we need to do is -- one can use

() 4 the term training, I guess, but what we need to do is have a

5 better understanding of how interagencies will function, how

6 the process will work, and how some corporation and under-

| 7 standing of that process can enhance the overall operation,

8 so that when somebody in San Juan or the CHP or San Clemente

9 is anticipatinq a decision, what they will do is try to

10 emphathize with their colleagues prior to making that infor-
1

11 mation and time permitting, coordinate that properly so it

12 will work smoothly.

13 I think it is just kind of an educational process .

(]) 14 I am not sure that I have provided a good concept of what I

15 am talking about. I think you might understand what I am

16 saying, but maybe in other jurisdictions where you have just

17 the county or the state having some function that would work

18 well, but I am not sure that in this area, given the juris-

19 dictions wanting some kind of a control over their own des-

20 tiny, so to speak, then I think we have to get the people

21 working better together.;

l
22 Q Part of it is development of SOPS, I would gather'

23 then? -

24 A Yes.

v ~

25 0 And do you know if in fact the Interagency

em
| s
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kl0 1 Planning Committee is -- Interjurisdictional Planning

2 Committee, excuse me, is developing such SOPS now?

3 A Well, it is my understanding that when -- after

O 4 we had the exercise we talked about SOPS in a debriefing

5 session with our department heads, and they were directied,
6 each of the department heads, and were presented with a list

!
'

7 of SOPS that they had to develop for the city. I also under-.

8 stand the Interagency Planning Group is working on SOPS

9 that relate to interjurisdictional operations. I don't know

10 very much about that and its content or where it is, but I

11 am hopeful that that is proceeding.

12 Q And it would be the development of those sorts

13 of SOPS and then training and educat-ion on how they operate

() 14 that you are suggesting oc..ur in order to coordinate the

15 different jurisdictions' roles in this?

16 A Yes.

17 MR. ROGIN: We would have no further questions,

l 18 Mr. Caravalho. Thank you for your insights and help in

19 identifying things that can be worked on in the future.

20 WITNESS CARAVALHO: You are welcome.
|
|

2I MR. ROGIN: Thank you.

22 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff has no questions.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I have just one question,

24 Mr. Caravalho. You referred to the fact that the city in

25 the near future was going to be doing an exercise for its

|

|
|
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1 emergency plan with regard to earthquakes, or an earthquake,-

V
2 and my question is, for purposes of that exercise, uo you

3 have an earthquake of any particular magnitude in mind?

]/' 4 WITNESS CARAVALHO: No --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: I mean in the sense of Richter

6 Scale magnitude.

7 WITNESS CARAVALHO: I haven't even thought
.

8 about it. I think we have a group of people that will

9 develop a scenario, and it is up to them as to what they

10 want to put in it.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. I was just curious.

12 Thank you.

13 WITNESS CARAVALHO: Okay.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Redirect?

15 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't have any more questions.

16 I just want to note one thing for the record. I had the --

17 I was going to -- Mr. Caravalho had brought with him today

18 the minutes of the Interjurisdictional Planning Committee

19 and I was going -- I had intended tc introduce one of those

20 many minutes as we had discussed, I believe, on Saturday,

21 but I was advised by Mr. Casey and'Mr. Pigott that they in-

12 tend to introduce all of the minutes through the rebuttal

23 of Mr. Pilmer, I believe, or through Mr. Nauman later on

24 today, so that will be fine with us.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. Thank you very much,
,

1
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k12 1 Mr. Caravalho. We know you are busy, and we appreciate'

O
2 your coming.

3 WITNESS CI.RAVALHO: You are welcome.

) JUDGE KELLEY: You are excused.4

5 (Whereupon, the witness was excused.)

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Are we going next to Dr. Linneman,

7 or --

3 MR. ROGIN: That would be -- that had been our

9 request, yes, due to his schedule.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. That -- has this been

discussed with other counsel?33

MR. ROGIN: Yes --12

JUDGE KELLEY: I know it was mentioned to me.13

(]) 34 It is okay with the Paard if it is okay --

15 MR. ROGIh: I be'lieve it has been.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, I believe so. Dr. Linneman

17 is supposed to go on now.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, the Applicants as we under-

19 stand it are going to have a fairly limited rebuttal case

20 consisting, as far as we know so far, of an appearance by
Dr. Linneman and Mr. Pilmer at some lv.er point?

21

22 MR. ROGIN: And possibly Mr. Pilmer and

23 Mr. Brothers, briefly.

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Could we have a five24()
25 minute stretch break, and then I know Dr. Linneman has a

()

--- - - -
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:

!I plane to catch and we will trv to accommodate him.
O ~

2 MR. ROGIN: That shouldn't be -- I should add
3 posaibly Mr. Murri also.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Thank you. Off the record.

5 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
6 fjj

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

O '4

15

16

17

18

19

20 ;

|

21

22

23

24

25
.
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; tpl8-1 y JUDGE KELLEY: On the record. We have beens

Y
2 rejoined by Dr. Linnemann, previously a witness and previousl /

3 swo rn , for the Applicants who I understand is here for
,

.

4 rebuttal, is that correct?--

5 MR. ROGIN: That is correct. We appreciate the

{ 6 cooperation of the Board and the other counsel to put Dr.

7 Linnemann on at this time due to hin schedule.

; 8 Whereupon,

9 ROGER LINNEMANN

10 was recalled as a witness herein and, having been previously

11 duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as

follows:12

33 DIRECT EXAMINATION
|

| ([) 34 BY MR. ROGIN:

15 Q Dr. Linnemann, since you testified there has been

16 a fair amount of discussion of possible medical consequences
|

17 of accidents and what treatment might be useful or possible
1

13 and perhaps the best stay to get back into that subject would

19 be to first discuss the type ofaccident you might expect and

20 the results, in terms of the medical consequences, if there

:21 were to be a large accident at a nuclear power facility.

22 A I think in medically planning for any type of

23 disaster one of the first factors that go into the planning
I

|
'

24 is the type of injuries you can expect and scme priority as

25 to the treatment of these injuries. I think as far as radia-

()
l
!
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'

I tion injuries there was some confusion about the contamina-
(~')''

2 tion and exposure'and particularly the degree to which either

3 affects the injury or biological effect. I'd like to just

4 review that and try to put that into perspective.

5 As far as the first priority in any type of

6 radiation-related injury is of course the injured a nd contam-

7 inated patient. And that is primarily because injury,

- 8 traumatic injury always takes precedence over any type of

9 rad.lo. ion injury. Those injuries will come from the plant,

~~

10 as has been discussed. And I think I reviewed in quite detai;.

.' : the procedures set up at three hospitals for handling that

12 specific injury.

13 It is the off-site, I think, that I would like

/~'f\(_ 14 to scend some time clarifying. And that is the exposed and

15 contaminated patient. Perhaps I could illustrate the import-

16 ance of those two with -- this is not radioactive contamina-

17 tion; it's a little sugar. But if you had a large radio-
|

| 18 active source we would be exposed to radiation, obviously

19 not contaminated. And as I.have often said, because you
|
'

20 are exposed to radiation does not in turn mean you are radio-

21 active. So you are no hazard to anybody. The effect there

12 is primari.y related to the dose, total dose, and the time

23 over which it is delivered. As I testified before, that

24 latter is very important. You spread out this over morer')
\_/

| 25 than a few hours oru day or two, you get much less of a

|
.
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1 reaction. From an emergency or planning point of view,

O
-

Patients are exposed to excessive amounts of radiation,'' 2
,

1
1

3 recuire very little in terms of first aid. They at most '

| () 4 will have symptoms of the flu at levels of about 75,000

5 millirad.
,

6 Another important factor about that is there is

7 nothing that I know of that you can give to a patient to

8 mitisate the effects of that expos re. In other words,

9 there is a predictable clinical course once you know the

10 total dose that will ensue and there is nothing you can do

; 11 to interrupt that.

12 Unlike what was mentioned, it is quite readily --

13 one can sort those patients out. You don't really need to

[]} 14 know the dose immediately. If you follow the clinical

15 symptoms you can pretty well within the first 24 hours

16 predict what will happen two or three weeks down the road.

17 Let me explain. If you have nausea and vomiting within twoi

I 18 hours after an exposure you can pretty well predict that

19 that patient will require some extensive hematological
,

i

| 20 medical care in about two weeks. If this nausea and vomiting

21 does not come-on for 6 or 12 hours, you can pretty well

12 predict that patient will require very little in the realm

,
23 of hospitalization or active medical treatment. So you can

| 24 sort these patients out. That is Point No. 2.on that.

()I

25 Now from the contamination point of view and its
|
:

,
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1 dose contribution, perhaps I might illustrate that. If

2 you have -- and this is sugar -- if you can imagine an even

3 distribution, uniform distribution of this contamination on

() 4 a body in a field that you spread out evenly around this

5 Person for almost a uniform field, unlimited, by far the

6 greatest dose contribution to depth dose would result in

7 radiation injury is going to come from -- about 90: percent

8 will come from a radius of about 95 feet around the person.

9 You can appreciate that what is on the person

10 is going to contribute very little to his dose resulting in

11 acute radiation sickness just by the geometry of it. And of

12 course if you also consider a four-pie geometry where this

13 atoms are falling, by far the greatest dose comes from there.

(]) 14 So to prevent acute radiation sickness is to

15 protect him, shelter him, or evacuate him. Decontaminating

16 him, although useful, is not going to contribute much to

| 17 reducing his acute radiation sickness. I think that is an
l
! 18 important concept.

19 In reality, then, you would decontaminate for

| 20 three reasons, theoretically. One is to reduce some dose

| 21 contribution to the sickness but not the significant part of

22 it. Two would be to prevent skin injury. That is the other

23 situation with contamination. As I testified and looking

- 24 at the types of isotopes released from a nuclear power plant

25 it is highly nnlikely, I cannot imagine a situation that you
i
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1 can get enough contamination on the skin for long enough to

D
2 cause injury, visible injury and the earliest injury, erythema

3 or redness like a sunburn. You would literally have to have

4 that cake on there for hours.

5 Xenon, kryptens, which are the major contributors ,

6 are noble gases and wouldn't contribute much to that. So

7 decontaminating immediately -- what I'm trying to do is give

a you the impressien that decontamination is nice to do but it

9 isn't something that is a first medical priority. Decontamin<-

10 ating immediately is not going to be as important in preventing

11 skin damage.

12 The third reason that you decontaminate -- and the

13 real reason, in my opinion -- is to prevent further incorpor-

() 14 ation of radioactivity that you might get from having contam-

15 inated hands or clothes. Again, this is the primary reason.

16 It is also quite unlikely that you can incorporate so much

17 radioactivity that that will contribute to your radiation

18 sickness. I mean the nausea and vomiting.

19 The contamination, both internal and external,

20 does not present in a disaster situation the major medical

21 problem. This was also demonstrated at Bikini, where they

22 had contamination of Marshallese from a weapons tecting

23 where you have a more acute problem with radioactivity. Even

24 in that case these Marshallese had -- they did receive skin

25 burns but they had this material caked on them for 24 and

C)
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1 48 hours before they were evacuated. They also happene d to

2 use cocoanut oil and they were in an active, visible fallout

3 thing.

4 Their internal incorporation from this was a

5 small contribution to their dose, considering tu field in

6 which they were in. So that the primary, again, the primary

7 objective is to prevent external exposure to sheltering and

a contamination. As I said before, what I really see or what

Iwouldreallyanticipateibthatwewouldhavelargenumbers9

PeoP e slightly exposed, slightly contaminated, and very10 of l

11 anxious. Our primary medical problem is handling the anxiety

12 of these people and you do that through information by people

13 talking to them and through leadership.

O '4 ^= ear as aeooat mia tioa,it is aot e Primerv

15 medical objective but I think it can be done very easily thro 11gh

16 most of the time showering at home or in facilities where you

17 would evacuate these people.

18 Q There was some testimony earlier in the case that

19 the process of decontamination, washing, involved such vigorolls

20 rubbing of the skin and I think the phrase was used "almost

21 rubbing through it" or something along those lines. Has that

22 been your experience in decontamination?

23 A No, because again, in decontaminating, remember, )

24 you are removing, almost a housekeeping thing, removing

25 radioactivity. And to injure the skin through vigorous

- - - - __
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i efforts would be the wrong thing to do.

2 Q There was also reference made earlier in

3 testimony to noble gases and the need te decontaminate if

() 4 you have been exposed to noble gases. Is tbat ordinarily

5 the case?

6 A Noble gases certainly, atoms can settle on the

7 skin, but that is not the primary problem of contamination.
l

8 It would be particulate matter. Noble gases would be quite

9 easily removed.

10 ( That generally would provide an exposure problem,

11 not a contamination problem?

A Right. And soap and water is the simplest de-12

33 contamination -- under emergency conditions. You are not

([]) 14 trying to get every atom off in an emergency situation.

15 Q You referred a moment ago to the experience at

16 Bikini Atoll in terms of internal ingestion of radioactive

17 particulates being a small part of their problem. Is that

13 also what you would expect to find in the event of an acciden t

' 19 at the nuclear power facility, that the internal problems ~
|

20 would be relatively minimal compared to other problems?
|

21 A Except for iodine. The rest of them, the relation-
,

1

22 ship holds true. In other words, basically the field you are

23 in really determines the hazard you face. If it is such an

24 intense field that you breathe in so much to cause a tremendous
, ()

25 dose inside you've got to be getting a huge dose just from

'

(lO,
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1 external exposure from being in the field to begin with.
O

2 0 In your opinion, Dr. Linnemann, for planning

3 purposes in the event that there is an emergency, how should
|

'

i s 4 the planning for an accident at a nuclear power facility

5 proceed? What are you looking for primarily?

| 6 A Well again, in any planning, medical planning

7 for disasters, you get three phases: immediate response,

8 hmmediate problems , short term problems -- by that I mean

9 problems that will develop in a week, two or three -- and then

10 of course long term problems. In the case of radiation, the

11 cancer genetic risk later in life. I realize the latter two

12 are not part of this, but your response, medical response,

13 your medical preparation has to, by very nature, concentrate

(]) 14 on the immediate problem of treating actuni injury and then,

15 as the situation settles down and you have time, then you

16 concentrate on adding things to do for short term and then
, -

17 long term prevention.

18 Q How many p?ople do you plan for?

19 A I sat here last week listening to that discussion

20 and in my experience in planning -- and I think this is

i 21 generally true in medical disaster planning -- what you --
,

12 first objective is to plan for things that are most common,

23 maybe plus. For example, all hospitals,all cities, counties,
24 states have disaster plans for more common things in the

25 community, airplane, buses, earthquakes, et cetera. And

'

()

_ . . . __ . . _ - .
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3 then you plan aid by planning I mean actually establish
DG

2 preparations, supplies, equipment, et cetera, to handle the
_

3 most usual thing. When it comes to beyond that -- and this

4 is a judgment facter people make -- when it goes beyond
l

5 that then I think it is a matter of ad hoc response, which

6 is based on education and training prior to huge events.

7 For example, you may plan in the city of San

8 Clemente for an earthquake, not even specify the size. You

9 may plan for a bus accident, a plane accident. And they

10 have communications, move patients around to different

11 hospitals and handle this. Now if you say what if you have

12 earthquake, flood, tornado, plane crash, put all of these

13 together, I don't think medical planning would set up pre-

([) 14 paration for that. What they would do is think about that

15 in terms that if we had this then we would proceed along

16 this line. I think that's a general. And I think in this

17 case you may ba talking of hundreds, maybe thousand, I don't

13 know, in disaster planning. But when you get above that

19 in any kind of a disaster I think thatfalls into the ad hoc

20 response to it.

21 And I might add one word, that radiation, pure

22 radiation injuries or radiation disaster would be much easier

23 ad hocly to handle no matter what the size than it would be,

fg 24 a similar number of casualties of traumatic nature, much

U
i 25 easier.
l I

i

.I

l
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73 2 A Well, the principal reasons are t' hat people --
L/

3 first of all, radiation is not immediately life-threa tening.

g3 4 People just don't die.from radiation. Second is, it is --
t /

! 5 requires very little in'the immediate nature of treatment. You

6 are dealing primarily with large doses, with symptoms of the

7 f lu . You are dealing with a few -- with decontamination. And

3 those are not a difficult medical problem to handle. Or sort.

9 Q There has been some discussion here concerning

10 radio-protective drugs and drugs that might be used for the

11 treatment after exposure. Perhaps first you could distinguisg

12 between the two categories for us.

| 13 A Right. Radioprotective drugs are -- the term is
O

14 of ten misused or confused with what you might call radio treat-

15 ment, or treatment drugs after the fact.

16 In the pure sense of the word, radioprotective

17 drugs are drugs you give to the person before they receive

13 radiation. There are such drugs experimentally, and I happened

19 in the sixties to work on a large program that the military

20 had with animals, in which they were trying to see if there is

21 a practical drug that you could give people before they were

22 exposed to radiation, and there are some drugs.
: /~T

ll
23 But thes e drugs act against the very nature of

24 energy deposition. In other words, basically they are a
,

'

25 mo lecu le , the drug, that attaches it.: elf to the sensitive
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2 radiation comes along and energy is deposited, it so to speak
O
U

3 has a preferential for this druge rather than the primary

4 molecule in the cell, and consequently it mitigates against
O

5 the effect.

6 This drug is not available. It is -- even though

7 they have been working on it for years, the -- one of the

i phases I had in it was to use it locally for cancer treatment3

9 where we would protect the skin or mucus membranes by applying

10 this drug .ocally so we could deliver more cancer to a tumor.

11 Q M re radiation, you mean?

12 A That is a radioprotective drug, and that is just

.

13 not available.

g4 Q You said deliver more cancer. You meantv

15 deliver more radiation to the cancer?

16 A More radiation to the cancer, right.

17 Now, radiotreatment drugs, which is what most

gg people -- are drugs used to treat af ter you have been -- af ter

19 y u have incorporated radioactive materials in the body, that

20 is a different thing. As I said, there are no drugs to

21 interrupt radiation once you have had it in the body. But

32 there are drugs toteliminate radioactive materials inside of

C the dody.2,

34 They are diluting drugs, blocking agents,

O che1eeing eeenes. ror exemp1e -- iodine is the primeryu

.. __ - . -_ -
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3 1 example. All you are doing there is removing the source of

2 radiation in the body chemically. You are not treating
'

3 radiation damage there. And iodine, unlike was testified

4 before, radioactive iodine is incorporated about 90 percent in(q
_/

5 about 12 hours in the gland, so therefore, if you give a

6 stable radioactive iodine early, you can block the thyroid

7 gland and eliminate the radioactive iodine.

8 There are other drugs that for specific

9 radicisotopes you incorporate. For example, strontium, which

10 in the long term can be a dose contributor in the body by

11 giving the patient calcium, which will exchange with the

12 strontium in the bone, or by giving the patient strontium.

13 The thing about these drugs is that they are not,,

N
14 really useful on a mass basis in an emergency, because you

15 really need to know the diagnosis before you administer these

16 d rugs . Some of them are not innocucus. And .nat you are doing

17 there, you are as a physician weighing the long-term effects

13 of what you are trying to prevent acute, as I said, weighing
i

19 any long-term effect 30 years from now against the risk of

20 giving certain drugs now.

21 So, that is not a requirement in the immediate --

22 in the immediacy of a disaster. That is something that can be

)
| 23 done in days following the disaster.

|

| 24 Let me say something about chelating agents.
,

Ok' 25 Chelating agents were also mentioned. There are, they are

|
!
1
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4 1 mentioned, BAL, DPT. , which is diethylpenta -- pentaminacetic

2 acid, DPTA, EDTA, those agents are not effective for fission,

| O
3 product contamination. Those are agents for plutonium, for

4 americium, your transuranics, and they are a very specialized

5 drug. They have -- they are in a few centers, but primarily

6 in centers, particularly government research centers, Los!

1

7 Alamos, Hanford, so it is not a drug -- I do have some, but it

3 is not a drug that you would use for fit.oion product

9 contamination, nor would you use it widespread on people
|

10 just because they were exposed. You need a lot of diagnosis
;

!

11 to use that.

12 0 There are just a few centers in the country, in

13 fact, that even have access to these drugs?
p

14 A Right, and it is mainly, as I say, for people who

!

15 use a lot of plutonium. It is not for any radiation accident.
|

16 Q Just a couple of more points, one very briefly.

17 Are you aware of any radiation called vitamin D resistant

13 rickets, is that something that has any meaning to you?

A You mean, is that caused by radiation?19

20 Q Yes, could it possibly be caused --

A Vitamin D resistant rickets is not caused by2g

22 radiation exposure. I think maybe the confusion was -- and now

23 I am pulling out some really long and dull medical school

24 information, vitamin D resistant rickets, vitamin D has some-
,

3 thing to do with carotene and skin exposure to the sun,

|
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5 y ultraviolet, infrared, and I think that can cause rickets,and

2 vitamin D deficiency, but not ionizing radiation, no.

3 Q And' finally -- you mentioned a moment ago that

4 planning for large numbers of people in the event of some

5 accident at a nuclear power f acility would be on an ad hoc

6 basis. Did you . mean to suggest that there would be no planning

7 in place for smaller numbers that could be built upon for

g that purpose?

A No, no. No, no. I think you plan for quotes,9

10 reasonable, and this is a judgment factor by the people that

33 are involved in planning in the community to handle effectively

32 efficiently a reasonable situation, and then think about --

in ther words, put the preparations into place for that, but13

34 then have as part of ycur educational process, what would we

15 with larger numbers, and you can build on that, and expandd

16 n that plan.

37 0 Is part of that education the training you have

gg been providing to the local hospitals in this area?
i

A Right. And I believe that is where -- that is79
|

| where it is at. I just think we need to have that kind of20

training so they are aware of what is important in a radiation37

disaster and what is not.22

0 And then finally, with your knowledge about the
23

plans in effect here, do you believe that the planning isy

O- adequate for the medical emergencies you would expect to
25

i
i
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6 1 result if an accident occurred at the San Onofre power plant?

2 A well, I believe certainly the plan for onsite

3 emergency radiation injury, contamination are adequate, and

4 for the offsite, I think there are training things scheduled

5 to do more training in a widespread area for people who may be

6 involved.

7 Q Okay, thank you.

8 MR...ROGIN: I gather the Board had a question,

9 but that would terminate our --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Just the last sentence. I am

11 puz z led . Training? Training of what sort, for the general

12 public offsite?

13 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Not for the general public.

O
14 For medical people in hospitals who are not directly involved

15 in care of onsite people, personnel.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Training to do what?

17 WITNESS LINNEMANN: About what to expect with,

18 and how to handle large scale of fsite problems.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: There is such training under way

20 in connection with these plans?

21 WITNESS LINNEMANN: We have done some, and we a'_e

22 going to be doing some more.

''! JUDGE KELLEY: Is that in the plan somewhere?23
,

24 WITNESS LINFEMANN: I think it was.
'

/~S
~

25 MR. ROGIN: It is in Dr. Linnemann's direct

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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7 1 testimony. I think there is training of hospitals locally,

2 and then there has been independent training. Some has taken

3 place, and some has been scheduled in the future for the

4 training of offsite hospital and emergency care personnel,

5 ambulance drivers, that sort of thing. I can get you a

6 reference if you like.

7 MR. ROGIN: I think, for example, we have in

3 Dr. Linnemann's exhibits that were introduced during his

9 direct testimony, the numbers of people of various hospitals

10 that were trained. We also have the number of different

11 types of agencies and care f acility type personnel who were
,

12 crained during the training Dr. Linnemann provided to the

1

13 ffsite people, I think in March and in April of this year.

)6

''
14 JUDGE KELLEY: Is this training to care for

15 members of the general public who may be injured in a

16 radiological accident?

17 WITNESS LINNEMANN: No. No, this was training

Ig that involved, in our testimony, medical personnel, ambulance

19 people, fire, fire, police, sheriff, red cross, and -- what --
i

20 there was another seminar for decision makers, the office

21 f --

72 JUDGE KELLEY: I am still not clear the nature of

O
23 the training. Are these people to be trained to provide someV

28 kind of medical services for members of the general public in
'

O
V the event of a radiological accident?25
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WITNESS LINNEMANN: They were trained in -- the

2

(") people that attended these courses were trained in the basics
\' 3 of what radiation is, what it does, what;to expect in a large

4 scale off site release,
b what kind of medical evaluation would'd

5 have to be done.

6 MR. ROGIN: Might I make a comment on the
7 Board's last question?

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

9 MR. ROGIN: The training wouldn't be different,
10

if I might say, between what you would teach the people at
11

the hospital if you were to have radiation injury, or radiation
12

contaminating exposed -- contaminated and injured patient,
13 then for an onsite person than it would be for an offsite1

(~)hs 14 person, and what we were attempting to focus on was the fact
15 that that training has existed, and then there would be
16 additional training, at least I think this is what Dr. Linnemana
17 meant to state or did state, for how you deal with larger
18 numbers of people, who might have the same problem if that
19 event were to occur.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: So at least to the extent of this
21 training, there is some explicit planning being done beyond
22 onsite personnel, is that right? Is that a fair --

() 23 MR. ROGIN: I hesitate to say planning, given your
discussion this morning with Mr. Sears,24

but I think that is
() 25 right. I think that I would call that planning.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: I wou ld , too, because it is more

(J')
2 than just sitting there and asking yourself, do we have to do

\

3 anything at all, and if the answer is no, you don't do anything
~

4 at all, but beyond that, I assume whatever you do in a concrete

5 way is at least in a broad sense planning.

6 Okay, I would appreciate a reference to the

7 testimony on this point.

3 MR. ROGIN: Okay, we will get that for you.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: It wasn't my turn. Are you through '

10 MR. ROGIN: We are through.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Mrs. Gallagher?

12 CROSS-EXAMINATION

13 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
7-)(,,-

14 Q Dr. Linnenann, you mentioned that there is an

15 order of priority in choosing treatment for injured or

16 contaminated people, or injured and contaminated people and

{ 17 you stated that a person who had a serious injury and was

13 contaminated ought to receive first priority, and I am going
|

| 19 to ask you to assign priorities to various combinations of

20 injury and contamination, if you will.

21 What about a slight injury with serious

22 contamination, as compared to a serious injury with serious
(3
%~)

23 contamination?

24 A Sir -- the order of treatm,ent, in my opinion, is
|

,

' (')
%)

25 always the traumatic injury. The serious traumatic injury
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1 would receive precedence over the slight traumatic injury.

2 The contamination is fairly secondary.

3 Q But if you had a slight injury and serious

4 contamination, wouldn't that require some kind of medical

5 attention? Or not necessarily medical attention, but

6 medical planning, for --
i

| 7 A Do you mean -- excuse me. I thought you were done .

|
8 Q For someone to deal with the contamination over

9 a slight injury, and perhaps no contamination, or a slight

10 injury ard slight contamination.

11 MR. ROGIN: 'Can I -- just -- when you say, and Im

12 have lost the term, because the question went on, but severe

13 or major contamination, do you mean just in the amount that

14 happens to be deposited on the skin or the clothing?

15 MS. GALLAGHER: Or internally.

16 MR. ROGIN: But -- okay.

17 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Well, I am thinking

18 external contamination.

19 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

| 20 0 In your assigning of priorities, have you
i

21 considered internal contamination through inhalation or

22 ingestion?j

O'
23 A In general, and you can give all. the

24 combinations, first the traumatic injury, in other words, if
,

I ')'' 25 you had a group of patients, and you. would sort them out, you

1
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1 would treat the traumatic injury. Then you would treat the

f- 2 exposed, external exposure with symptoms, and the decontamina-
\_3/

3 tion, then, and that is the priority, and then internal

4 contamination would be the last priority, in that kind of anrms
(J

5 emergency situation involving more than a few patients.

6 Q Uh-huh. So I take it you do recognize a

7 classification of contamination other than external?

3 A Oh, sure, there is internal and external

9 contamination -- contaminated wounds, contaminated skin, and

10 internal contamination.

11 Q And this internal contamination does involve.

12 particulate radioactivity?

13 A certainly. That is what it would be .

14 Q Okay. You mentioned that persons who will

15 probably need blood and other kinds of therapies are those

16 who develop symptoms within two hours.

17 A Those generaly, as I said, if they develop

18 symptoms within the first few hours, those are people that you

19 can predict, in a week, two or three, are going to require

20 more active medical care for a heavy external exposure.

21 Q Among the treatments that thev might need, might

22 they, depending on the severity of their illness,nneed bone

(~)\'
23 marrow transplants and the like? I believe you alluded to

,

24 those in your earlier testimony. .

|
/~;

' %)
25 A I d n't think I did, to bone marrow, but that is a

!
l

--. , - . ,-- . . . - -
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1 potential medical treatment, but believe me, even on; an

['-) 2 individual case where we have all the wherewithal to handle it,
v

3 and no crisis of a disaster, bone marrow transplant .wou ld

4 be rarely if ever used, and the reason is this, that the -- ifr3
\>

5 you -- there are so many lesser treatments, antibiotics, good

6 nursing. care, et cetera, that would -- that if you do that,

7 that bone marrow will recover. You are not dealing with, as

8 bone marrow transplant is used, with say cancer patients.

9 You are dealing with people who have a normal

10 life expectancy once they come through, and bone marrow

11 transplant is ccill a very -- not experimental, but it carries

12 with it a lot of risks, so I cannot imagine many cases, even

13 on, as I say, an individual basis, where bone marrow7_,,
(J

14 transplants would be used.

15 o In cases of severe radiation illness, wou ld :.you

16 be replacing blood frequent 1'y?

17 A Again, depending on the exposure, you get into

18 large exposures, in two, three weeks, you may give them blood,

19 white cell transfusions, platelet transfusions, et cetera,

20 and it depends upon how serious. If you have to be in the

21 range to require that kind of thing, you are in the range of

22 three, four, five hundred rem delivered within a few hours, as

(~m
e

)
23 soon as you spread that out six, twelve hours, you are going

24 to get less of an effect, or certainly a day. .|
[~)1

i '''
25 0 And how often, if you had the larger exposure,

I
l

!
._.
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1 300 rems, how -- over a period of how many weeks would it

2 require approximately how many units of either whole blood or

3 platelets ?

4 A In the few cases that that has been done, generally' -

J about the 30th day to about the 35th day, about five days you

6 may have to give, five six days, white cell transfusions,

7 platelets, and then they start by this time --

3 Q And how many units over the five days?

9 A Oh, gosh, it again depends on -- I am trying to

10 think of a case, about one unit of platelets a day, maybe one

11 unit of white cells a day.

12 Q You mentioned before that you decontaminate,

| 13 generally, for three reasons? and I was trying to understand.o
14 the distinction between the first reason that you gave and the

15 third reason. The first reason, you said, was to reduce some

16 dose contribution.

17 A Right.

18 Q And the third reason was to prevent further

19 internal incorporation from hands and so forth?

20 A Right.

21 Q How are those different?

22 A Well, the -- as I said -- the first one, and I

23 ruled it out as a major emergency thing to rush into, to''

24 reduce dose contribution, in other words, if you have these --

O
25 one of my little atoms on the skin here, they obviously give

--_. - ..
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I radiation off in 360 degrees. Some of those will, from this

2 atom, go into my body over here. That dose contribution to

3 irradiating my bone marrow, as I said, is very small compared

4 to the field I am in, so theoretically if I get rid of it, I
O~

5 get rid of that sort.

6 Q And it is external.

7 A And it is external. Not an important dose

3 contributor. And the third reason is that I may, if I don't

9 decontaminate, touch this, and eat some -- eat a sandwich or

10 something, and all I am doing is contributing to long internal

11 radiation, and for long term effects, and if you can get rid

12 of it, why not?

13 0 You mentioned before two classes of medical

O
14 planning, or concerns. One is immediate, and the other is

| 15 long term.

|

16 A Intermediate short term.

17 Q Pardon?

13 A Short term, three classes. Intermediate, short

19 term, and then long term.

20 0 Which are the short term?

21 A Short term would be the patients who require

22 hospitalization in two or three weeks, or further care.

23 Q Okay, in that regard, since these people, if there

24 were large numbers of them, could severely impact hospital
,

O'
25 availability and blood supplies, and laboratory capability,'s
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1 wouldn't it be useful to think about -- you said that there

2 were things that you didn't have to have things in place for,

3 but it would be helpful to think about those things. Wou ldn ' t

4 it be helpful in planning around this nuclear power plant to-

5 at least have medical people ready to think about how they

6 would deal with large numbers of people who might require blood

7 and the like and laboratory facilities and the like?

8 A That is exactly what I mean by training, and you

9 put it very nicely. To think about it, as compared to storing

10 thousands of blood --

11 Q Which would be outdated, in --

t 12 A Which would be outdated, right, but to think
i

13 about and say look, if we did have this, and we had some people
O
#

14 who we know mayorequire treatment down the line, where would

15 we go? Usc, UCLA, and at least have an idea of what you would
,

|
' 16 do. The same way as you would think about if a hospital

l 17 planned for a disaster planning of 30 burn patients, what if

18 we got 90, what would you do? Well, they should, through

19 training and the kind of coordination that the city manager

20 was talking about, have an idea that, hey, we would go to

21 San Francisco, or whatever. The important thing with

22 radiation, you do have time to -- to put into effect something

23 when it happens, but that is the difference in my view of

24 planning and preparation.
*,

(~T!

l \' 25 0 And wouldn' t it be helpful because of the nature

|
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1 of the treatment to have people f amiliar with what blood |

2 replacement is about? For example, you can't give a person

3 just anybody's blood, isn't that correct? It has to be

rw 4 typed and crossmatched, and so forth?
O

5 A Right.

6 ,MS . GALLAGHER: OKay, I have nothing further,

7 thank you.

8 MR. ROGIN: For the record, perhaps I can give

9 the references I promised before, if it helps Counsel and the

! 10 Board. The training described by Dr. Linnemann is --
!

11 generally starts at page 15 of his direct testimony. I don't

12 have the transcript cross-reference to it, but in the prepared

13 it goes for about 15 pages, generally describing the types of

14 people trained, the cateoories, and the specific training

15 provided, and then '-here are two or three exhibits which also

16 deal directly with that.

17 Exhibit 85 in the record describes the types of

18 agencies receiving some training in terms of city support

19 services, red cross, fire departments, emergency medical

20 technicians, hospital personnel, that sort of thing.

21 And then Exhibit 86 actually identifies a number

22 of representatives of specific agencies, hospitals , police

?)''
23 departments, red cross, et cetera, who attended the training.

24 Exhibits 88 and 89 review the agenda and the

25 programs for those training sessions, and Exhibit 90 provides

|

|

|

.
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the synopsis of the lecture topics presented in that training

,

O and this is different than, and I think it bears mentioning,2

3 the specific training for the hospital personnel of the three

hospitals with which the Applicants have contracted for4

5 specific treatment that was also described be Dr. Linnemann in
6 his direct examination previously.
7

8

. 9

10

11

12
i

13

O
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

O u

u
i
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'

T20 kl 1 JUDGE KELLEY: May I just ask the training

O
2 program that you are referring to, is it -- I think it --

3 well, it is fine that this is being done. Is it your posi-

() 4 tion that it is being done because it is required by NRC

5 regulations or because it is just a good thing to do?

6 MR. ROGIN: It is a good thing to do. It is

7 not required.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Staff?

9 MR. HASSELL: No questions.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Dr. Linneman, I think -- I am

11 sure I would be much reassured with regard to the finding

12 that the Board has to make if it were clear to me that so

13 far as emergency medical action is concerned, onsite per-

() 14 sonnel are really the only major real source of concern and

15 that it isn't necessary to concern oneself with specific

16 medical arrangements and planning, as distinguished from

17 what you might be able to do ad hoc with respect to general

18 public offsite.

19 Now, did I understand -- I believe you said that

20 in the case of radiation sickness that there really isn't

21 anything that has to be done for a couple of weeks.

22 WITNESS LINNEMAU: That is basically true. They

23 are going to have the symptoms of the flu for a few hours to

24 24 hours, and then even the more serious ones that are going
~)~s

25 to require treatment in two or three weeks are going to be

()

.
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k2 1 perfectly well for a week or two. They won't have any symp-,

2 toms.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: This is true then regardless of

( 4 the size of the dvse?

5 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Generally the larger the dose,

6 the shorter is this latent period we call. Now, on an in-

7 dividual basis with one person what I would probably do is

8 hospitalize them immediately and keep him hospitalized durinc-

9 the next four or five, six weeks, but in a large disaster

_1_0 situation, you wouldn't hospitalize everybody immediately

11 even though they do..'t have symptoms. You would be concernec.

12 more about the two or three weeks later, ar' that is the

13 difference in my view to an individual versus large numbers.

(]) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, but if you are going to

15 hospitalize an individual, why would you do that? It would

; 16 be a lot neater if we could just say there isn't any problem
i

17 for two weeks for anybody. But you are not really saying

18 that, I take it.;

|
| 19 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Well, this is, I think,

20 generally in line with disaster medicine of any sort. When
|

|

| 21 you are dealing with one injury, no matter what it is, you
!

12 have the time, the wherewithal to devote to that one patient.

23 If you are dealing with lots of them, then you have to triage
i
I 24 and you don't have --

25 JUDGE KELLEY: You have to triage? I am sorry ---

|
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k3 1 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Triage means sort them and

2 take --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Sort them?

4 WITNESS LINNEMAN: -- the worst ones at a time.

5 So I think'that is in general line with disaster medicine

6 practices.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I don' t -- you know, that
,

8 seems common sensical enough, but'if you do -- if you do

9 that kind of a sort and the numbers you are dealing with are

]
10 such that you may not be able to accommodate them in a hospi--

11 tal if you want to, for at least some days, I mean, other

12 than a person's perhaps being very uncomfortable and appre-

| 13 hensive, are they likely to suffer some permanent damage

14 that they wouldn't suffer if they were put in a hospital?(])
15 WITNESS LINNEMAN: I don't think that there is

16 enough evidence and enough experience to say that if you

17 didn't hospitalize anybody for the first two or -- two weeks

18 while they have no symptoms that they are better off than

19 those that are hospitalized. It just makes common sense
|

20 that during those two weeks you hospitalize them, you have
|

|
| 21 got them under control and it is infection -- you want them

|
22 to be in a cleaner environment, but I really don't think

23 there is enough evidence to say either way that you would

24 really be jeopardizing them if you didn't hospitalize them
j %s|
| 25 right away.

t

|

|
l

-
- - . .
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k4 I
JUDGE KELLEY: And this would be true regardless

2

of.the size of tne accident and the size of the doses being
I

received, perhaps putting to one side the most extreme veryO 4
10w grobebi11er erge accidene.

5
WITNESS LINNEMAN: Right.

6
JUDGE KELLEY: You could have a pretty big,

I

pretty dirty accident, and this would still be true?
8

WITNCSS LINNEMAN: This would still be true.*
I think you could sot; them out very easily without even

10
_ knowing doses by the symptoms.

II

JUDGE KELLEY: And you are saying, I am pretty
Il

sure -- I am going over old ground, but I take it that off-
13

site nobody is likely to be serious 1v contaminated in the
14

sense of needing immediate decontamination?
II

WITNESS LINNEMAN: No, it again, depends upon
16 the accident. If you -- it depends upon how big your acci-

.

17
dent is. The expocure and contamination are going to have

II
some relationship --

19
JEDGE KELLEY: Sure.

20
WITNESS LINNEMAN: You -- so that -- but con-

21

tamination I would handle in a very common sensical way,
22

and that is with this public instruction and informaticn.
23

Hey look, if you are outside, it is so easy to go inside if
24

you are at home and take a shower or if not, to decontaninate
5 them. But it isn't something that you need to break a leg

O

. . _ -- - - -
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k5 g over trying to decontaminate.

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand that part, but maybe

3 you could then explain to me why it is that we have manda-

O 4 tory decontamination arrangements for onsite workers who, I

5 gather -- well, maybe just tell me that, why is that?

6 WITNESS LINNEMAN: You mean under normal opera-

7 tions?

g JUDGE KELLEY: No, I am assuming there is an

9 accident at the plant, and a worker or workers are pretty

jo seriously contaminated.

;g WITNESS LINNEMAN: Yeah, well, for a couple of

12 reasons. One it is likely that they would become more con-
: .

13 taminated than somebody else offsite just by the nature of

() 14 the --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.

16 WITNESS LINNEMAN: -- situation, so you want to

17 decontaminate them and they have the facilities, that is

is their practice and they can do it quite easily.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: But you said one, and one was

20 the difference between being at the site and being off the

21 site. I assume you would get more contaminated at the site?

22 WITNESS LINNEMAN: I would certainly -- that

23 would be the case. I don't want you to get the idea I am

24 minimizing contaraination. I am just saying in a general

25 emergency it is not the thing -- you don't need to break a

'

O
-

,
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k6 y leg to get it done. You should get it done in a reasonable

|time.2

3 JUDGE KELLEY: At one point when you were talking

() about accidents and E at you would expect, you used theS4

5 phrase -- I believe this is accurate -- that you expect

6 people to be slightly exposed and very anxious, or words to

7 that effect.

WITNESS LINNEMAN: Slightly exposed, slightlyg

, contaminated and very anxious.
1

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Now, in connection with
10

that statement, could you give me some idea of what kind ofyy

an accident you are assuming?
12

WITNESS LINNEMAN: None --y3

MR. ROGIN: Do you mean people offsite --
(]) 14

JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.15

16 MR. ROGIN: -- or people from the plant?

17 WITNESS LINNEMAN: No particular size to it, just

yg the release of radiation resulting in that. I didn't come

19 to a particular type of accident.

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I don't mean in the sense
| 20

f what part of the plant failed, what I meant was the size21

of the release. Now, you know, we have got some statements12

23 here, for example, in the final environmental statement we

|
have been over table 7.4 for other purposes, but it talks' 24

25 about -- this gives a summary of environmental impacts and

.

| %-)
!

,

|
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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k7 1 )
probabilities, and you have got an accident, for example,

(]) well, really, as I understand it now,2

it is a risk of cer-
tain exposure levels and the probability that given this

3

) 10 to the minus six, which is pretty small, but it has 2 00
4

0,

5 people over 200 rems. Now, in that kind of an accident --
6

WITNESS LINNEMAN: I think you would be more --*

7
JUDGE KELLEY: - people would bc --

3
WITNESS LINNEMAN: -- exposed, more contaminated

9 and --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Very anxious.

11
WITNESS'LINNEMAN: -- very, very anxious, right.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. And that is quite frankly
what I think we are trying to get our hands on here, because

j 13
|

! 14() we are supposed to make a judgment that these plans are

rScquate to provide a reasonable assurance that adequate
15

16
protective measures will be taken, and we are trying to find

17
out what adequate is, and you can't get away from the fact

is

that you have to have some fix on wha t the accident is that
19 you are talking about. And taking an accident like that

with a couple thousand people exposed over 200 rem, would it
20

still be the case, and maybe this is not a fair question,
21

12
and tell me if it isn't, but would it still be the case that

23
you are really anticipating radiation injuries that don't

24
require any immediate treatment and contamination that can() 25 be pretty well taken care of at home?

O
_

_ _ _
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. k8 1 WITNESS LINNEMAN: That would be -- yes, it

O
2 would be. These people -~ what I would anticipate there, if

3 I were handling that is that you would have people at 200

4 ren or over that would have symptoms of flu. They would be

5 contaminated, but I don't see that it is a great -- a real

6 difficult medical hospital emergency thing to handle. It

7 would bring -- they would probably show up at the. hospital

a with nausea and vomiting. I think the first thing you would

9 do is decontaminate them since you can't do anything for

10 the injury. Talk with them, maybe give them some anti-emetic ,

11 and that is what you would be dealing with. But you wouldn' ;

12 need to hospitalize them immediately.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, given the understanding

() 14 of ad hoc reactions, which I think you indicated earlier, I

15 think I understand what you mean -- would it be your view

16 that there need be any specific medical arrangements or

P anning for the general public with respect to San Onofre?l17

13 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Yes. I think there has to be

19 and I think I indicated that before. One -- first medical

20 planning is that -- well, decontamination, but that in it-

21 self I don't consider a medical problem. I think that is a --

22 people don't go to a hospital, so to speak, to get decon-

23 taminated, so there should be some information how to de-

24 contaminate yourself or bring them to centers and have de-
)

25 contamination facilities.

()

_
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' kl0 1 The second medical planning is somebody in the-

2 community should be knowledgeable enough and there may be

3 pre -planned information to these people who are slightly

4 exposed, slightly contaminated, what to do.

-'

5 Third, you have got to have some means of de-
,

6 tecting contamination, and fourth, this group of people,

7 depending on the dose, will need some follow up evaluation

a to assure them and to assure yourself that they did not get

9 more than say was calculated. And that I indicated in my

10 prior testimony would look like this. That in two or three

11 days, whenever the situation settled down, what I would do

; 12 is try to get an e. stimate of who got the nest, even though

-

13 they didn't have symptoms. Maybe do some selective white

(O 14 cell counts. Do some selective whole body counting to de-
.

15 tect internal contamination. Certainly do some thyroid

16 uptake studies and you may even do chromosone analysis.

17 That is a pretty sophisticated test. Again, depending upon

13 what you find. But that population, if it were anything more

19 than a slight release like TMI, I mean, you would need some-

20 thing bigger than that. I think that that is the way that

21 I would handle that, 2,000 or how many people, selectively

22 examine them, record them. But you are going to have to

23 stick with them for a couple of days, because they are all

24 going to be very scared, very frightened.

25 JUDGE JOHNSON: How would you, or could you

_ _
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k11 1 in a realistic way manage to screen those people who are
(~n
\'

2 just frightened from those who are -- who have nausea because

3 their nerves got to them?
,\
,(,) 4 WITNESS LINNEMAN: That is an interesting ques-

5 tion and it has been written about in the medical literature.

6 Can you get nausea and vomiting from being just scared,
|

|

7 versus radiation. Most of the people feel that that is

8 Probably not much of a problem. I think you can detect

9 genuine -- and than you would elicit from history where were

10 they, which would give you an idea.if they could have gotten

it that kind of dose, and then you could see if they were

12 contaminated.

i 13 So I think when you put it all toge ther, you
|
| ("') 14 could probably quickly by inference decide whether that was

x-

15 just scared or is it true.

| 16 JUDGE JOHNSON: So you are saying that you do

17 your sorting, if you will, on the basis of symptoms that the

18 Patient show?

19 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Yes.

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: Because the chances are that

21 the general public has had no exposure to radiation that

12 would cause activation of sodium in blood, for instance --

23 WITNESS LINNEMAN: "autron exposure, no. I

24 don't think that will be our problem.
-s

! 3

25 J'JDGE JOHNSON: And the fact that the -- as we''

rm
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|
|

_ k12- I have seen in this exhibit -- in this table, I am sorry, |
:
'''

2 wrong term -- to which Judge Kelley alluded a while ago,
l

-
3 that the most probable fission productions in the air would

'/ 4 be the gaseous ones.

5 WITNESS LINNEMAN: M-hmm.

6 JUDGE JOHNSON: So that just lots:of things for

7 the public that you wouldn't worry about that you might

8 have to worry about for the plant exposed individual?

9 WITNESS LINNEMAN: That is correct. I think

to the plant one it can have a much different -- I think I

11 mentioned before -- basically, as I say, in the acute phase,

12 the iodine, from a biological point of view, the iodines

13 are the ones of concern in the first, say, 24 hours. Then

() 14 the other biological concern ones become cesum and strasium

15 eventually. As -- there are 200 different ones as you know.

16 But most of them are not major contributors to a biological

17 problem.

18 JUDGE JOHNSON: Is it not true that the 200 rem

|
19 or 200 rad, whichever way you want to take it, exposure,

20 is somewhat below the term we have heard here this werk,

21 LD 50?

12 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Yeah, I believe the LD 50

23 is around 300, 350 in there. Some people think it is as

e3 04 high as 450, but I would say around 350.
I

25 JUDGE JOHNSON: As a minimum about 350?

'

(~),

| Li

| l
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kl3 1 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Ycah, that is what I think.
7-
U

2 AT 200 rem exposure, you would get some slight nausea and

3 vomiting, maybe within six hours, it wouldn't be terribly

4 debilitating and would relieve within 24 hcars and you

5 probably wouldn't need any hospitalization. Under individua L

6 cases I would hospitalize at about 150.

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: As a precautionary measure,

8 under a disaster situation, again, depending on a patient,

9 you would have to look -- some of them may have -- react

to more strongly than others, but probably you could do it on

11 an outpatient basis follow up.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: And at a level of radiation

| 13 exposure, radiation --

tO i4 w1russs t1uurain: x-a-=-

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- you can expect a certain

16 number of people who receive that does to die?

17 WITNESS LINNEMAN: After 200 rem?

18 JUDGE JOHNSON: No, no, no. At some level.

| 19 WITNESS LINNEMAN: At some level, yes.

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: Of which LD 50 is a very rough - -

21 WITNESS LINNEMAN: A fifty percent --

22 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- measure?

23 WITNESS LINNEMAN: That is without treatment

r 24 incidentally.
O'

25 JUDGE JOHNSON: Oh, yeah.

()
i

. .- . _. ..
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KLS 1 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Yeah.

O 2 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yeah. Thank you for adding that ,

3 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Right.

) 4 JUDGE JOHNSON; I think that is all. Thank you,

5 sir.

6 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Thank you.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Further questions?

3 MR. ROGIN: We don't think we have any further

9 questions, but quite frankly, while Dr. Linneman is here,

to we hope he has answered the Board's questions, and if there

11 are areas that the Board feels that any additional informa-

12 tion would be helpful, we would like to elicit it at this

13 time. We think we have covered the ground, but we want to

( ({} 14 obviously answer the Board's questions.|

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I think you have. Apparent -

16 ly you went to the transcript and addressed various points

17 and I have asked all the questions that I wanted to ask.
,

13 So, I think my colleagues are pleased.

19 Dr. Linneman, we do very much appreciate your

20 reappearance.

21 WITNESS LINNEMAN: Thank you.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: It has been most helpful. You

23 are excused. Thank you very much.

t 24 (Whereupon, the witness was excused.)

O
| 25 JUDGE KELLEY: I think we are making pretty
!

I

/^\
U
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k15 1 good progress today. It is only 5:30. Well, the next

(~')
2 business would be back to Mr. --

3 MR. PIGOTT: Mr. Nauman, probably.
,.

k-) 4 JUDGE KELLEY: -- Nauman.

5 MR. PIGOTT: I believe that is the Staff -- well,

6 I will let the Staff speak for itself.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, it is your football, I

8 guess. Shall we take a stretch and then go back to

9 Mr. Nauman for a while?

- 10 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, I have to pull some exhibits

13 together.

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, and we might -- well, I12

13 don't know. Well, we can -- we are prepared to go till

(~T 14 seven or so anyway, and then we will see. Okay. Just five
U

15 minutes. Off the record.

16 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

17 ///

18

19

20

| 21
|

|

|
22

23

24("3
V

25
.

(;
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' to21-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: We are back on the record and weg-
\-

2 will now pick up again with Mr. Nauman. The Intervenors had

3 completed the cross examination on Saturday so the Applicants

(. 4 will present their examination.

5 Whereupon,

6 KENNETH NAUMAN

7 was recalled as a witness and, having been previously duly

8 sworn by the Chairman, was examined.2and testified as follows:

9 MR. PIGOTT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Preliminarr

10 to examining Mr. Nauman I'd like to identify a couple of

11 additionel exhibits. Let me identify first the one that I

12 will put in, hope to put in, through Mr. Nauman. It is --

13 I have called it Exhibit KUN-lX, for cross examination. I

(]) 14 believe it wil' be Applicants' No. 149, next in order. It is

15 composed of 22 pages which have four letters with attachments
i

16 which are listed on the front page (a) letter of July 16,

17 1981, from K.P. Baskin to Ronald H. Sandina, (b) letter of

, 18 August 14, 1981, from K.P. Baskin to Ronald H. Sandina, (c)

I
| 19 letter of September 15, 1981, from K.P. Baskin to Ronald

20 H. Sandina, and (d), letter of September 16,1981, from Edward

21 B. Rogin to Kenneth W. Nauman.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Is Mr. Sandivina FEMA or NRC?

23 MR. PIGOTT: He is with FEMA. The witness can

24 correct me, but I believe he is Mr. Nauman's immediateg3
%)

25 superior.

(~T
U

m
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1 MR. NAUMAN: That is correct.,,

tJ'
2 JUDGE KELLEY: And you are offering that exhibit

3 forpurposes of cross?
p ,

(_/ 4 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

5 (The document was marked for

6 identification as Applicants'

7 Exhibit No. 149.)

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection?

9 MR. PIGOTT: Let me distribute them.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: We haven't reviewed the exhibit.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. While this is being

12 done can I just ask for the Board's understanding. I don't

13 believe Mr. Nauman has spoken at all yet to the low power

. ({}) 14 question, is that correct?

i 15 MR. HOEFLING: That's correct.
|

| 16 JU;GE KELLEY: That will be handled separately,

17 though.

18 MR. HOEFLING: The next phase.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. Fine.

20 MR. PIGOTT: I was circulating Exhibit 149 but,

21 for clarification, is it the Staff's intent to recall Mr.

22 Nauman on the low power?

23 UR. HOEFLING: That's correct.

gm 24 MR. PIGOTT: The next document I would identify
L)

25 would be Exhibit No. 150, DFP-ld. The sponsor will be Mr.

,a
LY

__ _ - _ ___________ _____-__ .
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y David Pilmer at the time that he takes the stand for rebuttal

O
2 purposes. The title of t he exhibit I would identify as

Minutes of Meetirgs of Interagency Jurisdictional Planning3 s

4 Committee (June 10, 1981 through September 11, 1981), and I

5 will distribute that document.

6 (The document was marked for

7 identification as Applicants'

8 Exhibit No. 150.)
~

9 CROSS EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. PIGOTT:

gy Q With respect to Exhibit 149, Mr. Nauman, have

12 you had a chance to examine the four letters contained in

13 that exhibit?

() 14 A Yes.

15 Q Are those letters that were received by your

16 FEMA regional office at or about the time they are dated?

17 A I believe so.
|

| 13 Q Were they transmitted to you from Mr. Sandivina
l

19 in the normal process of the review of this proj ct?
|

20 A They were.

21 MR. PIGOTT: I would ask that Exhibit No. 149

12 be admitted to evidence.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection?

24 MR. MC CLUNG: I'm going to make the objection

25 to these documents that on the same ground that I made earlier

)

. _ _ __ _- . _
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i which you made a ruling on, but I would like te note that

(
2 the Intervenors object to explication of the action plan

3 with regard to the June 3 interim FEMA findings by way of

() 4 documentary evidence or testimony.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Objection noted.

6 MR. HOEFLING: My question of Mr. Pigott would

7 be what is the evidentiary purpose of these documents? Are

8 they being offered to indicate that the company has communi-

9 cated status to FEMA or are they being offered for the truth

10 or what specifically is the evidentiary purpose of these?

13 MR. PIGOTT: They are offered for the purpose

12 of showing the status of knowledge of FEMA with respect to

l 13 the on-going activities of the Applicants with respect to
i

I 14 meeting the various deficiencies set forth in the letter of{)
15 June 3.

16 MR.HOEFLING: With that explanation we don't have

17 any objec* ion.

{ 13 JUDGE KELLEY: The Intervenors' objection is

19 noted and overruled, as previously. But just for the sake

20 of consistency of the record, the record reflects the

21 objection. The exhibit is admitted.

12 (The document marked for

13 identification as Applicants'

24 Exhibit No. 149 was receivedOG
25 in evidence.)

()

|

|

_
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Ji- 1 MR. PIGOTT: And to keep the record in one place
_

2 and so I don't have to remember later, Mr. McClung, I believe

3 you wanted the documents set forth as Exhibit No. 150 in
e'
'

4 evidence. I'll offer them and see if there is any objection

5 to those documents.

6 MR. MC CLUNG: No objection.

7 MR. HOEFLING: Again, what is the purpose of

8 this group of exhibits that are listed as Applicants's No.

9 150?

| 10 MR. PIGOTT: This set of exhibits, again, goes
I

! 11 to show the on-going activities of_the Applicants, the con-

12 tinuing planning, the continuing involvement of the many

13 jurisdictions that are involved with this overall process,

() 14 and will be used, I think, in some fashion to show that FEMA

15 is in fact aware of the on-going efforts of the Applicants

16 and the jurisdictions.

17 MR. HOEFLING: No objections.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you just give a little further

19 indication df the relevance of their awareness of on-going

20 activities? I mean I assume ultimately we are judging the

21 adequacy of the plans and they are either adequate or they

22 are not.

23 MR. PIGOTT: I won' t say that -- impeach is

24 probably too strong a word to use, but I think that we will

25 . find,-I will attempt to show that some of the FEMA testimony

|

I
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1 is perhaps somewhat dated.
O

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, are you rebutting the earlie r

3 findings of deficiency?

4 MR. PIGOTT: In this sense we are not rebutting.

5 First of all, I -- I guess we may as well back up and get

6 into the context of this thing right away. The June 3 letter ,

7 report card, findings, whatever you want to call it, found

8 essentially two things. One, that~the plans were acceptable,

9 albeit minimally, and secondly, that the implementation of

10 those plans did not come u-p to standard. Applicants view

11 it, therefore, that given the type of a finding that it was

12 a finding or a report pursuant to the memorandum of under-

13 standing. which I think we can show is a findina that is

() 14 made for the purpose of specifically in this case of assisting
i

15 the NRC in its evaluation of off-site plans, particularly

16 for licensing purposes. That these findings , reports, what-

17 ever you want to call them, are not as of an X date and then

i 18 unchangeable or cannot be considered to be nnchanged until

19 there is a document of equal ievel. That we have a status
.

20 report pursuant to the memorandum of understanding as of

21 June 3, we have an on-going process, and we have available --

12 the Board has available the ability to make a determination

23 at any point along the line as to whether or not, given the

24 orio'r recort, given everything that has happened since, they{}
25 are then in a position to say with reasonable assurance

(v~)
'

|

i
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, I that activities can and will be taken.

() 2 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. I follow that. It

3 seems to me that inevitably we are coming to a question that

() 4 we have to face and answer, and that is whether this Board

5 ought to leave the record open for the final report from

6 FEMA. I gather Applicants are -- I don't mean to force you

7 to a position, but I assume you are opposed to that. You

8 don't have to say.

9 MR. PIGOTT: Well, we are approaching it. I

10 would --

ji JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Because I am going to ack

12 Mr. Nauman anyway and I assume somebody else will, whether

13 we have to wait for the final FEMA report.

14 MR. PIGOTT: I think you phrased it two different
[}

15 ways there just in a matter of seconds. One, ought we

16 wait, and two, must we wait. There is a great deal of

17 difference. Perhaps "ought to wait" is what we would consider

18 one of the least desirable paths and certainly "have to wait"

19 we don' t feel that the law supports that. But yes, we are

20 approaching that.

21 JUDGE FELLEY: Okay. But with that perspective,

22 then your desire to show on-going status and change would be

23 readily understandable. Okay.

24 MR. PIGOTT: And so both 149 and 150 are in
Ov

25 evidence, is that correct?
,

-
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y JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

O
2 ' (The document marked for

3 identification as Applicants'

() Exhibit No. 150 was received4

5 in evidence.)

6 BY MK. PIGOTT:

7 0 All right. If we can just back up and do a

8 little bit of quick history here, Mr. Nauman, I think the

9 first of the documents, one of the first of the significant

documents we have been involved with is labeled Intervenors'10

yy 13, and that is the RAC review. I believe the actual drafting

12 f that document was by you, was it not?

13 A I have explained the process under which the RAC

() 14 review was prepared. I did consolidate the findings and

15 attempt to standardize them into one u.:iform presentation,

16 yes.

17 0 And the next document would be the drill evalua-

33 tion, Exhibit 14, done I guess on May 29, 1981. Would that

19 be the next significant document?

20 A Yes, sir. I believe so.

21 Q Okay. And that was also drafted at vour hand,

22 is that correct?

23 A It was, as I also stated in previous testimony,

- 24 prepared in a pyramidal fashion, using a staff of FEMA

25 personnel nurboring five in the final throes, and I again did

()

-. .
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i consolidate it and attempt to standardize the input format-

2 wise or administratively and put it together.

3 0 And the third document would be Intervenors'

() 4 Exhibit 15, which is the interim findings with the supporting

5 discussions of June 3, 1981. Tell me, did you draft those

6 documents?

7 A I drafted a nosition from the Region that was

3 sent to the National office for its use as it saw fit. The*

9 contents of that document very closely -- is very closely

10 depicted by the referenced Exhibit 15.

ti MR. HOEFLING: Excuse me. I believe we should

12 be talking about Staff Exhibit 11 rather than Intervenors'

13 15 with respect to the June 3.
~

MR. PIGOTT: Is that what it got in as?
(%} 14

15 MR. MC CLUNG: That's what it got in as, Mr.

16 Pigott.

17 MR. PIGOTT: Okay. I'm sorry. I take that back.

18 WITNESS NAUMAN: And my comments are so corrected .

19 BY MR. PIGOTT:

20 0 Taking a look at Staff Exhibit 11 and just taking
,

21 a look at the first page, the first three paragraphs, were

22 these -- do yca recognize those as your handiwork?

23 MR. HOEFLING: Could we characterize them as'

24 what they are, paragraphs on a document.-

25

()

- . . - _ . - . _ . .
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1 BY MR. PIGOTT:
U

2 Q The first paragraph, first three paragraphs on

3 the memorandum of June 3, 1981.

4 A If you could wait til I find the reference, as

5 long as you are going to cite specific paragraphs. I'll have

6 to take a look at it.

7 (Pause)

8 The first two pages of the document to which you

9 refer were prepared by the National office. The similar

10 document that relates to the one that I prepared and forwarded

11 serves as I believe an attachment thereto, starting on page

12 3.

13 Q As I look at Staff Exhibit 11 it appears to be

tO '4 oo=90 ea or enree verte -- eaa nov- enie is the seme- oae

15 is a two-page memorandum over the Federal Emergency Managemen u

16 Agency letterhead, June 3, two pages. Then attached to that
|

17 is a docement entitled FEMA Region IX Evaluation with Respect'

18 to the Adequacy of Plans and the Capabilities of State and

19 Local Governments to Implement the I'lans, which is some

20 seven pages long. And finally, a document two pages long

21 which appears to be entitled Exercise Summary, San Onofre,

22 May 13, 1981. Is that the correct package of Staff Exhibit

23 11?

24 A Yes. I'm op rating from other than Staff

25 exhibit. It is the same material but in a slightly differentj
|
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i format. I believe the seven pages equates to the document

2 that I submitted.

3 Q Well then with respect to the document entitled

( June 3,1981, did you submit a document equivalent to that?4

5 A As I indicated, the first two pages of that

6 document were prepared by the -- I presumevere prepared by

7 the National office. They were not prepared by the Region.

3 0 Well, when you cay prepared, do you mean that it

9 was typed there or was the language actually drafted there?

10 A They, to the best of my knowledge, the first two

11 pages were prepared there by them. Where they got the

12 material, if that's your inference, remains to be seen. I

13 cannot testify to that.

() 14 Q Looking at these first two pages on that memor-

15 andum from Mr. Dicke to Mr. Grimes, do you recognize any of

16 that as being language from any of the documents you would

17 have submitted to FEMA in Washington?

( 13 A I do.

19 0 And in what document would ycu have submitted

20 that language?
'

A The seven-page document that is attached there$.o.21

22 O Oh, I see. You're saying they took portions of

23 the seven-page document and turned it into this two-page

24 document of June 3?
f-)

! \_/

| 25 A They chose to formulate their findings of the

'

r~TV

| !
! ;

|
- - .
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1 first two pages from some extracts, it would appear.
2 0 Looking at the last paragraph of that document,
3 the one by Mr. Dickey, where it says "In summary, our interim

() 4 finding is that the state and local government radiological
5 emergency plans are minimally adequate", was that taken from

6 any of your documents? Do you recognize that as coming from

7 any of your documents?

8 A I again state that it appears to have been taken

9 from the attached seven pages.

10 Q So that was also your conclusion at that time,

11 the Region's conclusion at that time.

12 A I believe that is correct, yes.

13 0 And the following sentence concerning corrective

.(]) 14 actions, was that also Region IX's evaluation at that time?

15 A If you refer to the second sentence in that

16 paragraph, I believe that would be correct.

17 Q Now at the time these documents were formed
18 could you very briefly list for us again the documents that

19 you had before you as the basis of our finding?

20 A Yes. The three documents were the ones that yvu
21 have identified as Intervenors' Exhibit 13, Intervenors'

12 Exhibit 14, and the transcript from the public meeting that

23 was held May 18, 1981.

24 0 And looking first at the plans and holding
Os

25 implementation to.one side for a few minutes, the plan review
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1 at that time had been limited ourely to plan review, is that

2 correct? By that I mean the formally adopted plans of the

3 agencies.

4 A I believe that is an accurate description. Some

5 of which were in draft form. It's a minor distinction, but

6 not all of the documents were in what you would call final

7 form. They are cited as being a draft, although they have

a been signed off by the jurisdictions.

9 Q Yes. And you did not have any of the or did you

to have any of the underlying SOP's going with these plans?

11 A We were not provided any SOP's, nor were we

12 provided the bacic emergency documents to which a number of

13 the radiological emergency plans' submitted were attachments

- (]) 14 to. Additionally, some of the related annexes or appendices

15 to the Marine Corps plan were not provided. They were sub-

16 sequently provided at a date subsequent to June 3.

17 O That's what I was going to ask you. Since that

18 time, since the time of I guess we're looking at the RAC

'

19 review really is the relevant document for what we are

20 talking about, is it not?

21 A For purposes of plan review that is correct.

22 At the instigation or at the request, rather, of the Appli-

23 cants that the MOU be applied we conducted the aforementioned

24 review. As I think you are leading to, subsequent to that
[)

,

25 I have received copies of some of the draft SOP's and related

'

[~)v

b
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1 materiais. We still do not have all of the materials that
O

2 are called for by 0654.

3 MR. !!OEFLING: Just to jump in here, I think

4 fir. Nauman indicated that the Applicants requested that

5 the MOU by applied. Did you mean that or did you mean the

6 NRC Staff?

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: As I understand it, the Appli-

8 cants requested the NRC to apply the MOU, at which point we

9 were tasked to come up with a finding -- the agency was

10 tasked to come with a finding and determinations.

11 ///

12

13

'() 14

15

'

16

17

| 18

19

20

21

22

23

()
25:

.
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T22 kl 1 BY MR. PIGOTT:

O
2 Q The MOU was invoked in any event?

3 A That is correct. Because that is what resulted - -

4 what caused the actions to be completed at those dates of

5 Ap:cil 27th and June 3rd.

6 0 What is your basis for saying that the Applicantu

7 requested the NRC Staff to revoke the MOU?
,

3 A A statement made by a member of the Applicants'

9 staff that that action was either going to take place or did

10 take place. I only mention that to put it in perspective

ij to understand why we bege.n the review and -- or conducted

12 the review at that particular juncture.

13 0 Would it be unfair to say, Mr. Nauman, that

() 14 you have never really been very fond of the timing of this

15 overall review and exercise procedure?

16 A It certainly reflects the possibility of being

17 slightly expedited, but we completed the actions within the

13 required time frames and met the obligations.

19 Q But you --

20 A We being all those activities involved, the

21 Applicant, the jurisdictions, FEMA and the NRC.

22 Q I realize, all the documents came together, but

23 it was - was it not your feeling that it was not an appro-

24 priate time either for the review or the exercise?

25 A It was reflected prior to the exercise that the --

)

_ - - - -
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k2 1 by botn ths .? ate of California Office of Emergency Services

be-
2 and the FEMA region nine, as well as FEMA national, that it

3 might not be totally appropriate to conduct the exercise
O 4 that early on in light of no prior training conducted and

5 the fact that the plans had not been -- I am sorry -- that

6 the RAC review had not been applied to the plans by the local

7 jurisdictions.

8 Q Well then it would have been your desire, for

9 instance, to have had the comments of the RAC review go back

to to the local jurisdictions, the plans modified and have them

11 go through whatever political process would be necessary to

12 have those modifications adopted and then resubmitted along

13 with supporting SOPS for a proper level of review?

) 14 A Not necessarily in a formal nature, but it seemed

15 reasonable to the FEMA staff that a review of the suggested

16 RAC review material would be appropriate, as well as some

17 basic training to allow the jurisdictions possibly a greater

18 level of proficiency in taking on the exercise, an exercise

19 of that proportion. The reflections were that they did an

20 exemplary job in some of the areas, but obviously as a

21 result of the findings that we reached had some other weak

22 points that need attention.

23 0 In any event, subsequent to the RAC review which

24 came up in April 27, '61, you have had occasion to -- well,{}
25 let's start with the general plan. Have you had occasion

()
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k3 1 to review or become familiar with the general plans, for

2 instance, of Orange County and the City of San Clemente?

3 A The basic emergency plan?

( 4 Q Yes.

5 A No, we have not.

6 Q Why is that?

7 A The plans were not provided to us, nor did we

8 have time under the accelerated schedule of the licensing

-- 9 Process for San Oncfre and Diablo Canyon.

10 Q So in all this time since April 27th through '81

gi you have never had occasion to review either of the basic

12 underlying plans that would seem most relevant to this par-

| 13 ticular project, that being Orange County and the City of

'

34 San Clemente?
(v~}

15 A The propriety of doing that under the time con-

16 straints caused us to not put our efforts toward that direc-

17 tion, as well as the fact that the documents were not pro-

( 13 vided.
!

19 Q How about the -- how about SOPS, have you had

occasion to review SOPS underlying the various plans since20

21 April 27, 1981?

12 A I have reviewed some of them yes. The ones that

23 were submitted to me.

24 Q And have you reached any kind of a general

OP nion as to whether the SOPS add to or detract from thei25

!
,

_.

- - y -
'
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k4 1 basic plans?
,.,

2 A They unquestionably add to the nature of the'

3 plans and reflect an ongoing effort by the utility and the --

/^3
\_/ 4 or, I am sorry -- the Applicant and the local jurisdictions

5 to meet the requirements of our suggested corrective action,

6 as well as to generally augment the planning.

7 Q Other than the general plans which apparently

8 you haven't been able to get to in the SOPS, have therd been

9 any other documents that have come to your attention since

10 April 27 of 1981 that in a documentary way either lend

il credence or detract from the credence of the plans that were

12 review . under the RAC7

13 A We have received that material that falls under

(~) 14 Applicants' Exhibit 149 and Applicants' Exhibit 150, ahich
xj

15 further depict ongoing planning efforts ard corrective ac-

16 tion to -- as relates to the plan review and the exercise

17 evaluation. Well, reflecting on the language that was used

: 18 ir the June 3 letter, minimally adequate, if that sentence
l

i 19 were to be drafted today, would the same adjective still

20 apply, or would you have any feelings that there might be

21 mcce confidence in the plans or less confidence in the plans

22 than in June?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Can we have a clarificat. ion for

e~s 24 if he is giving his own pe sonal opinion or --
( )
s-

25 MR. PIGOTT: I will take his personal opinion.

en .

v/
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Im k5 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay.U
2 WITNESS NAUMAN: I believe that the regional

3 opinion would be that the documents are improved from what

4 they were at the April 27th review. We have not had an op-

5
~

portunity to have the RAC review documents, nor do I believe

6 they are all in. We need to provide additional copies or

7 to create additional copies to assure that we have all of

8 the documents on hand before we would take the time with
9 the RAC members to call a new RAC review.

10 BY MR. PIGOTT:

II Q I appreciate that. Looking at the Exhibits 149

12 and 150, and you may have had some opportunity to look at

13 those prior to me asking these questions, and if you want

O I4 a couple of minutes to look at them further, please say so,

15 but upon looking at those and reflecting, can you think of

16 any other documents that have come into your possession
17 since June 3, 1981 that would reflect on the planning activi-

18 ties of the Applicants with respect to this project?

19 A Some of the reference material -- well, I

20 shouldn't say reference -- some of the materjr - that was

21 received from various jurisdictions within the San Onofre

22 project that related to critiques of our planned review and
23 exercise findings serve to reflect a review of the issues

24 and to some degree rebuttal to our findings,. to some degree,
25 anticipated corrective action, and to some degree a need for

/~T
U
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fm k6 1 Surther review and discussion between FEMA region nine and
C

2 the jurisdictions, but generally speaking, there has been

3 a significant increase in attention to the corrective action

O 4 which is, I think, applauded by us.

5 Q So the local jurisdictions did not 100 percent

6 agree with the RAC review?

7 A I think that is a safe conclusion, yes, sir.

8 Q And you have a -- you'have some written responsen

9 to that review?

10 A There were letters of response and as a result

11 of the May 13th cover letter, I believe, that suggested

12 that they submit to us a corrective action or response to

13 the findings. The formats came in in a varied set, but they

(( ) 14 generally responded to our findings and reflected some on-

15 going attention to corrective action.

16 Q Do you have those documents with you?

17 A Yes, sir, I believe I have some, if not all of

18 them. I believe I have only got four of the five.

19 Q Would you have any objection to placing those

|
20 in the record of this proceeding to indicate the response to

21 the jurisdictions to their various reviews?

12 A I believe that I would have to consult with

; 23 counsel to respond to that question.
l

24 MR. HOEFLING: No objection.'

25 MR. PIGOTT: Fine. I don't think we will take

i

O
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k7 1 the time now, but perhaps we can provide that tomorrow or

O
2 something like that, Mr. Chairman.

3
~ JUDGE KELLEY: What exactly are we talking about ?

|

| 4 MR. PIGOTT: What we are talking about is the

5 RAC review, Exhibit 13. When that was issued and circulated
|

6 to the various local jurisdictions who had submitted their

P ans, perhaps it was after the exercise, but in any event,l7

8 they apparently did not agree in total with the review of

9 FEMA, and in fact apparently wrote responses, and those are

10 the documents that I was suggesting be made part of the

gg record.

32 MR. MC CLUNG: Isn't the letter from -- that

Mr. Coleman wrote in response already part of the record?13

() 14 MR. PIGOTT: Well, there may be duplication to

( 15 the extent of --

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Oh. I am --

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection, Mr. McClung?

18 MR. MC CLUNG: No.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

20 MR. PIGOTT: The ones that are not already in

| 21 then, ps; aps we should --

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure, yeah.

23 MR. HOEFLING: I think the Orange County one

24 might be in already.

| 25 MR. MC CLUNG: Yeah, I think a couple of them

i
( -

|

|

t
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are in.k8 '
O JUDGE KELLEY: Well, the additional responses

2

t the RAC review the Applicants will provide, but --
3

O m. gIGoTT We w111 grovide epprogriete cogies.
4

JUDGE KELLEY: They will be admitted.
5

,

BY M. PIGOTT:
6

Q Have vou received anything by way of documenta-
7

tion with respect to the ingestion pathway surrounding San
8

" * ""
9

A The State of California has completed its draft
g

planning study as produced'by a consultant. It is under
g

review. The status of which I am not aware at this juncture ,

It was to be developed into a plan which I believe was to
g

e

serve as either.or an annex to the state Office of Emergency
g

Services nuclear power plant plan, forecast will be out in
g

the October November time frame. I don't know whether they
16

are adhering to that time frame or not.
37

Q Are you familiar with the plan that was submitted
g

by the Applicants to the state for the ingestion pathway?
,9

And also reflected in.Mr. Pilme.'s testimony.

A No, I don't believe I am.

Q Well, I would refer you to Applicants' Exhibit

143, which is entitled emergency response plans for inges-
23

tien pathway. It is your testimony that you have not seen
p

r reviewed this particular document?'

25

O

- _ - - - - - _ - - - -
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k9 1 A I don't recall it, but under the current time
O 2 constraints, it is possible that I may have seen it. If I

3 could take a look at it, I might recognize it, but it

O 4
doesn't ring a bell.

5 0 Perhaps it is something we should do later if

6 we need to. And if you haven't seen that plan, I assume

7
you have not scen a letter from the state concerning it.

8 Or do you not recall seeing the letter --

I A I do not recall, that is correct.

10 Q Let me direct your attention to the testimony

II that you filed or the 24th of August, or as of the 24th of

12 August. Do you have that before you?

13 A I do.

Q I4 0 If you were asked each of those questions

IS today, would your answers be the same as they are reflected

16 in that testimony?

17 A The only way I could accurately or correctly

I8 respond to that would be to go through them one by one.

I9 Obviously there has been some corrective action provided.

20 The total assessment of that corrective action has not been

II completed. And without looking at them item by item, I woul d

22 hesitate to offer a generalization.

23 MR. HOEFLING: Are we going to continue this
i

! 24 line of questioning? I am having some problems with its

25 worth.

~

O

|
t

- __ ,_ _
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kl0 1 MR. PIGOTT: You cut me to the quick,

O
2 Mr. Hoefling, but anyway -- yes, it goes exactly along the

3 lines as was requested by Mr. Kelley when he wanted to know

(J'\\ 4 what the value of the Exhibits 149 and 150 were, and that

5 is to show that we are proceeding closer and closer to even

6 what FEMA might consider as compliance with 0654, and it is

7 our hope to show that we are to the point, and the proof is

8 such that the Board need not wait a further FEMA letter such

9 as the one of the third, but can make the reasonable assurance

10 that actions can and will be taken on their own, given the

11 state of the record, and it is my feeling that the testimony

12- of August 24 may be somewhat dated by --
!

13 MR. HOEFLING: Well, that --

() 14 MR. PIGOTT: -- I mean since that time.
,

15 MR. HOEFLING: Well, that is my problem. I

; 16 understand the point you are trying to make with a demon-

17 stration that the Applicant has a continuing program to,

18 if you will, correct deficiencies, or modify the state of

19 emergency preparedness, and I have no quarrel with that. I

20 think I do have a quarrel with asking Mr. Nauman whether the

21 testimony he filed on August 24th is still accurate as of

12 this date. It was filed on the 24th, and we do have a pro-

23 gram of corrective action in place, which Applicants' Exhi-

24g, bit 144 indicates will not be complete until. October 15th,

25 1981, which is still in the future, and I just don't

()

_
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k11 1 understand what -- how the record is going to be served by
,

'~'
2 asking Mr. Nauman whether or not his testimony is absolutely

3 ~ Precise today since it is not going to be absolutely precise

() on October 15th, given that additional corrective actions4

5 are going to be completed up until that time, at least

6 Applicants' 144 would so indicate.
,

7 MR. PIGOTT: If I might respond, it was only

8 a predicate. If he had answered yes, there trould have been

9 no further questions, but I don't believe he has answered

10 yes, and I think I am entitled to know what the changes are

11 in his testimony from the time it was filed to the time we

12 sit here today.

13 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman?

/~% 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.
U

15 MR. PERRY: I would like to suggest that we are

16 moving -- it sounds to me as though we are moving into a

17 Potentially very delicate area. I think that Applicants'

18 Exhibit 149 certainly indicates ongoing activities and it is

19 Positive, but I am. concerned that we might, albeit inadver-

20 tantly, get into a situation with this line of questioning

21 in which a key FEMA employee, officer, is asked in effect

12 to make evaluations from the stand of activities that are

23 more properly a part of the agency's internal evaluative

24 Process. I do not think it is appropriate for the Applicant

O''~
25 to seek, in effect, a FEMA finding of some sort, either at

GV
|

._. . - _ . . _ _ . -
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k12 1 the regional or the national level, from this process, apart,-

> ' ,''
2 from the agency's own internal evaluation of events. .

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervenors agree wholeheartedly
(')
\/ 4 with that.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Any othe; comment, Mr. Pigott?

6 MR. PIGOTT: Well, certainly. We cannot in the

7 context of this proceeding await another document of the

8 style of the letter of June 3. We have to find out what

9 FEMA's status is as of this date. I would be willing to

ali ulate that any opinion rendered by Mr. Nauman does not10 P

11 represent a finding of the federal emergency management

12 agency in the formal sense. However, they have sent a

13 witness who is supposed to tell us what is going on within

([]) 14 that agency as of the time they take the stand, which is the

15 time of interest to Applicants, the Board, and everybody

16 else involv d, and we -- if the position is we cannot find

17 out anything beyond what they have in writing with respect

18 to the current status of things, we could have done.it all

19 by mail. It just -- that I thought was what this Witness

20 was here for, to tell us where FEMA is right now. I am not

j 21 asking for formal findings, but I am asking to find out
!

! 22 what is going on within the agency with respect to this

23 project, and to elicit whatever facts I can from him.
,

24 ///| p)~_1
'

25
,

|

(_/
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10 883T23, lg 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it does strike the Board

2 that Mr. Perry makes a point. The bureaucratic process being

3 what it is, the fact that other people havo evaluated these

, 4 documents, I don't know that it is fr.ir to expect very much
'~

. 5 more than for him to say we are working on it. You can'c get
!

6 a finding. We can stipulate to that.

7 I understand your concern. The Board hasn't made

3 any decision in its own mind, I might add, on the obvious

9 question of whether we shouldn't go ' head and finish this
|

| 10 hearing, but then hold the record open fee the next FEMA
i

I
11 evaluation. I understand your position. I am telling you we

12 don't have one right now, ad I would be very interested in

13 finding out what the parties think, but we can't take it ad a
''

14 given that we can't wait, because we haven't decided that yet.

15 That certainly seems to be an option.

16 So, I think that there is a point that you are

17 rapidly approaching, where this line of questioning is not

18 productive, and for the reasons -- largely for the reasons
i

19 given by the Staff and FEMA Counsel. So, can you restate the

20 pending question?

21 MR. PIGOTT: The pending question was, I believe,
1

22 if asked these questions today, would your answers be the same 7

() 23 And I think we got into a partial answer when we got into the

24 co lloquy .

A
(/ 25 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. You can answer that one

__ __. _.-.--
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2 WITNESS NAUMAN: Mr responses to the individuals

s

3 questions as they were offered in the 24 August reference

4 document would probably be more positively oriented, ref lecting-

bg
5 the ongoing corrective action materials that were submitted .o

6 me.

| 7 To qualify the responses to say that -- which I

3 don't think Mr. Pigott had inferred, but still leaves some

9 concern in my mind, to the extent that the answer is the

10 corrective action was completed, is where the hesitance is.

11 I believe that it has been demonstrated in the

12 Applicants' Exhibit 149 and 50 that they are making an

; 13 effort to correct the action, but for example, we know as of()
(

'

14 August 8, 1981, sirens were installed. That is a very
|

15 definite corrective action, something that we can look at, but

16 we also need to have a position on their degree of cperability,

17 a study needs to be done, for example, by our technical staf f,

18 ur operations support division of the region as to the nature

19 f those -- to basically corroborate the technical applicabili-

20 ty f the documents.

21 It makes it extremely dif ficult for me to say that

22 we c>. have a positive finding. It goes back to the same

'
23 conflicts we got into Saturday over these views, if you.will,

|
24 that were submitted, as part of my testimony.

O
,

1s
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3 1 BY MR. PIGOTT:

2 Q Looking at your testimony of the 24th, with
)

3 respect to a question -- I will go by the questioning number

4 that you have in your testimony, which is question 4 relating

5 to GUARD contention 1 As I understand your testimony, you

6 reflect in effect a FEMA approval, acquiescence , I don't --

7 what word should I use when I am talking about this? I am

8 really never quite sure. It is not a write-off, is it?

9 A A favorable finding?

10 0 A f avorable finding. A FEMA favorable finding

11 under the MOU with respect to evacuation time estimates, is

12 that correct?

. 13 A They r.et the criteria, yes, sir. -

14 Q Okay. And with respect to the capability of

i 15 offsite organizations to evacuate or take otner protective
|

|

16 measures for the offsite permanent and transient population,
I

|
17 how would you characterize your answer there? I believe it is

| 18 found at the top of page four.

19 A O e.' moment.

20 MR. HOEFLING: Are we on the response to question
.

21 10, is that where we are?

22 MR. PIGOTT: I sort of hinted that that is --

#
23 might be where his answer could be found.

24 MR. HOEFLING: Well, we have got to know where
,

O'
25 the question is.

.

. , - . - - _ , ,
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4 1 MR. PIGOTT: I think the question is pretty

2 simple, and that is whether or not there is a favorable

3 writeoff with respect to the capability of offsite organizations

,o 4 to evacuate or take other protective measures for the offsite
O

5 permanent and transient population.

6 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think I have to adhere to the

7 response that was given at the 24 August position in regards

8 to question 10, ?" that is the nature of your question.

9 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

10 BY MR. PIGOTT:

11 Q In that response, found on page four in the

12 answer to question ten, it seems to say I -- additi sl work

13 is needed. Can you t211 us in which area additional wt is

14 needed?

15 A The revised -- I guess more accurately, the

16 latest Wilbur Smith study I think needs to be reviewed and

17 f actored into the update of each of the jurisdiction's plans,

18 as well as the IAP, and the actions that are being taken by

19 the interjurisdictional planning committee, and ss re ..tes to

20 consolidation of plans, and the resultant decision making

21 process would probably also be a signaficant f actor that would

22 come into play here.

23 Q All right. Number four sounds to me like some

24 kind of a monitoring -- or some kind of a training requirement.
'

O
25 Is it? The first three that appeared were purely plan



I

5 1 oriented, if I can use that phrase. '

2 A I am.sorry. I don't I:now what you are referring

3 to now. You said number four.

4 Q You mentioned four things. Let us go back over

5 them.

6 A Oh.

7. O The Wilbur Smith study, in what matter --
|

3 A There were changes. There were changes in the

9 routing for evacuation, there were dif ferent times involved.

10 0 And it is your feeling that what would have to be

11 done with respect to this?

12 A Furthermore, there was lack of I think some of

13 the requirements of the appropriate appendix in 0654 as
( )''

14 relates to evacuation time studies;: were supposed to be

15 f actored into the plans,: and similar to, for example, at

16 table J, the one in 0654, as I recall, was not reflected in

17 each one of the plans. The -- again we are dealing with an
l

! 18 aggregate finding as opposed to individual items. The

19 shared consolidation of two of the jurisdictions into other

20 plans could make some material changes in the whole nature of

21 the thing. It is difficult to assess at this juncture the

22 acceptance of the documents.

O
| 23 Q Are you speaking of the updated hitour Smiths-

24 plan?

O'- 25 A The most current one, whatever the title is.
1
i
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6 1 Q Revision number two? 10,888

~'

2 A I think that is the correct one, yes, sir.
'

O
3 0 And you are saying that the plans should be

4 updated to integrate whatever changes have been made in thatj .

| uJ

5 plan?

6 A As are required by 0654, right. 0654 says you

7 will address those factors, and I think there was identified

8 in the plan review of April 27 that some of the items were

9 missing, omitted, if you will, or not included in the -- some

10 or all of the jurisdictional plans.

11 Q And than you cited the IAEP. What is it you would

12 have them do with respect to that?

13 A only to the extent that the IAEP deals with

()
14 evacuation, and there was discussion mmongst the jurisdictions

15 to revise that as well as consolidate some of the planning
;

!

16 documents.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me, just sc that we are

.

18 c lear, in the -- in your elaborating upon these various
|

19 deficiencies in the plan, do these various points -- are they
|

20 written down somewhere else in an earlier critique?

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. They are in the

22 April 27 plan review document by jurisdiction. That is -- see,

O 23 that is the difficulty with my --- or the reason for my.

| 24 nonspecificity. It is dif ficult to give you an answer six
,

O'
25 different times, so we refer to that which deals specifically

_ _ _ ____
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7 y with each of the jurisdictions, of which four of them ag,889

2 specific item by item criteria referenced.
O
V

3 JUDGE KELLEY: These are evaluations performed by

4 your office, by regional?

U
5 WITNESS NAUMAN: That is correct, sir, by the RBC.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: RAC, by RAC.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: That is Exhibit 13, Intervenor's

g Exhibit 13.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Ankl if one looked in that exhibit,

10 w uld one find these same things?

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

. 13 BY MR. PIGOTT:

:O'

Q And that also goes with your reference to34

15 e nsolidation of plans by the interagency --

A The interagency planning committee, as I16

g7 interpreted the minutes of the meetings and discussions I have

gg had with Mr. Coleman and Mr. Turner, among others, reflected

19 that there was -- and I think it was also reflected in Ms.

20 Ferguson's testimony to this Board, that action or considera-

21 tion was being given to the consolidation of one or more of

23 the plans, to f acilitate more ef ficient handling of emergency

23 response capability.

34 I guess the best way to summarize this is that

bd there nave been some significant caanges. The critiques have25
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8 1 been conducted from the exercise and the plan reviews, 10,d we890
an

' 2 feel that those should be integrated. They are being worked

3 on. It would be ' foolish, ,I think, to render an opinion at

4 this juncture, whether it was different or not, and thenfS
V

5 turn around, and when thos e documents came out, as has been

6 indicated, as being sometime in the near future, and have a

7 much more credible position there, probably a most reasonably

8 considered a more f avorable finding.

9 0 so when this work that you have just spoken of

10 comes -- is completed -- I am trying to visualize -- it would

11 go back for the further RAC review, and a further finding?

12 A I think, generally speaking, that that is accurate ,

13 yes. I would qualify it only by just the sheer nature 'of the

14 document. If we get revised plans, or plans -- or a changed

15 document to the plans, and a request at the same time for a

16 position statement, if you will, or a finding, I think that

17 we would be in a position to justify the RAC's time, to call

18 them in and do a new review or an update. The 0654 criteria

19 call for referencing those changes in a format that allows us a

20 more expedient review, and we could then re-review the plan.

21 We can take into consideration the corrective action that has

22 been accomplished by all parties, and depending on what our
p
'~

23 tasking.inssignment is, render a position statement as of that

24 particular date.

25 It must be remembered that this is an ongoing
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9 1 thing. Every year the plans are to be reviewed and an 10,891

2 exercise is to be conducted, so it is ongoing.
U

3 Q But with respect to these items, then, that you

4 have just identified, these are plan oriented, and it is my

f understanding that even as of the June 3, that the plans are

6 minimally acceptable, are they not?

7 A Your reference in your original question to me,

3 sir, dealt with plan corrective action, as did the August 24 ,

9 reference within your question, and my response was directed

10 to that. It further alluded to the fact that an ongoing

11 corrective action was completed, and I guess I combined the

12 two issues.

1

13 Q But if we go back to the basic milestone, it's

~"
14 the June 3 letter, and this goes back to the question of

15 whether the plans would then be more than minimally adequate,

16 would it not?

17 A That is probably an accurate statement, yes.

18 Q Okay. Now, when I go to question 11, I think we

19 are still answering the issue that has been referred to as the

| 20 GUARD contention 1, you make a statement that I assume is

21 unchanged, that these jurisdictions demonstrated an ability

33 to respond to general disaster conditions, is that right?

| O .

| 23 A Yes, sir.v

I Q But here, you also say that they need additional24

O
3; training on radiological response?

l
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10 1 A That is correct. 10,992

2 0 And I think pretty clearly that has been your

3 testimony on examin . tion by Mr. McClung, was it not?

4 A Yes,- sir.

5 0 And with respect to the further development of

6 protective action procedures for ingestion pathways, unless I

7 missed your testimony of a few minutes ago, you don't have

3 anything to update that particular consideration?

9 A I am not sure I didn't gather two different

10 questions there. Ongoing radiological monitoring training

11 and ingestion are two different things, but --

12 O They are.

13 A The -- and I have had input to me that relates to

n'''
14 the Applicants ' efforts to scheduling, establishing the

15 development of lesson plans and scheduling of radiological

16 training in a number of different areas. The ingestion

17 pathway activities are primarily a responsibility of the state,
|

13 with coordination of the local jurisdictions, and as I

19 indicated, some planning has been done in that area. It has

20 been somewhat slow in coming, but it is -- we are getting

21 there.

22 Q Well, if I can summarize what I hear from you

O
\/ 23 from all of this GUARD contention one, the only defect I see

24 you testifying to is an apparent lack of necessary training in

- 25 radiological response, that the other areas, the plans may need
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10 893
1 to be improved, and the evacuation times have been approphlatel:r

2 taken care of, and it would sound like you are not findingOV
3 negatively on ingestion pathway, that leaves me with -- the way

- 4 I read your testimony -- the area of radiological monitoring

5 as being the area of deficiency, is that correct?

6 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman?

7 JUDGE KELLEY:- Yes.

8 MR. PERRY: I think I have to object here.

9 Mr. Pigott is talking once again in terms of findings. He is

10 in effect doing what we, I think, had some cautionary

11 language about earlier, going over the question and asking is

12 it different today from the way it was before? We are getting

13 into the kind of problem that I anticipated we would get into,

~

14 and I just feel I have to object to the way that question is

15 put, sir.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I take it -- we stipulated

| 17 earlier we are not here for findings. I gather tne most you

18 can get is Mr. Nauman's personal expert opinion en an issue

19 one way or the other, but one of the things that is a little

! 20 troublesome to me in terms of where this gets us, now, on the

21 one hand, as a general proposition, one can understand the

|

22 Applicants' desire to find out exactly what it is FEMA thinks

23 is wrong with their plans. I understand that.

i 24 But if the testimony we have before us here speaks

- 25 even as of an earlier date -- Mr. Nauman, didn't you say that
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10,894
1 this testimony with reference to substance and underlying facts

2 really goes back to June 3?7-
V

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir, because no -- nothing

g 4 was filed with me subsequent to that, and these -- this
(s

5 document actually should be more accarately dated 17 August.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: A minor correction --

8 JUDGE KELLEY: But my point is, it speaks of,

9 as of a certain date, getting into the underlying specifics,

10 seems to involve at least in part looking at tha RAC review,

11 which goes further back to April, and as to that, for example,

12 when you ticked off some deficiencies from the RAC review,

13 one could find them by reading the RAC review, right? You

(
14 weren't adding anything new.

15 WITNESS NAUMAN: There was nothing to add.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Now, there may be some

i 17 va lue , I suppose, in getting the witness's expert view on

18 matters that have been improved in the interim since these

19 criticisms were made, but I am not sure that he has any such

l 20 opinion to offer, and if he does, it >5 -- it seems to be of

21 limited utility to go the rest of th; way through the testimony

22 and pursue this kind of question.

(~~)''
! 23 MR. PIGOTT: The thrust of the question is to'"

24 attempt to clarify what the witness has stated. I think we

{'\~

25 are pretty clear on what the basis is of what he has stated.

|

__ ..
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10,895

1 However, when one reads all of the questians and answers fore

2 instance, with respect to issue number one, and does put it

3 back into the context of the RAC review and the other

4 documents, I think what is fairly displayed is that there iss

5 only one real criticism, and that is that the radiological

6 monitoring -- the other ones are a lot of references to

7 planning and so on, but when one goes back to the basic

3 documents , one finds that those were not areas of deficiencies.

9 The plans were minimally acceptable.

10 So far, we have found one area that does not go

11 to the plans with respect to issue number one, and I would like

12 to be able to iso.'. ate on what are the real deficiencies, and

13 what are the ones where they are looking for significant
ry
LJ

14 reviews as a result of updated SOPS and better coordinated

15 plans , and I think that that is a legitimate and I would hope
|

16 probative area of inquiry.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Off the record for a minute.

18 (Brief recess)

19 JUDGE KELLEY: On the record. We have a procedur-

20 al point f rom Mr. McClung, and then we are going to adjourn

21 for the evening.

| 22 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, I just wanted to point out

i 23 that I have distributed to the parties and the Board our

| 24 Exhibit number 25, which I promised, which is the --

,

(' )
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

l
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10,896
1 MR. MC CLUNG: -- State Parks' review by the

2 Office of Emergency Services.

3 .- JUDGE KELLEY: Fine; thank you. Okay, that is it.

4 We will pick up again at nine in the morning.

5 (Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 7:00

6 o' clock p.m., Monday, September 28, 1981, to reconvene at

7 9:00 a.m. the next day.)
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